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This special edition of the NYSBA Health Law Jour-
nal is designed to complement the featured conference
at the Health Law Section’s Annual Meeting in January
2002, entitled “Penalizing Health Care Providers:
Enforcement or Exploitation?” The edition and the con-
ference raise a sensitive but pressing question: Has gov-
ernment become unduly harsh and unfair, even
exploitative, in its enforcement efforts aimed at health
care professionals and institutions? 

Government plays an essential role in the oversight
of health care. It sets quality standards and strives to see
that they are followed. It establishes reimbursement
rules, and tries to ensure that its funds are used appro-
priately. It also advances critically important health pol-
icy initiatives, such as protecting the confidentiality of
health information, ensuring emergency medical treat-
ment, and promoting the safety and autonomy of
research subjects. 
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Introduction
Penalizing Health Care Providers:
Enforcement or Exploitation?
Robert Abrams, Chair, NYSBA Health Law Section
Philip Rosenberg, Program Chair
Robert N. Swidler, Acting Editor, NYSBA Health Law Journal

In order to achieve its aims, government must regu-
late conduct and police health care providers to ensure
compliance with its regulations. 

Health lawyers firmly support the government’s
objectives, and the need for diligent regulatory enforce-
ment of the health care industry. Indeed, the NYSBA
Health Law Section has called for an extension of the
government’s role in various health care areas. On a
personal level, as patients and family members of
patients, we absolutely rely on government to do these
things.

However, over the past few years, those of us who
represent health care providers have noted a palpable
and ominous shift in climate. We have seen a dramatic
expansion in the amount and complexity of regulatory
requirements imposed on providers, and in the breadth
of prohibitions. We have seen a trend toward more dra-
conian penalties for violations of those requirements.
We have observed an exponential increase of govern-
mental resources devoted to investigating and prose-
cuting alleged violations of its rules. We have seen far
greater powers and discretion conferred on enforce-
ment agencies—and questionable uses of that discre-
tion. Perhaps of greatest concern, we sense a change in
the way government perceives providers—from col-
leagues, with a common interest in promoting public
health, to suspects. 

Health care is not organized crime. The doctors,
nurses and other health care workers who care for the
sick and disabled, and the administrators and staff who
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“Health care is not organized crime.
The doctors, nurses and other health
care workers who care for the sick
and disabled, and the administrators
and staff who support them, are
overwhelmingly honest and capable
people.”



support them, are overwhelmingly honest and capable
people. Indeed, for most of them, health care is not so
much a business as a calling: they are in this field to do
good. And they are doing good, each day, despite work-
er shortages, inadequate reimbursement, escalating
costs, competitive pressures and many other obstacles
and pressures. 

In this environment, government needs to be more
supportive and less punitive in its oversight of the pub-
lic health system. It needs to recognize that there are
limits to the tactics and weapons it can deploy—even in
its legitimate fight against fraud, abuse, misconduct and
poor care—before it harms the health care system it
seeks to purify. When government agencies impose
rules that are ever changing, counterintuitive, and
mind-numbingly complex, when they compel providers
to divert more and more resources from the provision
of care to compliance activities, when they threaten
severe penalties for inadvertent and minor infractions,
when they issue one-sided press releases that harm rep-
utable providers—the agencies exact a toll that is pre-
dictable and regrettable: Many dedicated professionals
leave health care; others who remain are demoralized
and distracted. 

Can government achieve its laudable aims without
exacting such a heavy a toll? In defense of its efforts,
government agencies portray fraud and abuse as ram-
pant. An oft-cited study suggests that 10 percent of all
expenditures in the health care industry are attributable
to fighting fraud. The regulators contend that their
aggressive enforcement tactics serve as a necessary
deterrent of fraudulent activities, and are effective in
curbing a range of excesses that would otherwise jeop-
ardize patients and tax the health care system. We also
know that, in light of the economics of health care,
where the provider not only controls the supply of, but
also strongly influences the demand for, health care,
many inside and outside government believe that
health care providers must be policed with heightened
scrutiny.

To be sure, there are merits to the positions of both
the providers and the enforcers. In fact, the current
enforcement environment has both positive and nega-
tive impacts on health care. The challenge is to reduce
the negative impacts of aggressive enforcement without
sacrificing effective oversight of health care.

We seek to initiate a dialogue between providers
and government on improving the oversight of health
care. That dialogue should focus on certain basic princi-
ples rooted in fairness and respect, including the fol-
lowing:

Clarity. Rules of enforcement must be clear and
easy to comprehend (and to locate). When government
auditors find widespread noncompliance with a rule,

the rule is, in all likelihood, unintelligible, impractical
or obscure.

Specificity. Prohibitions, particularly criminal prohi-
bitions, must be specific. Sweeping, general prohibi-
tions like the anti-kickback law move us from a system
of law to a system of prosecutorial discretion. 

Substantive fairness. Rules must be substantively fair,
and less skewed toward expanding government’s
parochial interest as a payor. Government must reduce
its reliance on technical grounds as a way to avoid pay-
ing for medically necessary care.

Procedural fairness. Government should re-examine
the procedural rules that govern health care enforce-
ment activities, including audits and administrative
actions, to restore greater fairness. 

Proportionality. Enforcement agencies need to re-cal-
ibrate their sense of proportionality. They have been too
anxious to impose and collect fines, revoke licenses,
secure criminal convictions and seek harsh sentences—
in instances that should have been resolved with lesser
sanctions—or no sanction.

Publicity. Health care professionals and facilities
value their reputations. Government needs to be more
circumspect about issuing press releases that can harm
a provider far more than the statutory penalty provided
by law. Equally important, government must not
unnecessarily alarm the public with misleading and/or
useless information.

Compliance support. Government should reallocate a
portion of its resources from investigations and prose-
cutions to supporting compliance. It could, for example,
produce and distribute compliance training materials. It
could subsidize the hiring of compliance officers and
internal auditors or provide the services of confidential
compliance reviewers. 

Respect. Above all, government needs to improve its
attitude toward providers. Just as the government urges
providers to instill a culture of compliance in the work-
place, government agencies need to do more internally
to adopt a culture of respect—for nursing home nurses,
lab technicians, group practice administrators, pharma-
cists, community hospitals and home health agencies.
The work these health care professionals and facilities
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“The challenge is to reduce the negative
impacts of aggressive enforcement with-
out sacrificing effective oversight of
health care.”
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model of a health care delivery system that meets, and
even exceeds, their mutual objectives.

This Special Edition, and the corresponding confer-
ence, will elaborate on the preceding ideas and raise
others. Moreover, both the edition and conference will
offer practical information and advice to health lawyers
who must advise and defend clients in this anxious
environment.

It is our hope that the ideas and information pre-
sented here will offer a basis to evaluate and improve
the current environment. We also hope that the enforce-
ment agencies will accept, indeed embrace, them. We
welcome the suggestions of the government agencies,
and look forward to discussing this topic at the Annual
Meeting.

We would like to acknowledge and thank the
health lawyers and others who contributed articles to
this Special Edition—Robert Belfort, Joseph Curran,
Tom D’Antonio, Patrick Formato, Hermes Fernandez,
Stuart Klein, Ross Lanzafame, Lourdes Martinez, Nora
Colangelo, Gregg Naclerio, Douglas Sansted, David
Steckler, Melissa Zambri and the New York Association
of Homes & Services for the Aging—as well as those
who will participate in the conference. And, of course,
we again thank our steadfast regular columnists, Jim
Lytle, Leonard Rosenberg, Frank Serbaroli and Claudia
Torrey. These participants not only advance, but exem-
plify the mission of the Section: to provide professional
education, exchange information and perspectives,
address issues relating to health law, and serve the
public.

do each day is invaluable and difficult. They deserve
respect. All the other needed reforms will flow from
this.

At the same time, health care professionals and
institutions share a responsibility to examine their own
behavior. Government regulators and other public
employees also deserve to be treated with respect.
Moreover, those providers who intentionally defraud
the government, or provide truly deficient care, deserve
to be penalized, and have only themselves to blame—
not government regulations or regulators—for the con-
sequences of their behavior.

Despite the different venues from which govern-
ment and providers derive their perspective, both
groups would agree that the ultimate goal of the health
care delivery system is the provision of quality care in
the most effective and efficient manner. The current cli-
mate, rife with over-regulation, zero tolerance and
mutual distrust does not serve that objective. Indeed, a
large percentage of provider resources is squandered on
serving compliance, not patients, and meeting the letter,
not the spirit of regulation. The government has an
enormous opportunity to partner with providers by
codifying the costs associated with unproductive use of
staff dedicated to myriad and duplicative documenta-
tion, and to bring to the table, in a consultative, non-
punitive manner, standards that reflect the best prac-
tices the health care industry has to offer. Working
together, government and providers can stem the flight
of professionals from health care, contain escalating
costs, and provide patients with the quintessential
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Court Awards Attorneys’ Fees
Under Health Care Quality
Improvement Act to Prevailing
Hospital and Physician Defendants
in Peer Review Lawsuit

Sithian v. Staten Island Univer-
sity Hospital, (Sup. Ct., Richmond
Co. Sept. 2001). The lawsuits at issue
were brought by a physician whose
clinical privileges to perform certain
surgical procedures at a hospital
were suspended. The physician filed
lawsuits against the hospital, hospi-
tal administrators, members of the
medical staff and members of the
hospital’s Board of Trustees, as well
as the outside expert retained to
review the physician’s medical
charts. The physician alleged among
other things that statements made in
the medical peer review proceedings
were defamatory. The suits sought
over $30 million in damages against
the hospital and the individual
defendants. One of the suits was
commenced while the suspension
was under review by the hospital’s
Board of Trustees.

After the New York Public
Health Council ruled that the hospi-
tal’s actions complied with Public
Health Law § 2801-b (which requires
that hospital credentialing determi-
nations be related to patient care,
competency, or institutional objec-
tives), and that the physician had
been provided with due process, the
defendants moved for summary
judgment dismissal of all claims. The
motion asserted immunity from lia-
bility under the federal Health Care
Quality Improvement Act of 1986
(HCQIA) (42 U.S.C. § 11112). The
HCQIA provides participants in the
medical peer review process with
immunity from liability if certain
due process and other criteria are
met. Congress enacted the HCQIA to
discourage retaliatory litigation and
encourage meaningful medical peer
review. Defendant’s motion was
granted and the dismissal was
affirmed on appeal by the Appellate

Division for the Second Department
(724 N.Y.S.2d 906 (2d Dep’t, 2001)).
Thereafter, the defendants moved for
an award of costs and attorneys’
fees.

In a decision issued by Justice
Joseph J. Maltese, the court awarded
over $235,000 to the defendants in
costs and attorneys’ fees. The award
is based on a HCQIA provision
which states that an award of fees
and costs shall be made to prevailing
defendants if the court finds that the
suit was brought for frivolous rea-
sons, without foundation, or in bad
faith (42 U.S.C. § 11113).

Noting the congressional finding
underlying the HCQIA that the
threat of financial liability unreason-
ably discourages physicians from
participating in effective peer review,
the court ruled that the suits in this
case were retaliatory, frivolous, and
in bad faith. The court relied in part
on a prior finding in the underlying
order granting summary judgment,
that “retaliatory lawsuits of this
nature are precisely what the
HCQIA and the state immunity
statutes were intended to discourage
in order to encourage frank, open,
and meaningful medical peer
review.” The court also found that it
was bad faith for plaintiff to com-
mence suit while the matter was still
under consideration by the Board of
Trustees, as such an action would
have a chilling effect on the process.

This case appears to be the first
instance in which a New York State
court has awarded attorneys’ fees
under the HCQIA. [Garfunkel, Wild
& Travis, P.C., represented all defen-
dants in this case except the outside
physician reviewer].

Lack of Informed Consent Does
Not Convert a Battery Into an
Action for Negligence

Messina v. Matarasso, 729
N.Y.S.2d 4 (1st Dep’t 2001). Plaintiff
alleged that during cosmetic surgery

on her face, her physician negligent-
ly performed a surgical procedure on
her breasts to alleviate hardness
caused by silicone implants. As a
result of the procedure, plaintiff
claimed that her implants ruptured,
causing serious injury. The motion
court dismissed the action as
untimely, concluding that the one-
year statute of limitations for battery
applied, not the two-and-a-half-year
statute of limitations applicable to
medical malpractice actions.

The court noted that when
informed consent is lacking, there
are generally two different factual
scenarios—one for a battery and one
for negligence. An action is based in
negligence when the doctor obtains
consent from a patient to perform a
certain procedure, and due to com-
plications about which the patient
was not informed, the physician
deviates from the consent. In such a
circumstance, the courts have found
that this is not an intentional devia-
tion but rather “a deviation from the
duty to disclose the information that
a competent physician would have
provided.” On the other hand, under
traditional tort law, an action is
based in battery when a patient
agrees to a certain procedure and is
subjected to a completely different or
unrelated procedure. In this case, the
Appellate Division reaffirmed the
legal distinction between cases of
wholly unauthorized treatment, and
cases of consent to treatment without
full disclosure of the risks.

Because plaintiff claimed that
she gave no consent at all to the
alleged procedure on her breasts, her
claim sounded in battery, which bore
a lower standard and proof. Howev-
er, the claim was barred by the one-
year statute of limitations. The
Appellate Division further held that
once a battery has been established,
the physician may not be held liable
for negligence, regardless of whether
there was a lack of care causing
physical injuries.

In the New York State Courts
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Appellate Division Annuls Physician
Disciplinary Determination Because
Hearing Panel Did Not Include a
Lay Person

Orens v. Novello, 284 A.D.2d 26,
726 N.Y.S.2d 499 (3d Dep’t 2001).
Section 230(6) of the New York Pub-
lic Health Law requires that a state
Board for Professional Medical Con-
duct hearing committee in a physi-
cian disciplinary proceeding “consist
of two physicians and one lay mem-
ber.”

In a recently decided Third
Department case, a physician’s
license had been revoked by the
unanimous vote of a hearing com-
mittee comprised of two physicians
and one physician’s assistant. Dur-
ing the course of the hearing, the
physician being disciplined objected
to the composition of the committee,
contending that, under the Public
Health Law, a physician’s assistant
did not meet the definition of a “lay
member” because a physician’s
assistant is a licensed professional
subject to discipline by the state
Board for Professional Medical Con-
duct. The committee rejected this
challenge, finding that the Public
Health Law only required that one of
the committee members be a non-
physician. The Administrative
Review Board for Professional Med-
ical Conduct upheld the committee’s
determination.

The disciplined physician then
brought a CPLR Article 78 proceed-
ing in the Third Department to chal-
lenge his license revocation, and
raised the issue of the committee’s
composition. The Third Department,
reviewing the legislative history of
section 230 of the Public Health Law,
annulled the disciplinary determina-
tion. The court ruled that the Legis-
lature, when enacting section 230(6),
clearly intended that a hearing com-
mittee include one member who is
independent of the profession being
regulated. Since a physician’s assis-
tant is a licensed professional med-
ical practitioner whose profession is
also subject to the disciplinary

process set forth in section 230 of the
Public Health Law, the Third Depart-
ment concluded that a physician’s
assistant could not, under section
230(6), be the lay member of a com-
mittee.

Tracing the history of the current
physician disciplinary process, the
court noted that the current version
of section 230 was enacted in 1975 as
part of medical-malpractice reform
legislation. The Legislature at that
time believed that strengthening the
disciplinary procedures applicable to
physicians might lead to a reduction
in the incidents of medical malprac-
tice.

When debating changes to sec-
tion 230, the Legislature received
reports recommending that the hear-
ing committees include lay persons
so that the committees could take
into account and judge the effects of
a physician’s professional perform-
ance upon lay persons. These
reports, plus calls for an overall
strengthening of the power of the
hearing committees, led to proposals
that the entire responsibility for
physician disciplinary proceedings
be transferred from the state Board
of Regents to the state Health
Department.

The court noted that the pro-
posed transfer of physician discipli-
nary proceedings to the Department
of Health drew significant opposi-
tion from the state Board for Medi-
cine as well as the Commissioner of
Education. The Commissioner of
Education asserted that transfer of
physician disciplinary proceedings
from the Board of Regents to the
state Health Department would be
“contrary to the long-standing policy
of the state of New York that
licensed professions be subject to
disciplinary action by a lay board
rather than through a system man-
aged exclusively by members of the
profession.” Likewise, the state
Board for Medicine expressed con-
cern that decisions in medical profes-
sional discipline should be vested
“in the hands of a lay board of con-

sumer representatives” so as to
avoid “potential criticism of profes-
sional self-protection.”

These two conflicting views
resulted in a 1975 Legislative com-
promise: the creation of the current
state Board for Professional Medical
Conduct that consists of both physi-
cians and lay members. It is from
this Board that the hearing commit-
tees are chosen. Initially, section 230
of the Public Health Law required
that the committees be composed of
five members, four of whom were
physicians, and one of whom was a
layperson. In 1984, section 230 was
amended to create the current three-
member committees.

Because the hearing committees
were the product of this legislative
compromise, the Third Department
concluded that the Legislature’s
intent was that the non-physician on
a committee had to be a true
“layperson,” i.e., someone who is not
a licensed professional whose con-
duct is regulated under section 230.
Accordingly, the Third Department
found that hearing committees con-
sisting of two physicians and one
physician’s assistant “are not proper-
ly constituted.”

The Third Department therefore
annulled the hearing committee’s
determination, and remitted the mat-
ter for a new hearing before a prop-
erly constituted hearing committee.

Commissioner of Health Has
Authority to Suspend Processing
of Nursing Home Construction
Application

Jay Alexander Manor, Inc. v.
Novello, 727 N.Y.S.2d 560 (3d Dep’t
2001). Petitioner commenced an Arti-
cle 78 proceeding to challenge the
Commissioner of Health’s (the
“Commissioner”) temporary morato-
rium on processing its application to
construct a 240-bed nursing home in
Kings County. The court noted that
the development and construction of
a nursing facility is governed by the
Public Health Law (PHL), which
requires a showing of need for the
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establishment of a nursing facility in
a particular location. Pursuant to
PHL § 2801-a, the Public Health
Council (PHC), consisting of a 15-
member group appointed by the
Governor, must approve the “estab-
lishment” of the nursing home facili-
ty. The PHC may not act on an appli-
cation until the local agencies having
geographical jurisdiction of the area
where the facility is proposed have
had an opportunity to review the
application and submit their recom-
mendations.

Assuming the applicant obtains
a “Certificate of Need” for the estab-
lishment of the facility, construction
of the facility requires approval of
the Commissioner.

After four years in the process,
petitioner obtained the approval of
the PHC to establish and construct
the facility, subject to various contin-
gencies. In August 2000, however,
the Department of Health issued a
temporary moratorium on the pro-
cessing of “nursing home pipeline
applications.” In other words, those
projects that had been approved, but
had yet to receive permission to
commence construction, were
stayed.

Petitioner commenced an Article
78 proceeding challenging the Com-
missioner’s authority to issue the
moratorium, and seeking to compel
the Commissioner to continue pro-
cessing its application. To the extent
that petitioner challenged the Com-
missioner’s authority to issue the
moratorium, the relief sought was in
the nature of a prohibition. The court
noted that an Article 78 proceeding
seeking the remedy of prohibition “is
only available to prevent a judicial or
quasi-judicial body or officer from
proceeding . . . without or in excess
of its jurisdiction, and then only if a
clear legal right to that relief has
been established.” 

PHL § 2802(2) states that an
application for construction of a
nursing home requires that the Com-
missioner “[be] satisfied as to the

public need for the construction, at
the time and place and under the cir-
cumstances proposed.” The Appel-
late Division ruled that given the
statute’s language, the petitioner
could not establish that the Commis-
sioner acted beyond the scope of her
authority; thus, petitioner had no
clear legal right to the relief sought.

Petitioner also sought to compel
the Commissioner to process its
application. Noting that a mandamus
to compel lies only when the right to
relief is clear and the performance of
an act is commanded by law or
involves no exercise of discretion,
the court held that the petitioner
could not establish a clear right to
the relief sought because PHL does
not require the Commissioner to
process or approve an application
within a specific time period. 

Court May Not Order Patient’s
Continued Involuntary Retention
on Hospital’s Kendra’s Law Petition 

In re Manhattan Psychiatric
Center, 728 N.Y.S.2d 37 (1st Dep’t
2001). In this notable decision con-
struing Kendra’s Law (Mental
Hygiene Law § 9.60), the Appellate
Division clarifies that a court has no
discretion under that statute to
determine if a patient should be
released; it may only determine
whether, upon release, assisted out-
patient treatment may be imposed. 

Manhattan Psychiatric Center
petitioned the court pursuant to
Kendra’s Law for an assisted outpa-
tient treatment (AOT) order, with the
patient’s consent. As part of the
required elements of proof, the hos-
pital established that if the patient
was released without an AOT order,
the patient would become noncom-
pliant with treatment and a danger
to himself or others. Troubled by this
evidence, the lower court appointed
an independent psychiatrist to eval-
uate the patient’s readiness for dis-
charge from the hospital. Following
the evaluation and testimony of the

independent psychiatrist, the lower
court denied the AOT petition.

Several months later, the hospital
made a second AOT application,
which was subsequently granted.
The patient was then discharged
under the terms of the AOT order.
The appellate court found that while
the subsequent order mooted the
appeal from the prior order, “the
case falls within the exception to the
mootness doctrine, because it is like-
ly to be repeated, it involves a phe-
nomenon that typically evades
review, and it implicates substantial
and novel issues.”

After a full discussion of the
statutory framework of Kendra’s
Law, the appellate court held that
the lower court had no discretion to
bar the release of the patient, but
only discretion to determine whether
the patient should be released with
or without an AOT order. “When a
hospital seeks an AOT order for one
of its patients, it has already made
the decision to release the patient,
and that decision is not at issue in
the AOT proceeding.” The issue is
limited to whether the hospital has
proven, by clear and convincing evi-
dence, that the patient meets the
statutory criteria for AOT and
whether the treatment plan is the
least restrictive alternative. 

The court held that review of
evidence demonstrating that the
patient is likely to become a danger
to himself or others without compul-
sory outpatient treatment “is not an
invitation to the court to consider the
issue of dangerousness in respect of
a decision to release the patient.”
Instead, Kendra’s Law was intended
to “insure that the patient residing in
the community receives the treat-
ment that will, inter alia, prevent
him from becoming a danger to him-
self or others.” 

The court stated: 

The court’s role in
an AOT proceeding
is limited to deter-
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mining whether or
not the petitioner
has proved that it is
justified in seeking
to restrict the
patient’s liberty to
the extent of order-
ing him to obtain
outpatient treatment.
If the hospital has
not so proved, then
the court may not
restrict the patient’s
liberty even to that
extent, and must dis-
miss the petition.
The result is that the
subject is released
from the hospital (or
remains in the com-
munity) without
conditions.

The court found this approach con-
sistent with the legislative intent of
placing as few restrictions as possi-
ble on the liberty interests of persons
who suffer from mental illness.

The court also considered the
trial court’s appointment of an inde-
pendent psychiatrist to evaluate the
patient’s impending release from the
hospital and whether the patient
would be dangerous if released.
Because the Appellate Division
found that the issue of whether or
not the patient should be released
from the hospital was not properly
before the trial court, the appoint-
ment of an independent psychiatrist
was improper. 

Appellate Division Orders Contin-
ued Involuntary Hospitalization of
Psychiatric Patient with History of
Noncompliance with Treatment

Anonymous v. Carmichael, 727
N.Y.S.2d (1st Dep’t 2001). Petitioner
sought a review and rehearing of an
order authorizing his continued
involuntary care and treatment at a
state mental hospital, pursuant to
Mental Hygiene Law § 9.35. After a
trial, the lower court directed that
petitioner be released. On appeal, the
order was reversed and appellant’s

motion for a judgment notwithstand-
ing the verdict ordering petitioner’s
retention was granted.

The court held:

[I]n order for a hos-
pital to retain a
patient for involun-
tary psychiatric care
under New York
law, the hospital
must establish, by
clear and convincing
evidence, that the
patient is mentally
ill and in need of
continued, super-
vised care and treat-
ment, and that the
patient poses a sub-
stantial threat of
physical harm to
himself and/or
others.

The evidence convincingly estab-
lished that petitioner was mentally
ill and that he had a history of non-
compliance with prescribed treat-
ment that repeatedly led to psychotic
decompensations, marked by per-
sonal neglect, and dangerous and
aggressive behavior, including
attacks on hospital staff and threat-
ening family members with a
weapon. These decompensations
occurred both within and outside the
hospital. The court held “there is no
rational interpretation of the evi-
dence presented which would sup-
port the finding that the petitioner is
not in need of involuntary hospital-
ization.”

Court Upholds Revocation of
Physician’s License Based on
Consensual Sexual Relations with
Patients

St. Lucia v. Novello, 726
N.Y.S.2d 488 (3d Dep’t 2001). This
proceeding was brought to challenge
a license revocation decision by a
hearing committee of the state Board
for Professional Medical Conduct.

OPMC issued 11 charges against
the physician, a general surgeon,

stemming from his care of five
patients. As to three patients, OPMC
charged the physician with moral
unfitness to practice medicine based
upon his consensual sexual relation-
ships with the patients. With regard
to two other patients, the physician
was charged with two specifications
each of gross negligence, gross
incompetence and failure to main-
tain accurate patient records, and
one specification each of negligence
on more than one occasion and
incompetence on more than one
occasion. Following a lengthy hear-
ing, the hearing committee sustained
eight of the eleven specifications,
and voted to revoke his license to
practice.

The court rejected the physi-
cian’s contention that the statutory
language which defines “profession-
al misconduct” (Education Law §
6530(20)) was unconstitutionally
vague. Relying on prior case law, the
court held that the statutory provi-
sion in question provided sufficient
warning concerning the manner in
which the profession must be prac-
ticed. The court further stated that
the term “moral unfitness” encom-
passed misconduct of a sexual
nature, and that the statutory lan-
guage gave fair notice to a person of
ordinary intellect of the nature of
impermissible conduct.

The physician also argued that
he had been denied due process due
to the admission of hearsay testimo-
ny during his hearing before the
committee. The court was not per-
suaded by this argument, stating
that the committee was not bound
by the strict rules of evidence. The
court cited prior case law which held
that “it is axiomatic that hearsay is
admissible in administrative hear-
ings and may be used to support a
finding of substantial evidence.”

Finally, the court affirmed that
the committee’s holding was sup-
ported by substantial evidence. The
court noted that conflicting evidence
and issues of credibility were within
the exclusive province of the com-
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mittee and that the record as a whole
did not support any basis upon
which to disturb the committee’s res-
olution of the issues. 

Minutes of Nursing Home Quality
Assurance Committee Dealing
with Construction and Mainte-
nance Activities Not Privileged
Under Federal or State Law

Hale v. Odd Fellow & Rebekah
Health Care Facility, 728 N.Y.S.2d
649 (Sup. Ct., Niagara Co. 2001).
Edward Hale, a resident of the
defendant nursing home facility (the
“facility”), died after he fell through
a hole in the first floor of the facility,
which was created in the course of
ongoing construction. Shortly after
Hale’s estate filed suit against the
facility for the accident, a dispute
arose concerning the plaintiff’s right
to obtain minutes of the facility’s
quality assurance committee con-
cerning inspection and maintenance
of the premises, and a plan of correc-
tion prepared by the facility’s con-
sultant. The facility asserted that
such information was privileged
under 42 U.S.C. § 1395i-3 and Educa-
tion Law § 6527(3), as relating to its
quality assurance functions. 

Upon review of the scope of the
protections offer by 42 U.S.C.
§ 1395i-3 and Education Law §
6527(3), the court determined that
much of the information contained
in the meeting minutes of the facili-
ty’s quality assurance committee was
privileged. The court found, howev-
er, that the specific information
sought by plaintiff relating to main-
tenance and inspection of the prem-
ises was not protected in these cir-
cumstances, because it was more
akin to records of security measures
rather than patient care quality
assurance. Thus, the court ordered
disclosure of the portions of the com-
mittee meeting minutes relating to
maintenance of the premises.

The court also ordered disclo-
sure of the minutes of the quality

assurance committee meeting, which
involved several representatives of
the construction contractor. In so
holding, the court found that having
such representatives present at the
meeting effectively waived the facili-
ty’s right to claim privilege of the
minutes under the statutes. The
court also ruled that any incident
reports created in connection with
the matter would not be protected
by Public Health Law § 2805, which
the court found applies to hospitals
but not nursing facilities.

Confidentiality Protections of
Education Law § 6527(3) Apply
to Chiropractors

Brazinski v. New York Chiro-
practic College, 725 N.Y.S.2d 457 (3d
Dep’t 2001). Plaintiff filed a malprac-
tice action against defendant New
York Chiropractic College (the “Col-
lege”) and individuals associated
with the College for injuries alleged-
ly sustained as a result of chiroprac-
tic treatment he received by the
defendants. Thereafter, plaintiff
served a discovery request seeking
all documents relating to an investi-
gation performed by the College
concerning plaintiff’s treatment, and
all statements made by the individ-
ual defendants in connection with
proceedings held by the College’s
review committee, quality committee
or peer review committee. Defen-
dants declined to produce the
requested information, asserting that
it was protected quality assurance
information, and moved for a protec-
tive order pursuant to Education
Law § 6527(3). The court granted
defendants’ motion as to the Col-
lege’s quality assurance review pro-
ceedings, but not as to the state-
ments made by the individual
defendants. Plaintiff appealed the
lower court’s decision. 

Plaintiff asserted that a 1977
Amendment to Education Law §
6527 that deleted “chiropractors”
from the statute demonstrated an
intent to remove chiropractors from

its protections. The Appellate Divi-
sion found that the purpose and leg-
islative history of the statute clearly
showed that chiropractors were
intended to be included. Education
Law § 6527 was enacted in 1971 to
provide immunity to physicians
serving as members of a review com-
mittee, and to exempt from disclo-
sure under CPLR Article 31 any
information related to the proceed-
ings of that review committee. The
court noted that the purpose of the
statute, as well as Public Health Law
§ 2805-m, was “to promote the quali-
ty of health care through self-review
without reprisal, by assuring confi-
dentiality to those performing the
review.” Although subsequent
amendments added other health care
providers, including chiropractors,
to the list of those entitled to the
statute’s protections, a 1976 amend-
ment replaced the list of protected
health care providers with a more
general reference to “individuals,”
and a 1977 amendment then elimi-
nated all references to “chiroprac-
tor.”

The Appellate Division held that
the 1977 amendment to Education
Law § 6527 was a technical revision
intended to make the term “individ-
ual” “all inclusive of the . . . profes-
sions” previously listed. Accordingly,
the court held that the statute
applies to chiropractors involved in
quality assurance activities to the
same extent it applies to physicians.

Compiled by Leonard Rosen-
berg. Mr. Rosenberg is a partner at
Garfunkel, Wild & Travis, P.C., a
full-service health care firm repre-
senting hospitals, health care sys-
tems, physician group practices,
individual practitioners, nursing
homes and other health-related
businesses and organizations. Mr.
Rosenberg’s practice is devoted pri-
marily to litigation, including med-
ical staff and peer review issues,
employment law, disability discrim-
ination, defamation and directors’
and officers’ liability claims.



logical and chemical agents. Legisla-
tion might be anticipated that would
impose new reporting obligations on
health care providers, mandate addi-
tional continuing bio-terrorism edu-
cation that would address diagnosis
and treatment issues, or initiate new
public health measures to protect the
safety of drinking water, food and
the environment.

Biomedical Research
During the 2001 legislative ses-

sion, a number of proposals were
advanced by the Governor and both
legislative leaders to maintain New
York State’s competitive position in
biomedical and biotechnological
research. Because New York State’s
dominance in biomedical research
has been eclipsed by several other
states and is threatened by many
more, renewed efforts have been
undertaken in recent years to expand
the role played by the state in sup-
porting research activities through
the establishment of a new state
agency, the Office of Science, Tech-
nology and Academic Research (or
NYSTAR), and through the appropri-
ation of grant funds to spur research.  

Last year, a Senate proposal to
substantially increase state support
for biomedical research, dubbed
Gen*NY*Sis by its sponsors, would
have devoted several hundred mil-
lion dollars to spur research efforts
throughout New York State. The
worsening state economy, the pro-
longed budget battle and the terror-
ist attack combined to shrink this
effort: in the so-called “supplemental
budget,” a total of only $10 million
was earmarked for this effort. The
strong support for the initiative and
the necessity for jump-starting the
state’s economy are likely to result in
reconsideration of the proposal dur-
ing 2002.

Meanwhile, the New York State
Task Force on Life and the Law last

terrorists’ assault on such a critical
part of the New York City economy,
compounded by a broader economic
downturn, promise to result in calls
for health care spending reduc-
tions—just when New York State
health care facilities appear to be in
already severe financial distress.
During the six weeks following the
terrorist attack, New York City hos-
pitals lost more than $360 million
from emergency expenditures,
deferred elective surgery and other
unanticipated expenditures—losses
that compounded already thin finan-
cial margins caused by Medicare
payment reductions and managed
care. 

Under these circumstances,
much of the legislative debate in
Albany will almost certainly focus
on Medicaid cost containment pro-
posals that may be expected to be
unveiled to restore balance to the
state’s budget and their inevitable
collision with proposals from the
advocates for health care providers
for restoration of financial support.
Health care providers of all descrip-
tions have already identified new
significant financial needs—relating
to information technology require-
ments, new quality initiatives, and
the health care personnel shortage,
among other things—and may
require even more help to meet the
new clinical, reporting and surveil-
lance challenges stemming from the
bio-terrorism threat.

Bio-terrorism and Public Health
In that regard, proposals were

already under legislative considera-
tion during the closing weeks of the
2001 session that would impose new
criminal penalties on bio-terrorism.
New administrative initiatives by the
Department of Health were unveiled
in mid-October to address the diag-
nosis and treatment of individuals
suspected of being exposed to bio-

At press time, it is more than
usually daunting to predict which
health legislative issues are likely to
dominate the 2002 legislative ses-
sion—particularly when the 2001
legislative session appears likely to
extend itself into November and
December, making it one of the most
extended legislative sessions in at
least the last quarter-century. 

As noted in this space in the last
issue, despite the length of the 2001
legislative session, relatively few
health-related bills, other than exten-
ders of otherwise expiring laws,
reached the Governor’s desk during
2001. As a result, many of the more
controversial and complex health
bills are still before the Legislature
and could be considered during this
second year of the two-year legisla-
tive cycle. The September 11 terror-
ists’ attack and subsequent acts of
bio-terrorism could, together with
the impact of a faltering economy
and diminished state resources,
inspire a host of new health-related
issues to emerge. Between the unfin-
ished business of this past year and
new demands for legislative action
arising from more recent events,
2002 could prove to be a crowded
health care legislative agenda. 

Add to this mix the fact that
every member of the Legislature will
be running for election in newly
redrawn legislative districts and that
2002 is also a gubernatorial election
year. Any assessment of what will
actually occur in this context has
about as much predictive value as a
pre-season football forecast. Never-
theless, throwing caution to the
wind, here are some pre-season leg-
islative musings as they relate to the
provision and regulation of health
care.

Financial and Budget Issues 
The drastic revenue reductions

for New York State caused by the
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York’s programs to extend coverage
to the uninsured may, however, face
tougher scrutiny as a result of the
state’s worsening fiscal condition.

*   *   *

While predicting the course of a
legislative session may be precari-
ous, one thing is virtually certain:
health care will, because of its
importance and its cost, remain an
important part of the legislative
landscape in New York during 2002.
And it is also safe to conclude that
new issues, unforeseen and unfore-
seeable at this time, will emerge in
the Legislature during the coming
legislative session that may affect
health care law and regulation for
years to come.

Compiled by James W. Lytle,
resident partner from the Albany
offices of Kalkines Arky Zall and
Bernstein, LLP. The firm devotes a
substantial part of its practice to
health care and government rela-
tions.

year issued an extensive report on
genetic medicine, entitled Genetic
Testing and Screening in the Age of
Genomic Medicine, that contains
dozens of legislative and regulatory
recommendations that might be con-
sidered by the Legislature in 2002.
Among other things, the report rec-
ommended tightened informed con-
sent and confidentiality require-
ments, the licensure or certification
of genetic counselors and a moratori-
um on the use of genetic testing for
life, disability and long-term care
insurance purposes.

Health Insurance and
Managed Care

Just as the managed care debate
appears stalled in Washington, the
New York State Legislature acted on
very few bills that relate to the regu-
lation and cost of health insurance in
New York. As a result, a slew of
insurance mandates (such as a pack-
age of women’s health coverage
requirements that include coverage
for contraception), a bill that was

intended to provide affordable cov-
erage for sole proprietors and a “par-
ity” proposal that would preclude
the imposition of disparate limita-
tions or requirements on mental
health insurance coverage might be
considered during 2002, together
with a controversial proposal that
would impose liability on managed
care organizations for coverage
determinations. Recent increases in
the cost of insurance coverage for
small and large businesses in New
York could make these issues even
more difficult for the Legislature to
address and other proposals, aimed
at containing health care costs, might
be considered.

At the same time, the Legislature
may tackle proposals that are intend-
ed to streamline and simplify enroll-
ment and eligibility for the state’s
array of coverage initiatives, such as
Child Health Plus and Family Health
Plus, and that would permit working
New Yorkers with disabilities to pur-
chase comprehensive Medicaid cov-
erage. Any further expansion of New

A Change in the Editors of the Journal

Professor Audrey Rogers and Professor Barbara L. Atwell of Pace Law School have retired
from their roles as co-editors of the Health Law Journal, in order to pursue other academic respon-
sibilities. The NYSBA Executive Committee would like to express its deep appreciation to Profes-
sors Rogers and Atwell for their years of volunteer service. We also congratulate them on signifi-
cantly improving the quality of the Journal, and its value to the members, during their tenure.

This Special Issue has been edited by Robert N. Swidler, Esq., who is General Counsel to
Northeast Health in Troy, NY, and who was Chair of the Section in 1999-2000.

We are pleased to announce that, beginning with the Spring 2002 issue, the Journal will be co-
edited by Dale L. Moore, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law at Albany
Law School, and Robert N. Swidler. We welcome Dean Moore, and thank her and Robert Swidler
for their willingness to assume this task.



Personal Care Services
Proposed amendment of 18

N.Y.C.R.R. § 505.14(b). The purpose
of the proposed regulations is to
establish general parameters for the
administration, provision and reim-
bursement of Medicaid reimbursable
personal care services. Personal care
services must be denied or discontin-
ued when such services are no
longer medically necessary or when
such services cannot maintain a
patient’s health and safety in his
home. See N.Y. Register, August 29,
2001.

Adult Day Health Care Regulations
Emergency rule-making. The

proposed regulations repeal 10
N.Y.C.R.R. parts 425, 426 and 427
and add a new part 425 to 10
N.Y.C.R.R. in order to ensure that
individuals receive adult day health
care when appropriate and that
providers are accountable for pro-
viding necessary and appropriate
care. The proposed regulations pro-
vide for general requirements for the
operation of an adult day health
care, as well as specified minimum
program and service components
that must be available. Filing date:
October 5, 2001. Effective date: Octo-
ber 5, 2001. See N.Y. Register, Octo-
ber 24, 2001.

State Insurance Department
Regulations

Financial Risk Transfer Agreements
Between Insurers and Health Care
Providers 

Amended notice of adoption.
This action amends the rule that was
filed with the Secretary of State on
August 1, 2001. The regulation adds
a new part 101 to 11 N.Y.C.R.R., reg-
ulation 164, to implement standards

conditions. The proposed regulations
expand the authority of the Depart-
ment of Health to impose civil penal-
ties against facilities that endanger or
cause harm to adult care facility resi-
dents. Filing date: June 5, 2001. Effec-
tive date: June 5, 2001. See N.Y. Reg-
ister, June 20, 2001. 

Monetary Penalties and Tax Inter-
cepts to Deter Medicaid Fraud 

Notice of proposed rule-making.
The Department of Health gave
notice of its intent to amend 18
N.Y.C.R.R. § 515.9 and add part 520
in order to give the department an
additional method for recovering
Medicaid overpayments. The pro-
posed regulations provide for an
interception of a Medicaid
provider’s state tax refund to repay
identified Medicaid overpayments
and establish procedures by which
providers may contest a certification
by the department of such Medicaid
overpayments. See N.Y. Register,
August 15, 2001. 

Part-time Clinics
Emergency repealing of 10

N.Y.C.R.R. § 703.6 and the addition
of a new section 703.6 in order to
update standards under which part-
time clinics are permitted to operate
and establish new procedures for the
process by which such clinics are
approved to provide services. The
proposed rule would help ensure the
provision of quality health care
through needed preventive health
screening programs and other public
health initiatives to underserved
populations and others in safe envi-
ronments that protect both the
patient and the general public. Filing
date: August 10, 2001. Effective date:
August 10, 2001. See N.Y. Register,
August 29, 2001.

Department of Health
Regulations

External Appeals Program
Notice of adoption. The Depart-

ment of Health added a new subpart
98-2 to 10 N.Y.C.R.R. for the purpose
of implementing an external appeals
program. The rules provide guidance
to health care plans, enrollees of
health care plans and external appeal
agents in implementing require-
ments of Chapter 586 of the Laws of
1998. The rules include definitions, a
standard description of the external
appeal process, and the certification
process of external appeals agents.
Filing date: January 17, 2001. Effec-
tive date: January 31, 2001. See N.Y.
Register, January 31, 2001. 

Partial Filling of Prescriptions, Elec-
tronic Transmission of Prescription
Data and Official Prescription Form

Notice of adoption. The Depart-
ment of Health amended 10
N.Y.C.R.R. §§ 80.46, 80.67, 80.68 and
80.71-80.75. The purpose of these
amendments is to provide for the
electronic transmission of prescrip-
tion data by pharmacies, allow con-
trolled substances to be prescribed
on an official, single part, depart-
mental form, and permit partial fill-
ing of some prescriptions. Filing
date: March 26, 2001. Effective date:
May 1, 2001. See N.Y. Register, April
11, 2001. 

Civil Penalties Against Noncompli-
ant Adult Care Facilities 

Emergency rule-making. The
Department of Health amended 18
N.Y.C.R.R. §§ 486.5 and 486.7 in
order to ensure that residents of
adult homes, residences for adults,
and enriched housing are not sub-
jected to dangerous or unhealthy
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for financial risk transfer between
insurers and health care providers. 

The purpose of the regulation is
to address the insurer’s obligation to
assess the financial responsibility
and capability of health care
providers to perform their obliga-
tions under certain financial risk-
sharing agreements, and set forth
standards pursuant to which
providers may adequately demon-
strate such responsibility and capa-
bility to insurers. Filing date: August
9, 2001. Effective date: August 22,
2001. See N.Y. Register, August 29,
2001.

Complied by Francis J. Ser-
baroli. Mr. Serbaroli is a partner in
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft’s
20-attorney Health Law Depart-
ment. He is Vice-Chairman of the
New York State Public Health
Council, writes the “Health Law”
column for the New York Law Jour-
nal, and has served on the Execu-
tive Committee of the New York
State Bar Association’s Health Law
Section. He is the author of The
Corporate Practice of Medicine Pro-
hibition in the Modern Era of Health
Care published by BNA as part of
its Business and Health Portfolio
Series.

The assistance of Ms. Vimala
Varghese, an associate at Cadwalad-
der, Wickersham & Taft, in compil-
ing this summary is gratefully
acknowledged.



gests that such criminal activity was
usually committed by those who
sought to cheat the Union Army on
sales of horses and supplies.4 Thus,
the FCA permits the federal govern-
ment to sue for and to recover from
any person funds that are knowingly
put forward in a false or fraudulent
claim for payment.5

Within the FCA is the “qui tam”
provision.6 Qui tam is an abbrevia-
tion of the Latin phrase qui tam pro
domino rege quam pro se ipso in hac
parte sequitur, which means “who
brings action for the king as well as
himself.”7 Qui tam actions date back
to English common law and were
created in order to expose fraud
against the Crown, and to allow the
informant(s) to collect a portion of
the recovered proceeds. The FCA qui
tam provision allows the plaintiff,
known as the relator or whistle-
blower, to act as a temporary attor-
ney general in order to litigate an
alleged false claim for the federal
government, should the government
choose not to do so. If the federal
government does litigate the alleged
claim, then the relator is entitled to
share in any award8 of the recovered
funds.

Perhaps the next most significant
piece of federal legislation regarding
health care was the 1965 enactment
of the Medicare and Medicaid pro-
grams, amendments to the Social
Security Act.9 This landmark legisla-

tion includes a prohibition against
the making of false statements for
the purpose of obtaining benefits. In
1972, the federal “anti-kickback”
provision was created.10 It prohibited
the solicitation or payment of bribes,
rebates, or kickbacks for the referral
of Medicare or Medicaid patients.
Violations constituted a misde-
meanor. In 1977, violations of the
anti-kickback law were bumped up
to a felony,11 and the Inspector Gen-
eral Act was established in 1978.12

An OIG was created within each
Cabinet department, and within sev-
eral federal agencies including the
DHHS. The charge of the OIG is to
be the auditor and “watchdog”
against fraud, waste, and abuse. The
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 198013 graced the Amendment of
1977 with a high intent standard of
proof for prosecutors. The onus on
the prosecution is to prove a defen-
dant acted knowingly and willfully.

Approximately 123 years after
the enactment of the FCA, the FCA
Amendments of 1986 made clear that
the FCA applies to false claims sub-
mitted to the Medicare and Medicaid
program. Also, while not making
proof of intent to defraud a require-
ment, the federal government or the
relator would now be required to
prove that a person possessed actual
knowledge of the information, or
such person acted in deliberate igno-
rance or in reckless disregard of the
truth or falsity of the information.14

A pivotal point occurred in 1989
when the Ethics in Patient Referrals
Act was created.15 Stark I regulates
self-referrals, in that it restricts a
physician from referring a patient to
a clinical laboratory for services, in
which Medicare might pay, if the
referring physician or the immediate
family member of the referring
physician has a financial interest in
the entity. Stark II amends Stark I by
expanding the self-referral prohibi-
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Our Annual Meeting theme
revolves around the growing con-
cern of “increased crime” within the
health care industry. This is not to
say that the health care industry has
an inordinate amount of criminal
activity; however, one must recog-
nize and acknowledge the increased
enforcement activity that has
occurred within the health care
industry since the passage of the
1989 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act.1 Both federal and state agencies
have focused increased enforcement
efforts on such entities as nursing
homes, home health companies, hos-
pitals and clinical laboratories. While
this increased focus primarily targets
the delivery end (providers) of
health care, one cannot overlook the
fact that decisions made by such
entities as insurance and pharmaceu-
tical companies have often put
providers in untenable positions.
From Main Street to Wall Street,
proactive compliance and enforce-
ment efforts by providers are usually
viewed as the foundation for trust-
building. Quoting Dr. Uwe Rein-
hardt, a health care economist at
Princeton University, who was
describing the enforcement activities
of the federal government regarding
fraud, “For every one place they hit,
ten other places are trembling in
their boots and cleaning up their act.
. . . It’s like cops on a highway. They
can’t go after every speeder, but
knowing that the one they go after
could be you keeps people more
honest.”2

To understand where we are, a
cursory overview or time line of
where we have been will be given.
One of the oldest legal tools for com-
bating health care fraud is the civil
False Claims Act of 1863 (FCA).3
Signed into law by President Abra-
ham Lincoln, the FCA was created to
prevent fraud and price gouging in
war procurement contracts. Often
called the Lincoln Law, history sug-

For Your Information
By Claudia O. Torrey

“Both federal and state
agencies have focused
increased enforcement
efforts on such entities
as nursing homes, home
health companies,
hospitals and clinical
laboratories.”
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tion to ten designated health services
and aspects of the Medicaid pro-
gram.16 Exceptions to both Stark I
and Stark II can apply.

Annual audits of governmental
health programs, initiated by the
OIG of the DHHS, provided the
lightening rod for a demonstration
project under the Clinton Adminis-
tration known as Operation Restore
Trust.17 The purpose of this project
was to target fraud, waste and abuse
within four Medicare/Medicaid
areas: durable medical equipment,
home health, hospice/palliative care
and nursing homes.

By the time the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
passed in 1996 (HIPAA), federal
enforcement agencies had acquired
the respect, research and precedent
to command from Congress new
funding and enforcement tools with
which to fight health care fraud,
abuse and waste. Among other
things, HIPAA created a Medicare
Integrity Program, a Health Integrity
and Protection Data Bank within the
Health Resources and Services
Administration, a dedicated fund for
fraud and abuse activities, and home
health entities are required to post
surety bonds of at least $50,000.

Three months ago, Inspector
General Janet Rehnquist of the
DHHS/OIG, stated that providers
will be seeing modifications to cor-
porate integrity agreements (CIAs).18

Rehnquist emphasized that she
prefers a holistic approach to sys-
temic issues that tend to create fraud
and abuse, rather than “cherry pick-
ing” problems. During 2002, Rehn-
quist plans, among other things, to
issue compliance guidelines for
ambulance companies, mental health
providers and pharmaceutical com-
panies.19

Many states have their own
statutes regarding self-referrals, kick-
backs, and other health care laws. It
is left to the reader to decide
whether the current enforcement
trends reflect a balance between the
honest mistake and the unscrupu-

lous scheme. Clearly, yesterday’s
“error” could be today’s “fraudulent
act.” Exploitation, in this author’s
opinion, is yet to be determined.
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ment tools with which to
fight health care fraud,
abuse and waste.”



obstruction of a criminal investigation into an alleged vio-
lation of a Federal Health Care Offense.6

Each of these new provisions was accompanied by a
healthy sentencing stick, authorizing substantial fines and
prison terms of between five and ten years for each
offense. Indeed, in the case of health care fraud prosecu-
tions authorized under section 1347 (the “scheme to
defraud or obtain money from a benefit program” provi-
sion) if the alleged violation results in serious injury to a
person, the term of imprisonment can be up to 20 years
and if a death occurs, a sentence of life in prison is avail-
able to the sentencing court.7 While there has been no
reported case addressing the circumstances under which a
life term would be warranted in connection with a section
1347 offense, as drafted the statute authorizes such pun-
ishment if the prosecution can demonstrate some nexus
between the fraudulent act directed at the health care ben-
efit program and the death of one of its beneficiaries.

If the foregoing seems like “déjà vu all over again,” to
coin a favorite Berra-ism, that’s because it largely is. Well
prior to the advent of HIPAA, health care providers and
others could, and did, face serious criminal liability under
federal law for the filing of false claims, for embezzlement
from employee benefit plans, for the making of false or
fraudulent representations with the intent of securing a
benefit, for mail or wire fraud, or for an attempt to pur-
chase influence in the operation of a benefit plan, at least
where federal monies or programs were impacted.8 What
HIPAA did was to make clear, with respect to direct viola-
tions of these provisions or with respect to conspiracies to
violate these provisions, that criminal prosecutions
expressly were authorized when the act or conspiracy
related to any health care benefit program,9 including pro-
grams involving private entities and beneficiaries of those
third-party payors.

With regard to the federal criminal landscape, certain
provisions of the Medicare Act itself also merit serious
attention. Section 1320a-7b of the Act provides an inde-
pendent basis for the imposition of criminal liability upon
those individuals or entities that engage in a variety of dif-
ferent fraudulent or dishonest acts or omissions with
regard to a federal health care program such as Medicare
and Medicaid;10 who solicit or receive an illegal remunera-
tion under such program as that term is defined by
statute;11 who falsely represent the qualification of a facili-
ty to participate in the program12 or who charge fees or
solicit monies in excess of allowable Medicaid rates or as a
condition for the provision of care to Medicaid beneficiar-
ies.13

Since much, if not most, of the institutional and indi-
vidual provider exposure in this area flows from the
allegedly illegal or improper billing for services provided

Let’s face it—we live in a world dominated by
acronyms. They are omnipresent, and seem to find annoy-
ingly increasing usage in our daily jargon. Perhaps no seg-
ment of our society is as encumbered by acronyms as the
health care industry, where for the past generation New
York’s health care professionals have needed to know the
difference between a PPO and an HMO, between a PPS
and a POS and a PHSP, or HCFA and BPACR, or
NYPHRM and the SSA. Recently, however, the acronyms
most frequently confronting health care providers have
taken on a new, and decidedly more ominous, overtone.
The peaceful tranquillity of the practice of medicine and
the delivery of quality care to patients is shattered by the
mere mention of the terms OIG, FBI, DOJ and FCA, to
name just a few. While dealings with these bodies are
always very serious business, in the worst cases the
providers, and others, stare down the barrel of lengthy jail
terms and the potential permanent loss of their liveli-
hoods, not merely ruinous financial liability. As Dorothy
remarked to Toto, “We’re not in Kansas anymore.”

In this article, we will survey the numerous criminal
and quasi-criminal provisions that face our health care
institutions and their staffs, as well as the various third
parties that serve those providers. We also will discuss the
developments, at least from our point of view, which pri-
marily have fueled the increasing “criminalization” of
health care in our society, and finally we will close with
some commentary on the benefits, as well as the draw-
backs, of this fundamental shift in policy and focus in the
health care arena.

The Arsenal of Federal and State Criminal
Enforcement Provisions

The most visible, and the most highly publicized,
expansion in criminal enforcement options with regard to
health care providers has come from Congress. As part of
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) that was passed in the summer of 1996, the
Crimes and Criminal Procedure title of the United States
Code was amended to add a series of defined Federal
Health Care Offenses.1 Among the new Federal Health
Care Offenses created by HIPAA were theft or embezzle-
ment from a “health care benefit program,”2 a term which
is expansively defined in the statute to mean “any public
or private plan or contract, affecting commerce, under
which any medical benefit, item or service is provided to
any individual.”3 Additional Federal Health Care Offenses
are the making of materially false or fraudulent statements
in connection with the delivery of or payment for health
care benefits or services;4 the knowing execution of a
scheme to defraud or to obtain money or property from a
health care benefit program in connection with the deliv-
ery of or payment for health care benefits;5 and the
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unindicted co-conspirators, that came at a cost of several
hundred thousand dollars in legal fees, and for the defen-
dant attorneys, virtually full time away from their law
practices for an extended period. In granting the dis-
missals, the court observed:

The court is firmly convinced from the
evidence presented that the only reason-
able inference a jury could draw is that
the lawyers, each in their own turn,
attempted to advise their clients to
engage in legal transactions and that
these two [lawyer] Defendants did not
prepare sham agreements to paper over a
fraud but, rather, tried their best to pre-
pare agreements that would reflect what
they intended to be legal transactions
into which their clients desired to enter
. . . What the evidence unassailably
demonstrated is that they steadfastly
maintained to their clients that if fair
market value was paid for the doctors’
practice or for legitimate consulting serv-
ices, the relationship passed legal scruti-
ny. Nothing in the evidence or the law
suggests otherwise.15

While this turned out to be an “easy” case for the court
insofar as the lawyer defendants were concerned, the cost
to those lawyers and to their “unindicted co-conspirators,”
in terms of money, time, career damage and reputational
injury, was horrific. Moreover, to the extent that one is
tempted to dismiss this case as an aberration created by an
overzealous renegade prosecutor, it is important to note
that the case was tried by assistant United States attorneys
from both the Kansas City office and from Main Justice in
Washington, suggesting that the indictment as drafted and
the prosecution of the lawyers as pursued was sanctioned
at a very high level within the Department of Justice.16

Despite the fact that federal enforcement authorities
have taken center stage in this area, both due to the above
developments and to the increased focus on health care
fraud and overpayment issues as a result of the renewed
vitality of the False Claims Act on the civil side,17 one can-
not ignore, nor should one underestimate, the potency of
state enforcement provisions or the focus of state authori-
ties charged with their administration. The primary source
of the criminal authority for New York’s 62 district attor-
neys and for the assistant attorneys general tasked to the
Medicaid Fraud Control Unit is found in New York’s
Penal Law. Prosecutions regularly are pursued against
providers for health insurance fraud,18 which ranges from
a class A misdemeanor up to a class B felony, depending
upon the amount at issue;19 aggravated insurance fraud;20

offering a false instrument for filing in the first degree;21

and grand larceny, which again ranges from a class E to a
class B felony, depending on the amount obtained unlaw-
fully.22 Punishment for these various offenses ranges from
a fine of $1,000 and up to one year imprisonment for a

to Medicare or Medicaid beneficiaries, of particular note
here is the following provision of section 1320a-7b(a):

Whoever – 

*   *   *

(3) having knowledge of the occurrence
of any event affecting (A) [the provider’s]
initial or continued right to any such ben-
efit or payment, or (B) the initial or con-
tinued right to any such benefit or pay-
ment of any other individual in whose
behalf [the provider] has applied for or is
receiving such benefit or payment, con-
ceals or fails to disclose such event with
an intent fraudulently to secure such ben-
efit or payment either in a greater
amount or quantity than is due or when
no such benefit or payment is authorized,

*   *   *

shall [be guilty of a felony or a misde-
meanor].14

The significant breadth of this provision suggests that it
could reach not only the providers themselves, but any
party (including, for example, billing consultants, auditors
and attorneys) with requisite knowledge of a proscribed
event. Lest one count too heavily on the reasoned, and
reasonable, discretion that federal prosecutors uniformly
employ, the infamous case of United States v. Anderson
needs to be reviewed carefully. 

In Anderson, as New York’s health care bar knows
only too well, the government indicted not only physi-
cians and hospital executives for an alleged violation of
the Medicare Anti-Kickback Act and for criminal conspira-
cy in violation of Title 18, but also two well-known Mid-
western health care attorneys. The indictment charged, in
essence, that these two attorneys, as well as three “unin-
dicted co-conspirators” who were well-known and well-
respected health care attorneys in their own right, con-
spired in violation of the Anti-Kickback Act with the other
defendants to develop sham agreements to paper over a
scheme to pay physicians for the referral of Medicare and
Medicaid patients. Those agreements, and the advice
allegedly given to the administrators and the physicians
by the attorneys, seemed to most dispassionate observers
to be precisely the type which health care attorneys rou-
tinely give to their clients, informing them of the permissi-
ble as opposed to the impermissible grounds upon which
such payments could be based, and crafting an agreement
reflecting the parties’ agreement to enter into a lawful
transaction. Nonetheless, both defendant attorneys were
forced to go to trial and to defend their actions, and the
“unindicted co-conspirators” were forced to file a series of
motions with the court in an attempt to clear their names.
While the court ultimately dismissed the charges against
the defendant attorneys at the close of the government’s
case and chastised the government for its treatment of the
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class A misdemeanor, to a potential fine of twice the
defendant’s gain from the commission of the offense and a
prison term of six to twenty-five years for a class B felony.
In addition, providers and others should not overlook the
perjury prohibitions in state and federal law, which long
have been, and which remain, favorites of prosecutors and
investigators in this area.23 State officials and law enforce-
ment personnel also have not exactly shunned the lime-
light when the opportunity presents itself, as demonstrat-
ed by several recent media releases.24 In short, the
enforcement climate currently shows no sign of relaxing
and for the reasons discussed below it actually looks to get
significantly worse before it gets better.

The Reasons Underlying the
“Criminalization” of Health Care

Although there has been a significant expansion in the
number and scope of available criminal enforcement tools
over the past decade on both the federal and the state side,
even at the outset of the Medicare and Medicaid programs
in the mid-1960s there existed the statutory bases for pros-
ecutions involving mail and wire fraud, embezzlement,
false reporting, filing of a false instrument, larceny and
insurance fraud. The Medicare Anti-Kickback and fraud
provisions, moreover, followed directly on the heels of the
passage of Medicare Act. That being the case, one must
wonder why there has been such an explosion in both the
number and the visibility of health care prosecutions in
New York and elsewhere. We believe several converging
circumstances account for this trend.

A. Health Care Providers Are Now Just Another
Business—Historically, hospitals and the physi-
cians that staffed them occupied a special, cher-
ished place in our society. Hospitals as institutions,
particularly in New York where not-for-profit and
public hospitals predominate, were above the cut-
throat infighting and competition that was thought
necessary to survive in the for-profit arena, and the
physicians were learned healers who came to com-
munity residents in need of care, and were key
leaders in the communities they served so well and
so faithfully. Not any more. Hospitals are per-
ceived as part of just another industry, one alleged
by the business community to be (and largely per-
ceived by the public to be) a costly, inefficient
industry at that. They advertise for “customers,”
they compete on cost and on “product lines,” they
attack each other in their advertisements, they lay
people off and they close down—just like every
for-profit employer. The physicians in our commu-
nities, similarly, no longer are thought of as dedi-
cated professionals serving a grateful public, but
rather as calculating technicians paid an extraordi-
nary sum for little direct interaction with their
patients. One need only look at the malpractice
verdicts, and the ease with which plaintiffs find
receptive jurors in many areas of our state, to con-

clude that both literally and figuratively, Marcus
Welby is gone, and for good. The trend toward
knocking providers off their pedestals, of course,
began long before the current enforcement climate
took hold, but that trend created a receptive envi-
ronment for the stepped-up criminal enforcement
initiatives we recently have seen.

B. The Payors and the Regulators Are Now Adver-
saries—“Bank robbery is small change compared
to the losses we suffer from health insurance
fraud.” Is this mere rhetoric from some fringe
group looking to sensationalize its position? Guess
again. It is a direct quote from the opening text
message in an advertisement jointly sponsored by
the National Health Care Anti-Fraud Association
and the New York Health Plan Association. The
former organization, NHCAA, numbers among its
Executive Committee members a host of officers
from health care insurers across the country
(including the upstate New York Blue Cross plans),
as well as a senior OIG official.25 NYHPA is a trade
association consisting of virtually every HMO in
New York.26 Similarly, our Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation warns that “Many of the players in health
care fraud schemes are people you’d never expect
to be criminals: doctors and pharmacists, nurses
and physical therapists.” The FBI also puts the
“price tag” for this criminal conduct at “upwards
of $95 billion a year.”27 New York State’s Depart-
ment of Health announces that “Every dollar lost
to fraud is one less dollar available for someone in
need.”28 Fraud reporting hotline numbers, like 800-
IC-FRAUD, 800-HHS-TIPS and 877-87FRAUD,
accompany virtually all communications from
third-party insurers and governmental payors, and
are on every relevant Web site. Of course, there are
providers and beneficiaries involved with each of
these programs who are unethical, and who do
commit criminal fraud. Each payor and govern-
mental organization also admits, somewhere in its
literature, that the majority of providers are not
criminals, but honest and ethical practitioners. That
hardly is the message that gets communicated to
the public, however, as a result of this barrage of
advertising and “tip solicitations.” The fact of the
matter is that the current relationship between
providers and payors is largely an adversarial one,
with very high stakes on the table. The tenor of the
discourse is harsh, and the primary underlying
tension (in addition to the economic struggle)
appears to be which group, providers or payors,
will control the future of health care. Not coinci-
dentally, many third-party payors also are entering
the provider ranks as well, by sponsoring, control-
ling or seeking to control home health agencies,
long-term care programs, health care institutions
and groups of physicians. As the line between
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criminal provisions set forth above, or under the
False Claims Act on the civil side, also raises the
specter of exclusion from the Medicare or Medic-
aid programs, or dismissal from the authorized
provider lists maintained by third-party payors.
Finally, the elements of a civil False Claims Act
matter are strikingly similar to the elements of cer-
tain criminal claims,33 and often a given set of cir-
cumstances will be argued to support both a civil
recovery and a criminal prosecution. The net effect
of all of the above is to strongly influence providers
to settle claims or complaints before they become
public, even where the provider in good faith
believes her or his actions to have been totally law-
ful. Conversely, the investigators and prosecutors
well understand the leverage they have if they can
unearth even a colorable claim of criminality, and
therefore potential criminality is the first and fore-
most focus of investigators and prosecutors in this
area. As a result, the criminalization of health care
is an inevitable result.

Good or Bad?
As with virtually all else, one cannot characterize the

criminalization of health care as all good or all bad. A key
“pro” is that the threat of criminal and of draconian civil
consequences has substantially spurred expanded enforce-
ment efforts, and the accompanying corporate compliance
activities that have arisen across the health care industry
mean that much greater care is being given to the way in
which providers go about their business. Billing and cod-
ing are improved, payment is more often justified and
adequately supported, and many improper claims are
wrung out of the system. An important dividend is that
many truly unethical or incompetent providers are identi-
fied in the process, which at least in theory leads to the
improved quality of care.

The damage caused by the increased criminalization
of our health care system is in three primary areas. First,
the antagonistic enforcement climate has caused all key
parties to the health care delivery equation—governmen-
tal payors and regulators, third-party payors, and
providers—to lose sight of the fact that the system works
best when there is cooperation among them. The reality is
that neither the government, nor the payors, can deliver
sufficient health care services to the citizenry without both
individual and institutional providers, and providers in
turn cannot provide adequate care, or even continue in the
field, absent reasonable support from the government and
the payors. As the pressures caused by these dramatic
shifts in our system result in the collapse of facilities, their
closure through so-called “mergers” and a decline in the
numbers of medical students or qualified residents willing
to pursue medicine as a career, we are facing a serious
shortage of competent practitioners and services in the
not-so-distant future.

Second, the increased criminalization of health care
has created certain voids, as cash-strapped providers turn

provider and payor is permitted by regulators to
be blurred or erased, this adversarial posture will
continue, and if anything, will intensify. For its
part, the regulators have largely turned a blind eye,
since the net short-term effect in their view is the
containment of costs and the streamlining of the
delivery of services, systemwide. That the foxes
may be among the chickens is deemed largely
irrelevant. Finally, for investigators and prosecu-
tors, the message is clear—increasing the “take”
from fraud and abuse initiatives is good press29

and good business. The HIPAA legislation, for
instance, has expanded the resources appropriated
to the Medicare Integrity Program by tens of mil-
lions of dollars every year during the last five
years, 30 and Congress is slated to look at the issue
again in its upcoming session. Just like in the case
of Barry Bonds, the smart money says that the
investigative and prosecutorial efforts will be
stepped up during this upcoming “walk year,” and
the nature of the relationship with providers is
therefore certain to further deteriorate.

C. Health Care Providers Are Under a Microscope—
As one easily can glean from the above, prosecu-
tors and payors are incentivized to look carefully at
the health care industry. The FBI alone, over the
past five years, has expanded the number of agents
assigned to health care investigations from 112 to
more than 500, and notes that many of its field
offices rank health care fraud as the top white col-
lar crime problem.31 In addition, the burgeoning
business in whistle-blower cases, and the potential-
ly lucrative qui tam recoveries,32 has recruited for
the government an army of “inside agents,” whose
information can lead not only to the discovery of
significant civil liability, but to the potential exis-
tence of criminal wrongdoing to be pursued. Cou-
pled with “hotline” tips from beneficiaries who are
urged to report irregularities “toll free,” prosecu-
tors and investigators do not lack for information
or issues to pursue.

D. Providers Are Vulnerable—No rational individual
or entity fails to take a government investigation or
inquiry seriously. Indeed, the failure to cooperate
often is accompanied by a heavy price tag. For hos-
pitals and physicians, however, there are particular
vulnerabilities and sensitivities. In this environ-
ment of shrinking budgets, shrinking reimburse-
ment dollars and intense pressures to manage
within strict dollar limits, not-for-profit organiza-
tions look to charitable contributions as a lifeline.
Nothing will sever that lifeline as quickly as a
charge (even a defensible charge) of fraud or crimi-
nal conduct. Similarly, all providers rely on their
ongoing ability to treat Medicare, Medicaid and
third-party payor patients in order to earn a liveli-
hood. The threat of prosecution under any of the
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away from various initiatives or consider previously unat-
tractive, Faustian bargains with the payors in order merely
to survive. In turn, as the payors morph into providers,
one must realistically question their commitment to quali-
ty care. Alternatively stated, there are, and historically
have been, contrasting pressures between the providers
(seeking to ensure the delivery of adequate and effective
care) and the payors (who seek to limit the cost of that
care). Payors who provide the care (albeit through a sepa-
rate affiliate they control) may seek to choose cost limita-
tions over the most effective and appropriate care. Similar-
ly, payors inevitably may be tempted to support their own
sponsored programs, which effectively limits patient
choice and in the long run threatens the quality of avail-
able providers, communitywide.

Finally, the publicity accompanying ongoing enforce-
ment activities has suggested to the public that their doc-
tors are, or could well be, modern day “bank robbers,” to
borrow an analogy ineptly made by certain payors. Medi-
cine is, and should continue to be, a noble profession, and
the skilled and well-trained women and men needed
when a patient’s life is on the line should not be a demor-
alized lot scorned as common thieves by the public. While
initiatives to control unnecessary and unauthorized billing
are important and valid, labeling each procedure where a
detailed chart entry may not be sufficient to support pay-
ment as an act of “fraud,” or suggesting that providers are
vultures preying on an innocent public, is grossly unfair
and does serious and unjustified long-term damage to us
all.

Criminal enforcement therefore certainly has and war-
rants its place in the health care world, but the public will
best be served when the pendulum finds a more centered,
reasonable position. One hopes that our legislators, law
enforcement authorities and payors recognize that fact
before it is too late.
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The “Step-Up” in Enforcement of Nursing Homes:
Recent Survey Trends
By Patrick Formato

I. Introduction
The care and safety of the elderly and infirm is of

the utmost importance. To this end, ensuring quality of
care and quality of life for those individuals who reside
(“residents”) in New York’s nursing homes is, and
should be, a high priority of our state and federal gov-
ernments. Over the last several years, there has been
what some call an increase in enforcement of the laws
and regulations that govern nursing homes in New
York. Owners, operators and advocates of nursing
homes have characterized the enforcement activities of
the New York State Department of Health, as well as
the New York State Attorney General, as an “attack” on
nursing homes and its operators and describe the
industry as one that is under “siege.”

The Department of Health and the Attorney Gener-
al’s Office are only two of the many government agen-
cies responsible for oversight of the nursing home
industry. The Office of the Inspector General of the
Department of Health and Human Services, the Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services of the Department of
Health and Human Services, the FBI, US Attorney, the
Department of Labor, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, the Food and Drug Administra-
tion and the Centers for Disease Control are just a few
of the other agencies responsible for enforcing the laws
and regulations that govern nursing homes. 

Although there has been an increase in enforcement
on all fronts and by all agencies, this article will be lim-
ited to the increased enforcement by the New York State
Department of Health. This article will explore the rea-
sons behind the increased enforcement and whether or
not the current enforcement policies and practices of the
Department of Health (DOH) are actually achieving
their stated goal of ensuring quality of care and quality
of life of our elderly nursing home residents. 

II. Overview of the Survey Process
As a result of the birth of the Medicare and Medic-

aid programs in 1965, the federal government became
the primary payor for nursing home care. Nursing
homes desiring to participate in the Medicare and Med-
icaid programs were required, pursuant to the Social
Security Act, to enter into Provider Agreements with
the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) now
known as “Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-
vices” or “CMS.” Furthermore, nursing homes electing
to participate in the Medicare and Medicaid programs
were required to meet specific requirements set forth in

the Social Security Act (the “Act”) and the federal regu-
lations set forth in 42 C.F.R. § 483. 

In order to monitor nursing home compliance with
the federal regulations, HCFA contracted with the states
to inspect/survey nursing homes periodically. The state
agencies responsible for oversight of the facilities are
required on the average to survey facilities at least once
every 12 months. Furthermore, the largest period
between surveys for any given facility cannot exceed 15
months. In New York, the agency responsible for sur-
veying facilities is the Department of Health (DOH). 

In 1987, Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act or, as it is known, the “Nursing Home
Reform Act” which provided dramatic changes to
improve the quality of care and the quality of life for
residents of nursing homes. Passage of the Nursing
Home Reform Act was due in part to numerous scan-
dals in the nursing home industry in the 1970s.

The Nursing Home Reform Act established new
requirements for nursing homes, as well as new
enforcement provisions. The new enforcement provi-
sions gave state agencies greater power to impose a
“remedy” on a facility for noncompliance with federal
requirements. Remedies include, but are not limited to,
termination from the Medicare and Medicaid programs,
denial of payment for new admissions, ban on admis-
sions and civil monetary penalties. 

In New York, the DOH is charged with the over-
sight of nursing homes. In addition, to standard sur-
veys conducted by the DOH, the DOH may conduct a
complaint survey, which is often referred to as on
“abbreviated survey” and is prompted by a complaint
of a violation. 

Survey results that include findings of noncompli-
ance (referred to as “deficiencies”) are documented on a
CMS-2567 form called a “Statement of Deficiencies.”
Deficiencies are assigned a scope and severity level. The
scope is intended to indicate the extent to which the
deficiency affects the resident population. Scope is bro-
ken down into three (3) levels, as follows: 

1. isolated; 

2. pattern; and 

3. widespread. 

Severity is intended to reflect the harm caused the
residents as a result of the deficient practice. Severity
has four (4) categories which are as follows:
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potential for more than minimal harm
but less than immediate jeopardy, with
no actual harm.3

In 1998, less than 1 percent of all New York nursing
homes surveyed were cited with deficiencies that rose
to the level of substandard quality of care. In 1999, the
number of facilities cited with deficiencies that consti-
tuted substandard quality of care rose by 255 percent
over 1998. In the first three quarters of 2000, there was
an increase of 9 percent over 1999.4

In addition, there has been a sharp increase in the
number of nursing homes that have been cited for
abuse, neglect or mistreatment. In 1998, less than 1 per-
cent of all New York homes were cited for abuse, neg-
lect or mistreatment. In the first three quarters of 2000,
19.8 percent of New York nursing homes were cited for
abuse, neglect or mistreatment.5

B. Strict Liability

In addition to the increase in the number of defi-
ciencies cited, as well as the scope and severity, there
is a trend to hold facilities strictly liable for the acts
of their employees regardless of the apparent, and
stated, intent of the regulations. For example, 42 C.F.R.
§ 483.13(c) provides: “The facility must develop and
implement written policies and procedures that prohibit
mistreatment, neglect and abuse of residents and mis-
appropriation of resident property.”

It is apparent from a plain reading of the regulation
that the intent of same is to require facilities to adopt
and implement policies and procedures to avoid occur-
rences of mistreatment, neglect and abuse. Furthermore,
CMS’s Guidance to Surveyors (Appendix PP of the
State Operations Manual)6 clearly sets forth the intent
of the regulation as follows: “the purpose is to assure
that the facility is doing all that is within its control to
prevent occurrences.”

Although it may not be unreasonable to infer a fail-
ure to develop and implement policies if there are sev-
eral incidents of neglect or abuse, recently the DOH has
been citing facilities for a failure to develop such poli-
cies based on isolated acts. This is clearly not the intent
of the regulation. In fact, just recently an administrative
law judge of the Departmental Appeals Board of the
Department of Health and Human Services addressed
the issue of strict liability. In Oakwood Manor Nursing
Center, Petitioner v. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-
vices, CMS asserted “that wherever a single instance of
abuse has occurred, the resident’s right to be free from
abuse has been violated and the facility has not com-
plied with the requirement of 42 C.F.R. § 483.13(b).”7

Basically, CMS argued that no matter what steps the
facility took to avoid abuse, the facility is strictly liable
if abuse occurs. However, Marion T. Silva, Chief

1. no harm with potential for minimal harm;

2. no actual harm, but has potential for more than
minimal harm;

3. actual harm that is not immediate jeopardy; and

4. immediate jeopardy to residents’ health or safety.

Each deficiency is assigned a scope and severity.
Scope and severity are used to determine the remedies
to be imposed against a facility. Survey results are pub-
lic information. In fact, facilities are required to post
their survey results in the facility.1

Generally, if a federal remedy is imposed, a facility
will be entitled to a formal appeal. Appeals are heard
by an administrative law judge who sits on the Depart-
mental Appeals Board of the Department of Health and
Human Services. Adverse decisions may be appealed to
the Departmental Appeals Board. 

In addition to the formal appeal process, each state
is required to have an informal dispute resolution
process. Generally the process includes a Stage I review,
which is a paper review of the deficiencies that a facility
disputes. The facility is required to provide exhibits
supporting its position. A Stage II review includes a
meeting with DOH representatives.

III. Recent Survey Trends

A. Number and Level of Citations

There is no question that over the past several years
there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
deficiency citations received by nursing homes in New
York, as well as the level (i.e., scope and severity) of the
citations. For example, in 1998, 17.25 percent of New
York State skilled nursing facilities surveyed were cited
with G level (severity—actual harm; scope—isolated) or
above deficiencies. In 1999, 27.32 percent of all New
York State facilities surveyed were cited with G level or
above deficiencies (an increase of 58 percent). In just the
first three quarters of 2000, the number of facilities cited
with G level deficiencies rose another 25 percent to
34.16 percent of all facilities surveyed.2

In addition to the dramatic increase in G level defi-
ciencies there has also been a sharp increase in the cita-
tions for substandard quality of care. Substandard qual-
ity of care is defined as:

One or more deficiencies related to partic-
ipation requirements under 42 CFR
§ 483.13, resident behavior and facility
practices, 42 CFR § 483.15 quality of life,
or 42 CFR § 483.25 quality of care that
constitute either immediate jeopardy to
resident health or safety; a pattern of or
widespread actual harm that is not
immediate jeopardy; or widespread
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Administrative Law Judge, held against CMS, finding
that the regulation

does not impose a strict liability stan-
dard on a facility for any and all
instances of resident abuse without
regard to the surrounding circum-
stances. The regulation instead imposes
a requirement on a facility to take all
necessary steps to prevent a violation of
a resident’s right to be free from abuse.8

C. Mistake or Neglect

Neglect is defined in the State Operations Manual
as “a failure to provide goods and services necessary to
avoid physical harm, mental anguish or mental illness.”
Although the definition is quite broad, nursing home
owners, administrators and staff have complained that
surveyors are citing facilities with neglect for mere mis-
takes, misjudgments and accidents. To the general pop-
ulation, neglect connotes some kind of willful failure.
However, an increasing number of facilities are being
cited with a violation for a failure to implement policies
to prohibit neglect, as well as a failure to report suspect-
ed neglect, when no such willful failure exists. 

For example, one facility was cited for neglect
based on an allegation that the facility failed to monitor
a resident’s glucose for a period of ten days, despite the
fact that the attending physician, in his professional
judgment, determined that such monitoring was not
necessary. Furthermore, the physician had seen the resi-
dent just about every other day during such time peri-
od. Is this a case of neglect on the part of the nursing
home? Should nursing home staff question a physi-
cian’s professional judgment? If in fact the glucose
monitoring should have been performed, would not the
failure to do same be a mistake/misjudgment of the
physician and not neglect on the part of the nursing
home?

D. Trivial Findings

Over the last couple of years, nursing home owners
and administrators have complained about the DOH
citing the facilities for violations of federal law for triv-
ial matters. For example, set forth below are two exam-
ples of reports made by owners and administrators
which were included in a 2001 report prepared by the
New York Association of Homes and Services for the
Aging, an association representing over 560 not-for-
profit and government-sponsored nursing homes, home
care agencies, adult care facilities, assisted living pro-
grams and housing providers.9

The report included the following examples:

1. In one facility a deficiency was cited because res-
idents were served only one pat of butter with
dinner; and

2. another facility was cited because it served
cream of wheat rather than oatmeal.

The important thing to remember when considering
the foregoing is the fact that the facilities were cited for
violating both federal and state law. Furthermore, each
facility was required to take the time and effort to pre-
pare and submit a “Plan of Correction” to address the
alleged violations. It is highly questionable whether
focusing on such trivial and isolated matters is consis-
tent with the intent of the federal regulations. Would
not the time spent to address these issues be better uti-
lized to ensure quality of care and life? 

E. Failure to Follow Applicable Time Frames

Both the federal regulations and the State Opera-
tions Manual include specific time frames to be fol-
lowed by the State Survey Agency in connection with
the survey process. For example, 42 C.F.R. § 488.110
which sets forth the procedural guidelines to be fol-
lowed by surveyors, states that the Statement of Defi-
ciencies (CMS Form 2567) is to be provided to the facili-
ty no later (emphasis added) than ten days after the
survey. Despite such regulatory requirement, the DOH
has often failed to meet its applicable time frames. 

Failure of the DOH to meet such time frames
results in hindering the facilities’ ability to correct
alleged violations before certain mandatory penalties
are imposed. For example, pursuant to 42 C.F.R.
§ 488.412(c), the remedy of a Denial of Payment for
New Admissions (DOPNA) must be imposed if a facili-
ty has not corrected the alleged deficiencies within
three months of the survey date. Therefore, if the DOH
provided the facility with the SOD within the ten-day
time period, the facility would still have approximately
80 days to make all necessary corrections. When the
DOH does not timely provide a facility with the SOD,
the facility’s ability to make timely corrections is preju-
diced.

In addition to affecting the facility’s ability to make
corrections before a DOPNA is imposed, it obviously
has an effect on the residents. It is in everyone’s best
interest, specifically the residents’, that any violations
be identified and corrected as soon as possible to ensure
that they do not re-occur and to further ensure that resi-
dents receive quality care and quality of life. Whether
or not the DOH’s failure to comply with the time
frames is due to its increased enforcement, including
time spent on trivial matters, is an issue that should be
reviewed. 

IV. Is the Appeals Process Adequate?
As briefly mentioned above, there is a formal feder-

al appeal process; however, a facility is not entitled to
an appeal unless an enforcement remedy giving rise to
an appeal has been imposed. In other words, if a facility
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ed that the underlying allegations are not based on
public information. In Horizon West, the court held that
although the plaintiff’s case was based on the allega-
tions set forth in a SOD, which is public, same did not
disqualify the plaintiffs from bringing the action.
Accordingly, when a facility is cited for deficiencies and
no remedy is imposed, it becomes vulnerable to civil
actions without any meaningful appeal process to chal-
lenge the validity of the alleged deficiencies. 

Another recent trend in enforcement activity is for
the DOH to seek fines pursuant to Public Health Law
§ 12 (PHL) for survey deficiencies. PHL § 12 gives the
DOH the authority to impose a fine of $2,000 per viola-
tion of a term or provision of the Public Health Law.
Since New York’s laws and regulations governing nurs-
ing homes mirror federal regulations, when a facility is
cited for a deficiency, it is cited for violating both feder-
al and state law. Recently, there appears to have been a
sharp increase in the number of facilities that the DOH
has sought fines from pursuant to PHL § 12. In fact,
some facilities have been put on notice of the DOH’s
findings and intent to impose fines for deficiencies
which are more than two years old. If a facility becomes
the subject of enforcement under PHL § 12, it will then
be entitled to a hearing. The hearing proceedings are
governed by 10 N.Y.C.R.R. Part 51. The hearing is
before a DOH administrative law judge. It is important
to point out that the scope of the hearing is limited to
whether or not the facility violated the New York State
Public Health Law and not whether or not a violation
of the federal regulations giving rise to the deficiencies
cited on the SOD existed. Most of the cases settle before
ever going to a hearing. 

V. Reasons for Increased Enforcement
There have been several reports addressing the

effectiveness of nursing home enforcement in New
York. One report prepared by Rep. Louise M. Slaughter
and Rep. Carolyn B. Maloney dated March 12, 2001,
describes New York’s nursing home enforcement as
inadequate.13 The report points to the results of “com-
parative” and “observational” surveys. Comparative
surveys are surveys conducted by federal surveyors
after the state has surveyed a facility, after which the
results are compared. During “observational surveys”
federal surveyors accompany DOH surveyors and then
rate the performance of the state. The report prepared
by Reps. Slaughter and Maloney points to poor results
on comparative and observational surveys, as well as
the fact the New York, on average, cited fewer viola-
tions than other states, as a basis for its conclusion that
New York’s enforcement is inadequate. 

The foregoing report is only one of several reports
addressing New York nursing homes and the adequacy
of state inspections. Considering that New York is paid
hundreds of thousands of dollars to conduct nursing

is cited for deficiencies, but no enforcement remedy is
imposed by CMS, the facility will not be entitled to a
federal appeal. 

On the state level, there is no formal appeal process
to challenge deficiency citations, however, each state is
required to have an Informal Dispute Resolution (IDR)
process.10 IDR is a two-stage process. Stage I consists of
a paper review. Facilities have ten days from the date of
the survey to submit their request for an IDR which
must include the facility’s arguments and supporting
documents. The facility’s request is then reviewed by
the DOH’s area office. Pursuant to DOH Memorandum
95-11, the DOH is supposed to respond to the Stage I
request within ten calendar days. If the facility is not
satisfied with the DOH’s Stage I determination, it has
two calendar days to request a Stage II review. The
Stage II review is supposed to be scheduled within five
calendar days of the request and consists of a confer-
ence call or face-to-face meeting with the area adminis-
trator, long-term program director and/or their
designees. Within two calendar days, the DOH is
required to notify the provider of its determination. 

Many facility owners and administrators have com-
plained that the process is arbitrary and capricious. The
same agency that is citing the facility with a deficiency
is also determining whether that citation was appropri-
ate. It is important to remember that deficiencies repre-
sent an alleged violation of law; however, the individu-
als reviewing the validity of such violations are not
lawyers or otherwise trained in law. 

The end result is that if a facility is cited with defi-
ciencies and CMS does not impose any federal remedy,
the facility will be left without a meaningful appeal
process. Although no formal remedy/penalty is
imposed, since the results are public, the facility’s repu-
tation is tarnished. Furthermore, nursing homes have
become targets of plaintiff attorneys and the SOD can
be used as a means of identifying causes of action
against a nursing home. Just recently, in U.S. ex rel.
Foundation Aiding the Elderly v. Horizon West,11 the U.S.
9th Circuit Court of Appeals refused to dismiss a “qui
tam” (whistle-blower action) under the Federal False
Claims Act12 which was based on deficiencies set forth
in a SOD. The action was brought by a resident advoca-
cy group accusing a nursing home operator with
defrauding the government by submitting reimburse-
ment claims for services it knew were substandard
based on alleged deficiencies set forth in a SOD. Gener-
ally, the Federal False Claims Act makes it illegal for
any person to knowingly present a false or fraudulent
claim for payment of services to the federal government
(e.g., Medicare and Medicaid). The False Claims Act
provides for treble damages. Furthermore, it allows pri-
vate individuals to bring a case on behalf of the govern-
ment and share in the proceeds of any recovery, provid-
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home surveys, there is a great deal of pressure on the
DOH to maintain its contract with CMS. Many have
speculated that reports such as the Maloney report, as
well as pressure from resident advocacy groups and
negative publicity, have led to the so-called “step-up” in
enforcement activity. Whatever the reason, the increases
in enforcement activity are readily apparent to those in
the nursing home industry and their advocates. 

VI. Do the Means Justify the Ends?
If the end result of increased enforcement activity is

improved quality of care and quality of life for nursing
home residents, it can be argued that the means do jus-
tify the ends. However, it is questionable whether cur-
rent enforcement policies of the DOH are, or will, actu-
ally improve quality of care. For example, facilities are
required to report suspected abuse, neglect and/or mis-
treatment to the DOH.14 These reports are made
through the DOH Hotline which accepts all calls
regarding suspected abuse, neglect or mistreatment, not
just those made by the nursing homes themselves. In
1998, the total number of calls to the hot line was 1,118.
In 2000 the total number of calls jumped to 1,930. In
addition, the percentage of the calls made by nursing
homes in 1998 was 67 percent compared to 81 percent
in 2000.15 It appears obvious that facilities are making
many more reports of suspected abuse, neglect or mis-
treatment. However, is this the result of increased
awareness resulting in better care and quality of life, or
a result of fear of being cited with a deficiency for fail-
ure to call in an occurrence, even though the facility
does not actually believe that same constituted abuse,
neglect or mistreatment? Based on the numbers, it
appears the latter may be true. Although the number of
hot line calls increased by 73 percent from 1998-2000,
the total number of calls in which credible evidence of
abuse, neglect or mistreatment was found decreased by
44 percent.16 Of the 1,930 hot line calls made in 2000, in
only 123 (11 percent) was credible evidence found to
support the complaint.17

When a facility calls the hot line to report suspected
abuse, neglect or mistreatment, it is also required to
conduct a thorough investigation, including interview-
ing staff members, family members and the resident, if
possible, as well as a review of medical records. Such
investigations take up a considerable amount of time
and effort by staff members. If in fact the increase in
hotline calls is a result of fear of receiving a deficiency,
despite having no reason to believe an injury was the
result of abuse, neglect or mistreatment, then the ques-
tion is whether the time spent on investigating such
matters could be better spent rendering care to resi-
dents.

Furthermore, would the time spent by staff on
Plans of Corrections to address trivial issues or isolated

occurrences that do not represent facility practices or
the quality of care rendered by the facility be better
spent on rendering care, training and other means to
improve quality of care and the quality of life of resi-
dents?

VII. Conclusion
While it is obvious there has been a “step-up” in

enforcement by the DOH, the question remains as to
whether such increased enforcement is actually improv-
ing the quality of life of New York’s nursing home resi-
dents. Nursing homes and their advocates will tell you
that current enforcement activities may actually have a
negative effect on quality of care, while those advocat-
ing for the elderly will tell you that even more enforce-
ment is necessary. In any event, it appears as though
the entire process should be scrutinized and amended,
if necessary, to further the goals of the federal regula-
tions and ensure that members of our most vulnerable
population receive the care and treatment they deserve. 
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Subpoenas to Health Care Organizations
By David E. Steckler

Subpoenas to health care organizations are becom-
ing increasingly common. As a result, attorneys repre-
senting health care providers need to be prepared to
advise their clients regarding what to do when they are
served with a subpoena.

This article will present a step-by-step approach to
enable providers and their counsel to deal with issues
that arise as compliance with a subpoena goes forward. 

The attorney representing the subpoenaed health
care provider has a number of initial considerations to
balance. For example, what type of subpoena was
served (criminal or civil), what investigative entity
served the subpoena, and what document or witness
production is required. Throughout the investigation, it
is vitally important that the provider’s counsel keep
very careful records of the documents produced (with
due regard for attorney-client privilege issues) and be
aware of potential conflicts of interest with the health
care provider’s employees.

Sources and Types of Subpoenas
In the health care setting, subpoenas may come

from several sources. Typically, a subpoena will come
from the U.S. Attorney’s Office, the state Attorney Gen-
eral’s Office or local law enforcement agencies. A sub-
poena may require a person to appear as a trial witness
or before a grand jury; or, the subpoena can be a sub-
poena duces tecum, which requires the health care
provider to produce the records called for in the attach-
ment to the subpoena.

The U.S. Attorney General (AG) has the authority
to issue subpoenas requiring production of records rele-
vant to a “Federal health care offense” investigation.1
The AG also has authority to issue administrative sub-
poenas under the False Claims Act2 and the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act.3 Enforce-
ment of these “Civil Investigation Demands” may be by
order of a federal district court, which is limited to
determining whether the administrative agency has sat-
isfied the statutory prerequisites to issuing and enforc-
ing the subpoena, and whether the agency has satisfied
the judicially created standards for enforcing adminis-
trative subpoenas.4 In other words, the agency request
must be reasonable, and will be approved by the judici-
ary so long as it “is within the authority of the agency,
the demand is not too indefinite and the information
sought is reasonably relevant.”5

The Inspector General of the Department of Health
and Human Services is also authorized to investigate
civil, criminal and administrative violations pertaining
to fraud in federal and state health care programs and
may issue subpoenas for both documents and testimo-
ny.6 Noncompliance with such subpoenas are also sub-
ject to enforcement by federal district courts.

In New York State, the Attorney General’s Medicaid
Fraud Control Unit can issue civil subpoenas or sub-
poenas in support of grand jury investigations. In addi-
tion, the Attorney General and the Department of
Health may also demand that providers produce
records to substantiate their billings submitted to Med-
icaid.7 Indeed, many 504.3 “audits” can evolve into
administrative or grand jury inquiries. Moreover,
although 18 N.Y.C.R.R. 504.3 does not on its face
authorize the Attorney General or Department of
Health to interview employees, the typical provider
will, along with producing records, allow interviews
when such are demanded. Even though this is a less
formal fact-gathering process, counsel should react in
the same manner as a formal subpoena. Therefore, we
recommend that the suggestions set forth below apply
to 504.3 audits as well.

A grand jury subpoena is used by investigative
agencies to investigate criminal cases. A grand jury “can
investigate merely on suspicion that the law is being
violated, or even just because it wants assurance that it
is not.”8 Although grand juries are “not licensed to
engage in arbitrary fishing expeditions, nor may they
select targets of investigation out of malice or an intent
to harass,”9 they do enjoy wide latitude; thus, chal-
lenges to grand jury subpoenas based on relevancy are
exceedingly difficult to win. A motion to quash the sub-
poena will be denied unless the district court deter-
mines that there is “no reasonable possibility that the
category of materials the government seeks will pro-

“A subpoena may require a person to
appear as a trial witness or before a
grand jury; or, the subpoena can be a
subpoena duces tecum, which requires
the health care provider to produce the
records called for in the attachment to
the subpoena.”
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designate which are to be photocopied. Health care
providers are required to maintain originals, and Joint
Commission rules frown upon maintaining “photo-
copied originals” where patient care is ongoing. The
provider will have a difficult task separating original
treatment records from photocopied records, when orig-
inals are returned (often months or even years later).
While most providers are reluctant to go to court,
most—if not all—judges will require that a prosecutor
return original records within a reasonable period of
time.

The attorney representing the provider needs to
closely review the documents prior to their production
in order to gain a firm understanding of the issue under
review. The documents must also be reviewed to cull
out irrelevant materials, as well as materials covered by
the attorney-client and work product privileges.

A Subpoena Protocol
A formal “protocol” should be developed and fol-

lowed by health care providers when responding to
subpoenas. The advantage of having such a protocol is
that it creates a predictable format for document review
and enables the provider and counsel to assert forceful-
ly that they have been careful and professional in the
review of the subpoenaed documents. Unfortunately, an
investigation can go from neutral into high gear quite
suddenly and the attorney for the issuing authority
will, at times, take the health care provider to court on a
motion to compel or even try to hold the health care
provider in contempt if the investigating/prosecuting
attorney believes that relevant documents have been
withheld. Having a protocol will enable the health care
provider’s counsel to argue more credibly before the
presiding judge that the health care provider’s conduct
has been both professional and in good faith.

The first mandate of the health care provider’s sub-
poena protocol should be to ensure that all staff are
made aware that they are not to disclose any corporate
documents or information in response to a subpoena
unless instructed to do so by a supervisor. Moreover,
staff must be informed that all responses to subpoenas
must be accurate and complete, without any alterations,
and that destroying or altering documents which are
subject of the subpoena will result in termination of
employment, and indeed may result in a separate crimi-
nal prosecution.

Set forth below is a sample subpoena protocol.

• Issue Memorandum Regarding Collection of
Records. Upon receiving a subpoena, the health
care provider should contact legal counsel. Under
counsel’s direction, the health care provider
should issue a memorandum to all relevant per-
sonnel advising them of the receipt of the subpoe-

duce information relevant to the general subject of the
grand jury’s investigation.”10

The Purpose of the Subpoena
The typical grand jury or administrative subpoena

issued to a health care provider will not, on its face,
provide any clues to the purpose of the inquiry, and, in
many situations, the attorney for the issuing authority
will be reticent to predict whether the health care
provider is a “subject” or “target” of the inquiry.
Whether the subpoena appears to be a “simple” sub-
poena for testimony or a more complicated subpoena
duces tecum, counsel for the provider should always call
the issuing authority immediately to attempt to learn
why the subpoena was issued. When the attorney
speaks to the issuing authority (Assistant United States
Attorney, Special Assistant Attorney General in the
New York Attorney General’s Medicaid Fraud Control
Unit, etc.), the attorney should ask the most simple and
basic of questions: Why did my client get subpoenaed?
Can you tell me what this inquiry is about? The attor-
ney must quickly become familiar with the documents
subpoenaed before contacting the issuing authority.

Negotiate the Terms
As a general proposition, grand jury and/or admin-

istrative subpoenas can be challenged on a motion to
quash. This motion can be brought if production of the
subpoenaed documents would be unduly over-broad
and burdensome for the provider. However, the U.S.
Supreme Court has suggested that the parties attempt
to reach a reasonable accommodation before a court
holds an administrative subpoena overly burdensome.11

Counsel can request an extension of time to
respond to the subpoena; such extensions are routinely
granted. In extreme circumstances, when the attorney
for the issuing authority refuses an extension, a motion
to quash can be made if there is a good faith belief that
the recipient cannot gather the records in time for the
production date. This motion must be made before the
return date of the subpoena. In grand jury subpoena sit-
uations, a representative of the provider can also appear
before the grand jury on the production date with those
records that have been reviewed and explain to the
foreperson of the grand jury that all of the records are
not available, given the shortness of time.

Although subpoenas typically call for original
records, most prosecutors will agree to accept copies. If
the prosecution demands original records, the attorney
should request to produce the documents in stages, so
that they may be photocopied and returned to the
provider before the next round of production occurs.
Alternatively, the case agents can be invited to the
health care provider’s law firm to review originals and
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na and of the documents required to be pro-
duced. The memo should instruct those person-
nel to review their work areas and provide, to a
central location, any documents which they may
have in their possession that they believe are
called for by the subpoena. 

• Gather, But Do Not “Commingle” Documents to
Be Produced. Next, all records presumptively
covered by the subpoena need to be gathered in
this central location. The documents should not
be commingled with each other. This means that
all clinical records should be kept separate from
financial records, which should be kept separate
from marketing records, etc. These records should
then be placed in the central location for review,
and photocopied. Federal and state court rules
often permit a subpoenaed party to produce
records either as originally kept or in the order in
which they were maintained as business records.
Records should always be produced in the origi-
nal order, so as to avoid any suggestion that they
were “reorganized” to make their review more
difficult. Helping the investigation by organizing
documents “out of order” can backfire. The attor-
ney for the provider should review the records
and remove any which are not responsive. The
best example of nonresponsive documents would
be documents which are dated either before or
after the time frame set forth in the subpoena.
Once all nonresponsive records are removed, all
remaining records should be photocopied—two
sets should be made.

• Creating the Privilege Log. The first photocopied
set should be labeled “Original records photo-
copied with attorney-client and work-product
documents.” The second set should be bates-
stamped from 00001 to the end of the documents.
The bates-stamped documents should now be
reviewed for attorney-client/work-product mate-
rials. The federal rules of civil procedure and
many state court local rules require that the recip-
ient of a subpoena produce a “privilege log.” The
privilege log is simply a columnar table setting
forth the bates-stamp number of the withheld
documents, a description of the sender and
receiver, and a simple description of the docu-
ment sufficient to explain why the documents
have been withheld. By way of example, the priv-
ilege log might read:

Once all attorney-client privileged and work-product
materials have been removed, this “bates-stamped
redacted set” should be photocopied and prepared for
production to the subpoenaing authority, along with the
privilege log.

The Internal Investigation
Simultaneous with the document review, the health

care provider’s counsel must act quickly to “get ahead”
of the inquiry and gain an understanding of the issues
under review and any possible concerns that the health
care provider may have. The attorney-client privilege
permits counsel for the health care provider to inter-
view employees regarding the issues which may be
under inquiry, in order to provide legal advice to the
health care provider.

Generally, New York institutional health care
providers are corporations. Under New York law, while
a corporation is a person, it is also an “entity” which
does not possess a Fifth Amendment right against self-
incrimination. However, the entity is presumptively
liable for the conduct of its employees within the ordi-
nary course of their employment undertaken for the
benefit of the corporation. At the same time, however,
the health care provider does not wish to be guilty of
“corporate condonation”—in other words, once the
health care provider comes to learn of illicit or question-
able conduct, the corporation must not be placed in the
position of condoning that illicit conduct. 

Typically, besides reviewing the documents under
subpoena, as well as other relevant documents, health
care counsel will interview employees to gain an under-
standing of how the conduct began, how it was under-
taken, how it proceeded, and what damage it may have
caused. In Upjohn Co. v. United States,12 the Supreme
Court upheld the existence of the attorney-client privi-
lege for a corporation whose counsel had conducted an
in-house investigation in order to learn if or how its
employees had broken the law. The Court ruled that the
communications concerned matters within the scope of
the employees’ corporate duties, and the employees
themselves were sufficiently aware that they were being
questioned in order that the corporation could obtain
legal advice.12 The lesson of Upjohn is that the attorney-
client privilege is a very powerful defense tool. If senior
employees/executives working for the health care
provider—the internal auditors or compliance officer,
for example—conduct an internal inquiry, their work
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work force, and can be quite destructive. If the investi-
gation is well known—the subject of news media
reports, for example—employees must be kept advised
of the provider’s intent to cooperate, and to conduct
business as usual. Employees should be told that they
may choose to be interviewed by the investigators with-
out counsel, but that interviews on the employer’s
premises are not to occur without approval of manage-
ment, to avoid disruption of patient care, staffing, etc.

In sum, in today’s health care environment, it is
important that health care providers be prepared to
react to what has become almost inevitable—the receipt
of a subpoena. By providing a road map for their
clients, health care counsel will go a long way toward
assuring that the provider is able to respond completely
and efficiently to the subpoena’s demands, while simul-
taneously not being diverted from its day-to-day opera-
tions.
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product is wholly unprotected and is simply a road
map for government regulators, if subpoenaed.

Conflict of Interest Issues
When interviewing employees during the internal

inquiry, they should be informed that the attorney rep-
resents the health care corporate provider and not the
individual, and that any information the individual
imparts will not be privileged between the attorney and
the individual, since the attorney has the legal obliga-
tion to pass on the information to the Board/Senior
Officers of the health care provider. If an employee
refuses to speak to corporate counsel or tells counsel
that he or she has information which would be self-
incriminatory, corporate counsel should advise the
employee to contact independent representation to dis-
cuss their concerns. 

As health care counsel learns more about the infor-
mation contained in the documents and, indeed, the
status of the inquiry (through continuing phone calls
and/or meetings with the investigating authority),
issues will arise and decisions will need to be made.
The status of the investigation must be reported often to
both senior officers and the board.

Other Issues
The article cannot cover all issues which may sur-

face as an investigation continues. For example, what
steps should a provider take if it appears that employ-
ees have violated laws, rules or regulations? Other key
issues that may come up include: how best to stop ongo-
ing misconduct discovered in the midst of an inquiry, or
when it may be appropriate to do a retroactive review. 

Business as Usual During the Inquiry
As is all too obvious, a health care provider

immersed in an investigation has to contend with sig-
nificant legal issues, even as it labors to conduct busi-
ness as usual. Rumors can race though a provider’s
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Criminal Liability for Failing to Disclose
Improper Medicare or Medicaid Payments:
Exposure to Clients and Their Lawyers
By Ross P. Lanzafame

As you are opening your morning mail, the phone
rings. On the line is the distressed billing manager for
one of your physician clients. She just returned from a
coding conference with the office biller. The biller, a rel-
atively new employee, has been with the practice and
submitting claims for approximately three years. At the
conference, they learned that the biller had misinter-
preted or misunderstood prior coding instructions
regarding submission of a particular series of codes. As
a result of this misunderstanding or misinformation,
the biller had upcoded some or all of the claims for one
particular service. The business manager and the biller
have tried to determine how many claims were submit-
ted improperly, as well as the dollar value of the incor-
rect payments received to date. They believe that some-
where between 800-1000 claims were submitted over
the past three years under the questionable code. How-
ever, they can only guesstimate the dollar amount
because the error is of such a type that each patient
medical record and each claim submission would have
to be manually reviewed in order to determine whether
or not all of the qualifiers had been met for proper sub-
mission of the code claimed. The biller went through all
of the claims awaiting submission on his desk and,
based upon what he learned at the conference, is pre-
pared to submit all current and future bills using only
the proper coding criteria. The business manager
explains that the effort involved in manually reviewing
each claim submitted for the past three years would be
inordinate in relation to the dollar amount of any “over-
payment” that the provider might have received. They
believe that even if every claim had been upcoded, the
“overpayment” would not exceed $12,000. The business
manager’s questions to you are simple: 

• Isn’t it enough that we just correct our practices
and code/bill properly on a going-forward basis?

• If we need to go back, can’t we just correct and
re-bill the erroneously coded claims submitted
since January 1, 2001?

Is There a Legal Obligation to Disclose?
Although your client may want to look the other

way, or try to limit liability for repayment of overpay-
ments, such an approach may open the door to criminal
liability. It is a dangerous world for health care
providers. Gone are the days when providers could

look the other way and evade repayment until asked by
a carrier or payor. With the increased criminalization of
health care errors, as well as increasingly frequent
health care fraud allegations and investigations, it is
clear that overpayments pose both a financial and a
legal challenge. Failing to disclose a known overpay-
ment can convert what might have been a simple error
into the basis for a criminal complaint against the
provider and its employees and advisors.

The Social Security Act contains a little-cited provi-
sion, often referred to as the “duty to disclose,” that
makes concealing or failing to report overpayments a
felony.1 Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(a)(2), a
provider

having knowledge of the occurrence of
any event affecting (A) his initial or
continued right to any such benefit or
payment, or (B) the initial or continued
right to any such benefit or payment of
any other individual in whose behalf
he has applied for or is receiving such
benefit or payment, conceals or fails
to disclose such event with an intent
fraudulently to secure such benefit or
payment either in greater amount or
quantity than is due or when no such
benefit or payment is authorized [is
guilty of a felony.]2

Anyone other than the provider who engages in such
activities is guilty of a misdemeanor.3 The broad reach
of the “duty to disclose” provision extends to the health
care provider, its employees, its auditors, and any others
who “with knowledge of the occurrence of any event”
“conceal or fail to disclose” an event or overpayment.
Such individuals may be subject to criminal prosecu-
tion.4

In general, in order for criminal liability to attach
under the “duty to disclose,” an individual must
(1) have knowledge, (2) conceal or fail to disclose the
error or overpayment, and (3) intend to defraud.5 In our
example above, the billing manager and biller clearly
have knowledge that an error has occurred and over-
payments have been received. Their solution to correct
on a going-forward basis is an absolute necessity. How-
ever, in and of itself, elimination of the problem on a
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4. Claims that lack medical necessity,

5. Claims billed in error,

6. Incorrect CPT coded claims,

7. Medicare secondary payor/other payor involve-
ment, and

8. Claims submitted without proper assignment.9

There are many other instances when an overpay-
ment may occur. For example, base period or capital
cost report errors may result in improper computation
of the Medicaid rate for nursing homes or other cost-
based providers. Such errors arise for a variety of rea-
sons—some innocent and some not. Examples of cost
reporting errors include: (1) claiming receivables as bad
debts without engaging in proper collection activities;
(2) use of inaccurate statistics for square foot or cost
allocation; (3) characterizing operating expenses (e.g.,
maintenance costs) as capital expenses; (4) shifting costs
from above ceiling to below ceiling centers; and (5) cost
report entries for non-allowable or non-reimbursable
expenses. Regardless of the cause, overpayments based
on cost reporting errors are capital “O” overpayments10

that must be repaid and are subject to recoupment by
Medicaid.11

Overpayments may also arise as a result of excess
periodic interim payments (PIP) received by acute care
facilities from the Medicare program. The OIG has
taken a greater interest in scrutinizing Medicare Inter-
mediary computation and payment of PIP amounts.12

An acute care facility that receives PIP in excess of the
amount justified by its costs and Medicare utilization is
being overpaid. Such overpayments are capital “O”
Overpayments that must be repaid and are subject to
recoupment by Medicare. Continued receipt of known
excessive PIP amounts could pose serious liability for
the provider and those who fail to disclose or halt the
overpayment.

In addition, claims billed and paid where the
underlying transaction is a violation of either the Stark
Law13 or the Anti-Kickback Statute14 may be deemed to
be overpayments. Similarly, payments for claims sub-
mitted during the time that DOH or HCFA surveyors
have determined that substandard quality of care is
being provided by a certified facility may be deemed
overpayments. In each of these situations, the payments
were for services that were not consistent with
Medicare/Medicaid rules. The basis for this contention
may be the CMS 855 signed by Medicare participating
providers. The CMS 855 contains a certification by the
provider that each claim for payment “is conditioned
on the claim underlying the transaction complying with
[Medicare] laws, regulations and program instructions
(including the anti-kickback statute and the Stark

going-forward basis does not relieve them of criminal
liability, because of their knowledge of the historical
billing errors. Failure to disclose the historical prob-
lem/overpayment could constitute concealment with
the requisite intent under the statute, giving rise to
potential felony prosecution. As a result, the answer to
the first query posed by the client must be “No.” You
cannot simply forget the past and correct the problem
on a going-forward basis.

Likewise, trying to limit financial liability to a dis-
crete period of time (e.g., going back only to January 1,
2001, as opposed to when the upcoding in fact began)
does not relieve the client from potential criminal liabil-
ity. Again, the client knows that there are more over-
payments beyond those the client proposes to disclose
and correct and intends not to disclose or correct the
full overpayment. Failure to disclose and correct the
entire historical problem could constitute concealment
with intent to defraud under the statute, giving rise to
potential felony prosecution. Thus, the answer to the
client’s second query must also be “No.” You cannot
simply correct the problem on a going-forward basis,
disclose and correct back to some past point in time that
is convenient, and forget the remaining overpayments.

Can an Overpayment Be Forgiven or
Forgotten?

Not all overpayments are created equally; some
overpayments are “Overpayments”—with a capital
“O”—that must be reported and repaid, while others
are “overpayments” that may be forgiven.6 In providing
advice to clients, it is important to analyze the facts and
circumstances giving rise to the particular overpay-
ments to determine if they are “Overpayments” that
must be repaid, as well as the clients’ proposed repay-
ment plans.

Overpayment That Must Be Repaid:
Medicare considers an overpayment to exist when-

ever Medicare funds are received in excess of the
amounts due and payable under the statutes and regu-
lations.7 CMS, as part of the voluntary disclosure pro-
gram, has identified 17 different causes of overpay-
ments,8 all of which are capital “O” Overpayments that
must be repaid. Although the list is not by any means
exhaustive, it is instructive. CMS-identified overpay-
ments include those arising from any of the following
broad categories:

1. Claims submitted based on insufficient docu-
mentation,

2. Duplicate service claims,

3. Claims for services not rendered,
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law).”15 Receipt of payment for a claim that violates the
Stark Law or the Anti-Kickback Statute or while sub-
standard of care survey citations are in force, are at
the very least a violation of the provider agreement.
Whether the provider can be shown to have the requi-
site intent is a factual determination.16 If in fact a willful
intent to violate either the Stark Law or the Anti-Kick-
back Statute exists, identification and disclosure of the
overpayment may be the least of counsel’s and the
client’s concerns.

Overpayments That May Be Forgiven:
Medicare law permits overpayments to be waived

or retained in certain very limited circumstances. Gen-
erally, where a provider is “without fault,”17 Medicare
will waive liability for the overpayment. Pursuant to
the CMS Carriers Manual, a physician is liable for over-
payments he receives unless he is found to be without
fault. Actual determination of fault is the responsibility
of the carrier. Carriers are instructed to consider a
physician “without fault” if he has exercised reasonable
care in billing for and accepting payments.18 A physi-
cian is always “without fault” if the overpayment was
due to an error with respect to the beneficiary’s entitle-
ment to Medicare (i.e., the payment was made during a
time SSA records showed the beneficiary was not enti-
tled to Medicare benefits)19 or due to the carrier’s fail-
ure to apply the appropriate deductible.20

The Medicare Carriers Manual expressly identifies
each of the following instances of overpayment as
examples of situations in which a physician is deemed
at fault and, as a result, is liable for overpayment
received:

A. Incorrect reasonable charge determination

B. Duplicate payments

C. Physician was paid by Medicare but did not
accept assignment

D. Physician billed for item or services which he
should have known were not covered

E. Items or services were furnished by a practition-
er or supplier not qualified for Medicare reim-
bursement

F. Overpayment due to a mathematical or clerical
error

G. Physician does not or did not submit documen-
tation to substantiate the service billed

H. Overpayment was for the rental of durable med-
ical equipment and a supplier billed for the
equipment.

The Medicare Carriers Manual contains a time limit
for recovery of overpayments. Section 7100.1 instructs
carriers not to recover an overpayment not reopened
within four years after the date of payment “unless the
case involves fraud or similar fault.” In addition, carri-
ers are instructed not to recover an overpayment dis-
covered later than three calendar years after the pay-
ment unless there is evidence that the physician or
beneficiary was at fault with respect to the overpay-
ment. As a cautionary note, this Carriers Manual section
should not be read to give providers the right to forget
“older” overpayments. The Carriers Manual does not
negate the criminal penalties or the “duty to disclose”
(found in 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(a)) discussed above.

Repayment or Recoupment
Often, providers who determine that an overpay-

ment has occurred will retain those overpayments—or
even continue to receive overpayments—until a carrier
or payor expressly asks that the funds be returned. For
example, a skilled nursing facility may discover as a
result of an internal audit that a cost reporting error
occurred in its base period cost report which has result-
ed in excessive payments by Medicaid for a number of
years. Believing that the Department of Health will
exercise its audit authority and, upon audit, catch the
error and levy a recoupment, the facility may elect to sit
by and wait for the course of the audit. While awaiting
the audit and subsequent recoupment, the facility may
continue to submit claims and receive reimbursement
based on a Medicaid rate that is computed on erro-
neous cost data.

Providers sometimes ignore or are casual about
resolving “credit balances.” Although the term “credit
balance” includes a variety of items, it generally refers
to incorrect or excessive payments made as a result of
billing or claim processing errors. A “credit balance”
may result from an accounting error, errors in calculat-
ing co-insurance amounts,21 or duplicate payments
received from other insurers or payors. As with cost
reporting errors, providers often retain these funds until
the carrier or payor identifies that an overpayment was
made and either asks for a refund or levies a recoup-
ment.

Moreover, the CMS 855 signed by participating
providers contains a certification statement signed by
the provider indicating that the provider understands
that overpayments made may be recouped through
withholding of future payments.22 Although the
provider may prefer to wait for the carrier or payor to
discover the overpayment and institute a recoupment,
once the provider has knowledge that an overpayment
exists, the obligations under the “duty to disclose”
would seem to take precedence. 
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Identifying Overpayments
As noted above, not all overpayments are created

equal. Some are the result of isolated errors, while oth-
ers evidence a systemic problem. It is important early
on to determine whether the identified overpayment is
the result of an isolated error or something greater.
Overpayments from an isolated error are discrete occur-
rences. Once identified, the amount at issue can be
readily determined, the problem corrected, and the
overpayment returned. If the audit identifies an over-
payment that is the result of a systemic problem, the
provider has knowledge that the overpayment is much
greater than that identified in the sample. Again, once
the provider has knowledge of the overpayment, unless
the overpayment fits within the narrow “without fault”
exception, the provider should return all overpayments
or face the real possibility of criminal prosecution.

Can You, as Counsel, Face Any Criminal
Liability?

In the example that opened this article, your client
has disclosed improper billing practices to you and is
seeking your legal advice and counsel on what to do.
But can you be drawn into any possible criminal prose-
cution?

Even as legal counselor and advisor, you may be
subject to prosecution if it is deemed that you aided or
conspired with the provider in concealing the overpay-
ment or error.31 In the example that began this article,
the client has admitted to you that improper billing
occurred and, at most, only wants to disclose and cor-
rect the error from January 1, 2001, forward. You clearly
have knowledge that the client received funds to which
it is not entitled, as well as the client’s intention to con-
ceal at least a portion of the overpayment. Although the
client’s communication to you is information that can
and is likely to be protected by the attorney-client privi-
lege, the privilege is not absolute. 

By its very nature, the attorney-client privilege
results in the protection from release to or withholding
from a fact-finder of pertinent information. However,
courts have limited the attorney-client privilege so that
it does not apply “where the client consults an attorney
to further a crime or fraud.”32 The attorney-client privi-
lege is forfeited where “the client sought the services of
the lawyer to enable or aid the client to commit what
the client knew or reasonably should have known to be
a crime or fraud.”33 Failing to instruct the client to iden-
tify and return the entire overpayment could be
deemed your participation in a scheme to conceal the
overpayment and defraud the payor.

As counsel, we all should be aware that the possi-
bility exists that our legal advice may be sought for
improper purposes. Prosecutors in the past have been

Other Bases for Criminal Liability
Although many providers over the years have wait-

ed for the audit, recoupment or request for repayment
to arrive before returning the “credit balance” or cost
reporting error overpayment, that practice today is a
risky one. The threshold question as to potential crimi-
nal liability with respect to each of these overpayments
is whether or not the provider had knowledge of the
error giving rise to the overpayment and, with intent to
improperly retain the funds, concealed or failed to dis-
close the error. For counsel, liability could attach if you
are deemed to have aided the client in a scheme to
defraud the payor through concealment of the error or
through development of the mechanism that caused the
overpayment.

Providers who fail to disclose and to refund known
overpayments may be prosecuted under any of the fol-
lowing criminal statutes:

1. Health Care False Statements. This statute pro-
hibits knowingly and willfully making false
statements or misrepresentations of a material
fact in connection with any application for pay-
ment of a Medicare or Medicaid claim. This
statute provides for a $25,000 fine and/or five
years in prison.23

2. Violation of Assignment Terms. This statute pro-
hibits knowing, willful and repeated violations
of the terms of assignment or reassignment of
Medicare benefits.24

3. Health Care Fraud. This statute prohibits know-
ing and willful execution (or attempted execu-
tion) of a scheme or artifice to defraud any
health care benefit program or to obtain remu-
neration from a health care benefit program by
false pretense, representations or promises.25

Unlike many of the other statutes cited, this
statute applies to all health benefit programs, not
just Medicare and Medicaid.

4. Health Care Theft or Embezzlement. This statute
prohibits knowing and willful stealing, embez-
zling, wrongful conversion, or intentional misap-
plication of the money or assets of any health
care benefit program.26

5. Health Care False Statements. This statute pro-
hibits knowingly and willfully falsifying or con-
cealing any material fact or making materially
false or fraudulent statements or representations
in connection with the delivery of or payment
for health care services or benefits.27

6. A variety of general criminal statutes including
the False Claims Act,28 RICO,29 and Conspiracy
to Defraud the Government.30
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interested in, and pursued, attorneys for their roles in
health care schemes. Perhaps the most famous instance
was the 1998 Anderson case, in the U.S. District Court
for the District of Kansas, where two attorneys were
indicted in the criminal prosecution of anti-kickback
charges.34 The charges against the attorneys arose from
their transactional and employment advice to the
provider rendered as part of a typical attorney-client
relationship. Prosecutors claimed the attorneys were
involved in developing the scheme used to defraud the
government. In its decision dismissing the case against
the lawyers based upon a lack of evidence, the court
noted that the lawyers had reasonably believed their
advice was sought in order to ensure that the provider
complied with the Anti-Kickback Statute. 

It is unlikely that the Anderson case will be the only
prosecution of counsel for advice given to health care
clients. Granted, the Anderson attorneys did not face
prosecution for legal advice given with respect to the
handling of overpayments. However, the lessons of the
case and its ramifications on advice given to clients that
reasonably may be subject to prosecution are clear. Pru-
dence dictates advising clients of their exposure to
criminal prosecution under the “duty to disclose” and
the necessity to return any and all known or discovered
overpayments. We would all be wise to implement
within our practices the often-heard health care
mantras: “Document. Document. Document” and “If it
isn’t documented, it didn’t happen.”
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The One Purpose Rule of United States v. Greber:
Is It the Law? Is It Fair?
By Gregory J. Naclerio

It was not until a Pennsylvania osteopath and board-
certified cardiologist, Dr. Greber, decided to venture out-
side of the practice of medicine into the business world
that the courts would get the chance to opine on the
breadth of the amended Statute. In addition to practicing
as a board-certified cardiologist, Dr. Greber was the presi-
dent of Cardio-Med Inc.—a business which provided
other physicians with diagnostic services. One of these
services involved the Holter monitor. Essentially, when a
primary care physician felt his patient needed a Holter
monitor, Cardio-Med would be contacted and the patient
would be fitted with the monitor. The monitor recorded
the patient’s cardiac activity for approximately 12 hours
and correlated with an activity log kept by the patient. By
interpreting the tape and the activity log, a cardiologist
could get a better profile of his patient’s heart function.
This type of test was “patient friendly,” as it was non-
invasive and did not require any out of pocket payment
by the patient. Rather, Cardio-Med billed Medicare direct-
ly at a fee “not to exceed $65 per patient.”

If our story had stopped here, Dr. Greber would not
be a famous name in the lexicon of health care practition-
ers. Nevertheless—for reasons left for the reader to dis-
cern—Dr. Greber felt it was incumbent upon him to pay
the primary care physicians (who referred the patient to
Cardio-Med and who thereafter explained the results of
the Holter monitor to the patient) an “Interpretation Fee.”
The interpretation fee paid by Dr. Greber, ironically
enough, was equal to exactly 40 percent of the payment
he received from Medicare. The government thought it
was quite curious that Dr. Greber would pay primary care
physicians an interpretation fee, when in truth and fact,
the interpretation was done by Dr. Greber himself! More-
over, a fastidious Assistant U.S. Attorney found that Dr.
Greber had testified in a prior civil proceeding as to what
the government believed was the true nature of the “inter-
pretation fees.” During this civil case, Dr. Greber was
heard to say: “If the Doctor didn’t get his consulting fee,
he wouldn’t be using our service. So the Doctor got a con-
sulting fee.”4

At Dr. Greber’s trial, the district court judge charged
the jury that the government was required to prove, inter
alia, that (1) Dr. Greber paid money to the physician cus-
tomers of Cardio-Med to induce the physicians to use
Cardio-Med services and (2) “even if the physicians inter-
preting the test did so as a consultant to Cardio-Med, that
fact was immaterial if a purpose was to induce the order-
ing of services from Cardio-Med.”5 The jury found Dr.
Greber guilty of violating the Statute and when his appeal
went to the Third Circuit, not only was the conviction
affirmed, but the “one purpose test” was born.

The short answers to the questions posed by this arti-
cle’s title are “Probably yes” and “You make the call.” The
“one purpose test” announced in United States v. Greber1

is indeed the prevailing rule when it comes to the
Medicare/Medicaid Anti-Kickback Statute2 (hereinafter
the “Statute”). Nevertheless, a discussion of the evolution
of the one purpose test, as discussed in subsequent cases,
may give the practitioner some insights which may be
used to challenge that test in future cases.

As amended in 1977, the Statute makes it a crime to
knowingly and willfully solicit, receive, offer or pay any
remuneration (including any kickback, bribe or rebate),
directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in
kind, to refer or in return for referring an individual for
the furnishing of any item or service for which payment
may be made in whole or in part under a federal health
care program; or in return for purchasing, leasing, order-
ing or arranging for or recommending purchasing, leasing
or ordering any good, facility, service or item, for which
payment may be made in whole or in part under a federal
health care program.

The presumption underlying the Statute is relatively
simple: if a physician stands to gain financially each time
he or she makes a referral for a service which Medicare or
Medicaid pays, the physician most likely will (1) overuti-
lize medical services and thus have the government’s
health plans pay for unnecessary medical services (usual-
ly tests) or (2) be more concerned with the amount of
kickback received from the vendor of medical services
than the quality of care rendered to the patient. While
there may be no empirical studies on the subject, the
author’s experience has been that vendors who pay kick-
backs tend to provide lower quality care in part to recoup
the “cost” of the kickback or because the patient is not
“really sick,” i.e., did not need the test in the first place. In
short, when a “financial gain” is the motivating force in a
physician’s decision to make a referral, both the patient
and the government stand to lose. 

Congress was so committed to keeping financial con-
siderations out of a physician’s referral practice that in
1977 it, inter alia, increased the penalty for violating the
Statute from a misdemeanor to its present status as a
felony, punishable by five years in a federal penitentiary, a
fine of $25,000 or both. Providers and their counsel should
be aware that a conviction under 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b
triggers the Federal Sentencing Guidelines,3 making incar-
ceration a distinct possibility. Moreover, seeking to stem
what it perceived to be a pervasive fraud problem in the
health care industry, Congress penned the Statute with
broad language in an effort to cover an endless variety of
fact patterns.
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While the Ninth, First and Tenth Circuits purport to
follow the one purpose test, a close reading of their deci-
sions may prove otherwise. In United States v. Kats,6 Yan
Kats had the unfortunate occasion of buying a 25 percent
interest in a community clinic that engaged in a kickback
scheme with David Smushkevich of the infamous
“Rolling Labs” scam. As part owner of that clinic, Kats
received kickbacks for referrals of lab tests to Tech Diag-
nostic Medical Labs consisting of 50 percent of the fee
Medicare paid the lab. The Ninth Circuit apparently
agreed with the one purpose rule holding: “As the Third
Circuit recently explained, the Medicare Fraud Statute is
violated if ‘one purpose of the payment was to induce
future referrals’ even if payments were also intended to
compensation for professional services.”7 The Kats court
also noted that Greber’s interpretation is “consistent” with
legislative history, stating that “the Greber court held
‘[e]ven if the physician performed some service for the
money received, the potential for unnecessary drain on
the Medicare system remains.’”8 “We agree,”9 concluded
the panel, or did they? The jury charge the Circuit was
asked to review in part stated:

It is not a defense that there might have
been other reasons for the solicitation of
remuneration by the defendants, if you
find beyond reasonable doubt that one of
the material purposes for the solicitation
was to obtain money from the services. It
is entirely up to you to decide whether
the solicitation or remuneration was at
least in material part for the referral of
services. [Emphasis added].

Hence, while the Ninth Circuit maintains it endorsed
the “one purpose test,” perhaps a closer reading of the
case suggests that it really endorsed a “material purpose
test”—a test presumably requiring a higher threshold for
a conviction.

The First Circuit was next to address this nettlesome
issue in United States v. Bay State Ambulance and Hospital
Rental Service, Inc.10 In Bay State, the defendant was
awarded a contract with Quincey City Hospital in part
through the efforts of a Mr. Felci, a public employee who
was also moonlighting as a “consultant” to Bay State. It
was the government’s theory that payments made to Mr.
Felci (consisting of a Buick, a Mazda and checks) were
primarily improper inducements to help Bay State obtain
the 1984 hospital transportation contract, while it was
Felci’s position that the payments were reasonable pay-
ments for actual services provided. At the conclusion of
the trial, Mr. Felci’s attorney asked for a jury charge to the
effect that the government had to show payments to Felci
“were not as compensation for services performed . . . or
were of substantially more value than the service per-
formed or to be performed” and that Felci could not be
guilty unless he was “substantially overpaid” for the serv-

ices.11 Rather than charging as requested, the trial court
instructed

[t]hat the government has to prove that
payments were made with the corrupt
intent, that they were made for an
improper purpose. If you find the pay-
ments were made for two or more pur-
poses, then the government has to prove
the improper purpose is the primary pur-
pose or was the primary purpose in mak-
ing and receiving the payments. It need
not be the only purpose but it must be
the primary purpose for making the pay-
ments and for receiving them. You can-
not convict if you find the improper pur-
pose was incidental or a minor one in
making these payments.12

Apparently aware that its decision was not on all
fours with Greber, the First Circuit held that (1) the grava-
men of Medicaid fraud is “inducement” and (2) the issue
of sole vs. primary reason for payment is irrelevant since
any amount of inducement is illegal.13 The court further
held, “we need not decide the exact reach of the Statute
since in this case, the District Court instructed defendants
could be found guilty if the payments were made primari-
ly as inducements. At a minimum this comports with the
Congressional intent.”14

Thus, after Bay State, we have possibly three stan-
dards to consider in the anti-kickback context. The “one
purpose rule” (Greber), the “material purpose rule” (Kats)
and the “primary purpose rule” (Bay State). Although the
First Circuit tried to walk away from its primary purpose
rule, the promulgated trend of holding the government to
a lower Greber burden appears to be continuing. So
declared the Tenth Circuit in United States v. LaHue, Ander-
son15 and McClatchey.16 Here, osteopathic physicians
Robert LaHue and Ronald LaHue were owners of Blue
Valley Medical Group, a specialized medical practice pro-
viding care to patients who resided in nursing homes and
other long-term care facilities. Commencing in 1995, Bap-
tist Medical Center, through its President Dan Anderson
and Senior Vice President Dennis McClatchey entered
into a contract with the LaHues, making them co-directors
of the hospital’s gerontology services. According to the
hospital’s Chief Financial Officer, who testified on behalf
of the government, the negotiations with the LaHue
brothers “were backwards, establishing the fee first and
only then agreeing to the services the LaHues would pro-
vide in return and, from his and Messrs. Anderson,
McClatchey and Keel’s perspective were grounded in the
hospital receiving patient referrals.”17 From 1985 to 1993,
Baptist paid each of the LaHues $75,000 annually for his
directorship. Additional trial testimony described the
services provided by the LaHues as “minimal to none.” In
short, it was the government’s position that Baptist was
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sweeping language. However, Congress, aware of the
almost unlimited reach of the Statute, immediately except-
ed certain “remuneration” (such as bona fide employment
relationship and payments to purchasing agents) from the
Statute and further exempted any payment practices spec-
ified by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(HHS) from the Statute’s grasp, thus, giving birth to what
we today know as the “Safe Harbors.”25

The so-called Safe Harbors specifically address vari-
ous payment practices which, although potentially capa-
ble of inducing referrals of business under Medicare/
Medicaid, are protected from both criminal prosecution
and civil sanctions. Thus, Safe Harbors now protect cer-
tain investment interests, space and equipment rentals,
personal services and management contracts, sale of prac-
tices and discounts, to mention a few.26 Unfortunately, the
Safe Harbors are so narrowly drawn that unless one
meets each and every requirement of a Safe Harbor, a
transaction’s safety cannot be guaranteed. There exists a
vast expanse of ocean between a Safe Harbor and the
storms of illegality that will sink a health care transaction.
There lies the rule. How can practitioners counsel their
clients seeking to engage in cutting-edge deals in a health
care industry that seeks to capture patient referrals? For
without patient activity—and more importantly, the funds
paid by the federal government—a profitable transaction
is not attainable.

The first issue for counsel to remember about the
Statute is that it has criminal penalties, and as a criminal
statute the burden is upon the government to prove a per-
son knowingly and willfully27 gave or received remunera-
tion in return for a patient referral. Hence, the transaction,
and more importantly the “real transaction,” needs to be
diligently reviewed.

Perhaps history can be used as a teacher. What would
you have advised Dr. Greber, Yan Kats, the Drs. LaHue,
Dan Anderson or Dennis McClatchey? These cases seem
clear in that the goal was to obtain Medicare referrals by
paying for them. Whether it was the parties’ “one pur-
pose,” “material purpose” or “sole purpose,” the bottom
line of each transaction was to “pay money for bodies.”
Thus, these facts, standing on their own, seem to justify
the guilty verdicts. While the LaHue defendants were
more sophisticated and tried to cover their tracks by the
preparation of contracts and retention of counsel, one
could almost see the “wink and the nod” as the “co-direc-
tor” contracts were executed.

The problem, however, becomes more difficult when
you are called to advise the principals of the Hanlester
Network. Assuming you cannot fit into a Safe Harbor, can
you put together a transaction where health care
providers can have an interest in entities with which they
have a financial relationship (assuming no violation of the
Stark Law28 and/or the State Health Care Practitioner
Referrals Act29) or are all such deals “totally illegal”?
That’s where the “Devil meets the details.” The Anti-Kick-

paying the LaHue brothers kickbacks carefully disguised
as “consulting fees.”18

On appeal to the Circuit Court, the defendants
argued, inter alia, that the district court adopted an
improperly broad construction of the Anti-Kickback
Statute, thereby erroneously instructing the jury under the
one purpose test which “effectively criminalized innocent
conduct.” This argument was soundly rejected, as the
court adopted the “sound reasoning” of the Greber court
and held “a person who offers or pays remuneration to
another person violates the act so long as one purpose of
the offer or payment is to induce Medicare or Medicaid
patient referrals.”19 However, it is worthy to note in LaHue
that the district court also charged the jury:

Robert LaHue and Ronald LaHue cannot
be convicted merely because they
received remuneration in return for serv-
ices and also decided to refer the patients
to the hospital. Likewise, the mere refer-
ral of patients because of oral encourage-
ment or because of the belief that the
place that the cases are to be referred is
attractive does not violate the law.20

This statement is in accord with the Ninth Circuit decision
of Hanlester Network v. Shalala,21 which held that in order
to sustain a finding that a party has violated the Statute,
the court must find that the defendant knowingly and
willfully engaged in prohibited conduct with specific
intent to violate the Statute.22

In Hanlester, physicians were given the opportunity to
invest as limited partners in a laboratory business called
the Hanlester Network. The physician partners were told
that the limited partnership depended on referrals from
the limited partners; however, cash distributions made to
the limited partners were based solely on ownership
shares and not the volume of their referrals. The Ninth
Circuit held that “the fact that a large number of referrals
resulted in the potential for high return on investment or
that the practical effect of low referral rates was failure of
the labs is insufficient to prove the appellants offered or
paid remunerations to induce referrals.”23 In short, the
court stated that “mere encouragement does not violate
the Statute.”24

Have we now come full circle and we are back to the
“one purpose rule”? The answer is “Probably Yes” until
the Second Circuit or Supreme Court addresses the issue.

Fair or Unfair? That Is the Question
The Statute on its face is a fair and appropriate

expression of congressional intent to protect the Medicare
and Medicaid Programs—and the taxpayers who fund
them—from predatory and unscrupulous health care
providers and business people who see patients only as
dollar signs. In an effort to protect the public fisc, Con-
gress intentionally drafted the anti-kickback law in
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back Statute is written so broadly that it literally can mean
whatever a U.S. Attorney wants it to mean. The Circuit
Courts’ interpretation of the Statute, as discussed above,
permits overzealous U.S. Attorneys to scrutinize every
aspect of a business transaction in an attempt to find the
“hidden one purpose” which violates the law. The ability
of a prosecutor to make the Statute mean whatever he
wants (reminiscent of the Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonder-
land) is why the Statute is unfair.

This very argument was made in the LaHue appeal
where counsel argued that the “one purpose test” makes
“virtually every agreement between a hospital and physi-
cian unlawful because the hospital executive will always
have patient referrals in mind, at least to some degree.”30

The Tenth Circuit disagreed and noted, “We do not per-
ceive any such problem and conclude a fair hearing of the
Act provides reasonably clear guidelines for law enforce-
ment officials, juries and courts to evaluate and discern
illegal conduct.”31 That may have been true of the LaHue
matter, where the 10th Circuit refers to the dealings
between the parties as a “pay-for-patients” scheme, but
what about the Hanlester Network? Hanlester believed he
was right and even though not a criminal case, fought the
case to the HHS Department Appeals Board, to the dis-
trict court where the government’s motion for summary
judgment was granted and then to the Ninth Circuit
where Hanlester “won,” but was bankrupt. How many
clients have the resources and the perseverance to battle a
crusade from March 1991 to July of 1994 to vindicate
themselves? Yet that is what needs to be done to turn the
tide. The government is on a winning streak and now
seeks to extend that streak into more and more tenuous
cases. Therefore, the gauntlet has been laid down to
defense counsel to fight cases that seek to expand the
Statute. That fight may extend to the U.S. Attorney per-
sonally, to Main Justice, or in the court, but it must be
fought to bring the pendulum back to the middle.

The Statute is clearly too broad, hence, every effort
should be made to come under the protection of a Safe
Harbor or seek out an Advisory Opinion32 before a deal
that appears problematic is consummated. Just as impor-
tantly, a health care regulatory attorney should review
any business deal which has referrals as an overtone. For
what might be considered a “good deal” for a business
lawyer can be an illegal deal to a health care lawyer.
Health care fraud is still the No. 2 priority of the Justice
Department. “Prudence” is the watch word. “Wink and a
nod” deals should be avoided (recall in the LaHue case
counsel was also charged with violating the law) and
common sense must prevail over dollars.

Recall the words of Justice Potter Stewart in Alberts v.
California:33

I shall not today attempt further to
define the kinds of material I understand
to be embraced with that shorthand

[hardcore pornography]; and perhaps I
could never succeed in intelligibly doing
so but I know it when I see it and the
motion picture in this case is not that.

I trust counsel will know a deal which violates the
Statute when they see it and will seek to avoid placing
their client and themselves in harm’s way.
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A Defense Perspective on Administrative Proceedings
By Hermes Fernandez and Stuart Klein

Health care providers, be they licensed profession-
als or institutions, hold significant interests in their con-
tinued ability to deliver health care services. A licensed
physician, for example, has pursued and received a
bachelor’s and medical degree, and most likely, has
completed three to four years of residency. A skilled
nursing facility may represent several million dollars of
investment, care for several hundred residents and
employ scores of individuals. When the government
acts against these interests, typically it acts through
administrative action, and the health care provider’s
interests are adjudicated through an administrative pro-
ceeding.

Administrative proceedings do not include the pro-
cedural protections traditionally applicable in a judicial
proceeding. Typically, administrative proceedings
include greatly truncated discovery, relaxed evidentiary
rules and hearing officers employed by the prosecuting
agency. 

Virtually every lawyer is familiar with the legal
axiom that the process due is dependent upon the
importance of the interests at stake.1 This article will
describe certain administrative procedures applicable to
the health care industry. It will also question whether
the process that has been provided is sufficient to the
interests at stake.

What Process Is Due?
Due process “considerations do not require the full

panoply of procedural tools available to civil litigants in
an administrative proceeding.”2 The Legislature and
courts have ceded considerable authority to administra-
tive agencies in the conduct of administrative proceed-
ings, and in the results of those proceedings. Although
administrative proceedings are adversarial, the rules
established for judicial proceedings are generally inap-
plicable. In the administrative process, the administra-
tive agency employs the prosecutor and judge, and
selects the jury. The rules of evidence, if applicable at
all, are greatly relaxed, allowing the administrative
agency to rely on written reports prepared outside of
the hearing. If an evidentiary hearing is held, there is a
right to cross-examination, but an aggrieved health care
provider is not always entitled to an evidentiary hear-
ing.

Despite the important interests that have been
charged to administrative adjudication, these proceed-
ings are conducted with remarkably little judicial over-

sight. An aggrieved provider may invoke judicial
review pursuant to Article 78 of the Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure, but the standards of review essentially yield a
high level of autonomy to the administrative agency.
Absent an error in the application of law, an agency’s
determination will be upheld if it is supported by sub-
stantial evidence.3 The substantial evidence test essen-
tially involves a sweep of the record. If there is evidence
in the record sufficient for a reasonable person to reach
the same conclusion reached by the agency, the
agency’s determination will stand.4 Make no mistake,
this is not a review as to whether the determination is
supported by a preponderance of the evidence. A
record review is limited to searching for items of evi-
dence that support the agency’s determination. More-
over, appellate courts are not allowed to disturb the
administrative agency’s findings as to witness credibili-
ty. Such issues are solely within the province of the
administrative agency during the course of the
hearing.5

The deference accorded the administrative fact find-
er is not unlike that afforded to a jury or trial court. But
in the administrative proceeding, unlike the judicial
arena, the administrative agency acts as prosecutor,
judge and often jury. And, in an administrative hearing,
the decision may be based upon hearsay.6 Although
issues of credibility are charged to the administrative
fact finder, in at least some instances, hearing panel
members may be absent from the hearing, left solely to
read the hearing transcript prior to reaching a decision.7
Those differences raise questions as to whether the near
absolute deference is appropriate in the administrative
setting.8

As for the imposition of penalties, the courts will
only overturn an agency’s penalty if it is considered “so
disproportionate to the offense, in light of all the cir-
cumstances, as to be shocking to one’s sense of fair-
ness.”9 This “shocks the conscience” standard is violat-
ed only if the penalty “imposed is so grave in its impact
on the individual subjected to it that it is disproportion-
ate to the misconduct, incompetence, failure or turpi-
tude of the individual, or to the harm or risk of harm to
the agency or institution, or to the public generally vis-
ited or threatened by the derelictions of the individu-
als.”10

In short, judicial oversight of the administrative
process is minimal. The agencies have virtually a free
hand. It is important, therefore, that the procedures
employed by those agencies be fair to the subject health
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withal to survive termination, the right to appeal
becomes meaningless.

Presumably, termination is reserved for the worst
actors. With hearing rights only after the fact, the deter-
mination of who the worst actors are is largely ceded to
the DOH. The process virtually takes on faith that DOH
will exercise this authority appropriately.

Short of termination, the DOH can take significant
action against a provider by stopping or limiting reim-
bursement of pending Medicaid claims. This “with-
hold” authority is an interlocutory remedy. A provider
may challenge the “withhold,” but there is no right to a
hearing. Instead, the regulations provide that a provider
may submit a written request for reconsideration of the
withhold.18 The request is reviewed by the same DOH
personnel who put the withhold in place. 

The procedures for the recovery of overpayments
and the withholding of payments to providers under
the MA program are detailed under 18 N.Y.C.R.R. § 518.
Recovery of overpayments may be made in connection
with an audit, review or investigation under Part 515 or
517 of Title 18.19 DOH has the ability to obtain overpay-
ments due to the submission of incorrect or improper
claims or for the furnishing of inappropriate, improper,
unnecessary or excessive care, services or supplies.20

Those persons who furnish or supervise the furnishing
of medical care, services or supplies are held jointly and
severally liable for any overpayments.21

The power to withhold is a daunting authority. A
continued flow of funds is the lifeblood to many a Med-
icaid provider. By cutting off those funds, a provider
can be brought to its knees, causing its failure and clos-
ing before the provider ever has the opportunity to
actually contest the DOH’s underlying determination.

DOH may withhold current or future payments
under the MA program, in whole or in part, when it has
“reliable information that a provider is involved in
fraud or willful misrepresentation involving claims sub-
mitted to the program, or has abused the program or
committed an unacceptable practice.”22 What is reliable
is charged to the discretion of the DOH. An unaccept-
able practice can include any billing alleged to be erro-
neous. Typically, a notice of withholding will be provid-
ed prior to or contemporaneously with the withholding;
however, the withholding can continue for five days
before the provider must receive any notice of it.23 The
notice of withholding must include, among other
things, that the withholding is only for a temporary
period, specify the claims to which the withholding
applies, and advise the provider of the right to submit
written arguments and documentation in opposition to
the withholding.24

Unlike the sanctioning of a provider under this
Title, the withholding of payments may occur prior to

care provider. Unfortunately, in too many instances,
they are not.

This article will next examine several common
administrative proceedings, as representative of those
faced by health care providers. We will examine pro-
ceedings under the New York Medical Assistance pro-
gram, professional discipline proceedings under the
New York Education Law and physician discipline pro-
ceedings. We will also briefly discuss the survey process
as applicable to skilled nursing facilities.

1. Medical Assistance Program

Pursuant to the rules and regulations promulgated
under Title 18 of the New York Codes, Rules and Regu-
lations, the New York State Department of Health
(DOH) is vested with the power to sanction persons
under the Medical Assistance (MA) program, recover
overpayments due to unacceptable practices, and even
seek restitution.11 When exercising this power, DOH
must follow certain procedural steps before instituting
any penalty. 

If DOH intends to sanction a provider or require
restitution or repayment due to an overpayment of MA
benefits, DOH must send a notice of proposed agency
action.12 The notice states the reasons for the intended
action, the legal authority, nature and amount of over-
payments, if any, and informs the MA provider that it
has the opportunity to file written objections or submit
documentation in support of its objections to the pro-
posed action.13 Although an MA provider may always
be represented by counsel, DOH rules and regulations
do not require that the provider be advised of that
right.

Following the submission of any written objections
or documentation by the provider, DOH is required to
review such material and determine whether to issue a
notice of agency action.14 The agency action can include
exclusion of the provider from the MA program for a
specific period of years and restitution for overpay-
ments.15 DOH’s determination to sanction a provider is
entirely within DOH’s discretion.16 The notice of agency
action includes such things as the date the sanction will
take effect and the right of the sanctioned party to
appeal the determination.17 Invoking the right to
appeal, however, does not stay the sanction. This is par-
ticularly significant. DOH makes and enforces its deter-
mination without the prior approval of even a putative-
ly neutral person. Before the provider has any
meaningful opportunity to appeal, the sanction takes
effect. This is true whether DOH seeks the recoupment
of funds, or even exclusion from the MA program. In
other words, the sentence is imposed before the trial is
held. Termination from the MA program can be a death
sentence. Unless the provider has the economic where-
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the issuance of a draft audit report or notice of pro-
posed agency action.25 If such a withholding occurs,
DOH has 90 days to issue a written draft audit report or
notice of proposed agency action.26 If either of these are
issued, the withholding may extend until an amount
reasonably calculated to satisfy the overpayment is
withheld, pending a final determination on the matter.27

If the withholding is initiated by DOH after the
issuance of a notice of proposed agency action or draft
audit report, the withholding cannot continue for more
than 90 days unless a notice of agency action or final
audit report is sent to the provider.28 If such occurs, the
withholding may continue until an amount reasonably
calculated to satisfy the overpayment is withheld, pend-
ing a final determination on the matter.29 Finally, if
DOH initiates a withhold at the request of another
agency, such as the Attorney General’s Office, the with-
holding can continue until the agency in question deter-
mines that there is insufficient evidence to support an
action against the provider or the proceedings are com-
pleted.30

As a condition of participation in the MA program,
each Medicaid provider agrees to maintain books and
records in accordance with the MA program’s rules and
regulations, and to be subject to periodic audits. Failure
to comply with this regulation constitutes an unlawful
practice and could result in exclusion from the MA pro-
gram.31 During the audit process, the DOH is not
required to review all of a provider’s records, but may
utilize a statistically valid sample.32 At the conclusion of
the audit, DOH conducts an exit conference with the
provider and presents the provider with a draft audit
report.33 The provider may submit written comments
on the draft audit along with material or documenta-
tion the provider wishes to be considered in support of
its objections. DOH considers such material in prepara-
tion of the final audit report.34 The final audit includes
DOH’s final findings along with a demand for repay-
ment of invalidated claims.35 After the issuance of a
notice of determination, interest begins to accrue.36

Recently, DOH has introduced an aggressive new
wrinkle into the audit process, not reflected in the regu-
lations. With the completion of the audit, DOH makes a
demand for payment of a certain amount. However,
DOH adds that if the provider asserts its right to appeal
the final audit report, DOH will seek repayment of a
greater amount. This practice is objectionable on its
face, as the audit results are supposed to reflect DOH’s
best estimate of erroneous overpayments. Either DOH
is inappropriately discounting its findings in order to
discourage appeals, or it is inappropriately seeking to
penalize those providers who have the audacity to chal-
lenge its methods and conclusions.

This bi-level demand is objectionable for several
other reasons. It is an inappropriate manipulation of

DOH’s right to conduct its audits through statistical
sampling. The use of statistical sampling allows the
DOH to review a statistically valid sample rather than
the entirety of a provider’s claims. The DOH may then
extrapolate results.37 If the DOH is manipulating those
results, as the use of alternate numbers suggests, its
authority to use a sampling method must be ques-
tioned.

It is also inappropriate as an attempt to manipulate
the proof burdens established for the administrative
appeal. This arises from the fact, in the evidentiary
hearing, that the Medicaid provider has the burden of
proof if the DOH’s final determination has invalidated
any Medicaid payment. To prevail, the provider must
show that the determination of the DOH “was incorrect
and that all claims submitted and denied were due and
payable under the program, or that all costs claimed
were allowable.”38 By threatening to seek a higher
amount on appeal, the DOH is relying on those pre-
sumptions to defeat a challenge to the higher number.

Finally, the possibility of a higher demand appears
to be of questionable validity because it calls into ques-
tion what is the DOH’s final determination. That an
administrative agency is bound by its final determina-
tion is a long held and meaningful protection to the
administrative litigant. DOH cannot make its final
determination a moving target. A “person is entitled to
a hearing to have the department’s final determination
reviewed.”39

The DOH’s statistical sampling methodology is pre-
sumed to be valid.40 The provider may challenge the
statistical method used, but faces the burden of dis-
proving the DOH’s methods and conclusions, rather
than the DOH supporting those methods.41 As noted
above, once the administrative hearing begins, the bur-
den of proof generally falls upon the provider. If the
DOH’s final determination was to impose a sanction on
the provider, the provider also bears the burden of
establishing any mitigating factors that might affect the
severity of the sanction imposed.42 The burden of proof,
however, falls upon the DOH if the determination was
based upon an alleged failure of the provider to comply
with generally accepted accounting, business, profes-
sional or medical practices or standards of health care.43

In such cases, DOH also bears the burden of establish-
ing that such practices or standards in fact actually
exist.44

During the administrative hearing, the DOH faces
minimal evidentiary foundation requirements. Besides
the presumptive validity of its statistical sampling
method, material such as computer-generated docu-
ments prepared by DOH showing the nature and
amount of payments under the MA program are pre-
sumed admissible.45 At the hearing, a provider does
have the ability to introduce evidence and cross-exam-
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Education Department (SED) is required to investigate
each complaint which alleges conduct which, if true,
could constitute professional misconduct.51 After inves-
tigation, SED must make a determination whether to
prosecute.52 Before pursuing charges, SED must first
consult with a professional member of the applicable
state board for the profession, such as the State Nursing
Board.53 Following an investigation of a complaint of
professional misconduct, if the SED intends to pursue
charges, it must prepare a statement of charges.54 The
statement of charges must state the statutes or regula-
tions violated, and concisely state the material facts
supporting each charge.55 A copy of the charges must
be served upon the licensee at least 15 days before the
hearing.56

The investigation process itself can place a licensed
professional at substantial risk. Licensed professionals
are required to cooperate with SED investigations.57

Many professionals fail to recognize that an investiga-
tion is the precursor to an adversary proceeding. We
recommend that professionals obtain the assistance of
counsel the moment an investigation has begun. 

Professional misconduct violations involving a
minor or technical nature may be resolved by expedited
procedures which limit the use of the adjudicatory
process.58 However, contested disciplinary proceedings
and other proceedings that are not resolved in an expe-
dited manner must be tried before a hearing panel of
the appropriate state board.59 Like the defendant in a
civil lawsuit, the licensee is afforded the opportunity to
answer the charges against him or her, may be repre-
sented by counsel at the hearing, has the right to pro-
duce witnesses and evidence, can cross-examine wit-
nesses and may issue subpoenas in accordance with the
CPLR.60 There is no right to discovery, however. Rather,
the parties must disclose the evidence they intend to
introduce at the hearing at least five days before the
hearing. This is a distinct advantage to SED as prosecu-
tor. SED has fully investigated the matter, with the
cooperation of the professional. SED will also have
reviewed the professional’s records.

The hearing panel consists of three or more mem-
bers, two of whom must be from the applicable state
board for the health care profession at issue. The third
must be a public representative, i.e., a consumer repre-
sentative, or a member of another state board.61 The
executive secretary for the state board for the represen-
tative profession appoints the hearing panel and
appoints its chairperson.62 An administrative officer,
who is designated by SED, is vested with the authority
to rule on all motions, procedural issues and legal
objections.63 The administrative officer also drafts the
hearing panel’s report, which is subject only to the
review and approval of the panel’s chairperson.64 In
practice, the administrative officer who is appointed by

ine witnesses. However, the ability to cross-examine
witnesses is mitigated by the fact that hearsay evidence
is admissible.46 One of the fundamental deficiencies of
hearsay evidence is that it is not subject to cross-exami-
nation.

In invoking its rights to an administrative hearing,
the provider finds itself playing on the DOH’s home
court. The hearing officer “is a person who is employed
by the department to conduct administrative hear-
ings.”47 The fact that the administrative law judge is
employed by DOH is not lost on clients. It creates real
questions regarding the administrative law judge’s
impartiality. In writing this, we do not mean at all to
suggest that the men and women who serve as admin-
istrative law judges do not strive for fairness. Indeed,
our experience has been that they do.48 Nevertheless,
DOH’s administrative law judges serve two masters—
fairness and DOH. DOH controls their purse strings,
their salaries and their career advancement. These ties
create at least the appearance of a conflict of interest.
These ties also should be contrasted against the ethical
obligations applicable to attorneys generally, require-
ments such as the bar on representing adverse parties
and avoiding even the appearance of impropriety.49

Besides playing on the agency’s home court, the
Medicaid provider also finds itself with greatly restrict-
ed discovery rights. There is no general right to discov-
ery of relevant information, as in civil litigation.
Instead, both parties are obligated to provide copies of
the documentary evidence planned to be used at the
hearing, if requested, at the pre-hearing conference.50

Since the pre-hearing conference can be held as late as
seven days before the hearing, DOH controls the agen-
da and the information. Since the provider’s books and
records have been open to DOH, DOH is much less
interested in the provider’s disclosure. Notably, by lim-
iting pre-hearing disclosure to evidence intended to be
introduced, DOH is able to shield other relevant infor-
mation that the appealing provider might otherwise
find useful. The appealing provider is left to surmise
the testimony of DOH’s witnesses. In these proceed-
ings, cross-examination is not for the faint of heart.

2. Professional Discipline

Article 130 of the New York Education Law pro-
vides for the regulation of the admission to, and the
practice of, numerous professions within the health care
sector (e.g., physicians, nurses, pharmacists, etc.). This
section discusses the procedures under the Education
Law and Public Health Law for disciplining health care
professionals.

i. Procedures for Professional Misconduct
(Non-Physicians)

The procedures for non-physician professional dis-
cipline are set forth in Education Law § 6510. The State
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the SED, is also an attorney licensed in the state of New
York who is employed by the SED.65

It has been our experience that the SED does not
maintain a separation between attorneys employed as
hearing officers and those acting as prosecuting attor-
neys. They work out of the same units, in the same
office space. This writer has even experienced the situa-
tion where the administrative officer and prosecuting
attorney shared a secretary.

The administrative officer plays a critical role in the
hearing process. With the authority to rule on all evi-
dentiary issues, the administrative officer can control
the flow of the hearing, and the evidence that will be
heard by the hearing panel. As the rules of evidence do
not apply, the administrative officer is charged with
great latitude.66 In addition, as scrivener of the hearing
panel’s report, the administrative officer plays a key
role in advising the panel of the applicable law and
shaping its decision.

The panel is not bound by the rules of evidence.
Thus, the hearing panel’s decision can be based entirely
on hearsay evidence.67 In practice, this means that the
SED can base its entire case on the report of its investi-
gator. Although the licensed professional retains the
right to cross-examination, the admission of hearsay
testimony limits that right. It is also noteworthy that in
the hearing process, a panel member may be absent for
some part of the hearing. In those circumstances, the
hearing panel member may simply provide assurances
that he or she will read the transcript of the missed tes-
timony.68 This procedure, obviously meant for conven-
ience, ignores the important credibility determinations
that can only be made through the live viewing of a
witness’s demeanor. 

At the conclusion of the hearing, the panel, by
majority vote, reaches a conclusion on each charge. A
professional’s license can be lost by a 2-1 vote. These
conclusions are then reflected in a written report. The
report must include findings of fact, guilt determina-
tions on each charge and a recommendation of the
penalty to be imposed.69 The penalties recommended
can range from censure and reprimand to revocation of
the licensee’s professional license.70

Note that the panel’s finding and conclusions are
only recommendations. The final determination rests
with the Board of Regents. Before the Board of Regents
acts, however, the panel’s report is reviewed by the
Regents Review Committee.71 That review is based
upon the transcript and the report of the hearing
panel.72 Prior to the meeting of the Regents Review
Committee, SED notifies the licensee of the meeting, his
or her right to appear, the right to be represented by
counsel and whether he or she is required to appear.73

The Regents Review Committee submits its written
report to the full Board of Regents.74

Board of Regents review is the third and final stage
in the administrative review process. The Board of
Regents considers the transcript of the hearing, report
of the hearing panel and report of the Regents Review
Committee, all before deciding whether the licensee is
guilty on the particular charges, and what penalties, if
any, should be imposed.75 The ultimate decision of the
Board of Regents requires an affirmative vote of a sim-
ple majority its members.76 If a hearing panel has rec-
ommended a finding of “not guilty,” and the Board of
Regents disagrees with that finding, the Board must
remand the matter to the original hearing panel or to a
new panel for a new hearing.77 An aggrieved profes-
sional can seek review pursuant to Article 78 of the
CPLR. These proceedings are returnable before the
Appellate Division, Third Judicial Department. The
decision of the Board of Regents “shall not be stayed or
enjoined except upon . . . a showing that the petitioner
has a substantial likelihood of success.”78

The single most important element in this process is
the evidentiary hearing before the panel. But through-
out, the process is controlled by SED. SED chooses the
members of the hearing panel. SED chooses the admin-
istrative officer. An SED employee writes the hearing
panel report. SED staff prepare the case for the Regents
Review Committee and write its report. Ultimately, SED
staff prepare the matter for the Board of Regents. The
licensed professional is at the mercy of SED staff and
the Board of Regents. 

ii. Physician Misconduct

Discipline of physicians is charged to the New York
State Department of Health (DOH), through the Board
of Professional Medical Conduct (BPMC).79 Public
Health Law § 230 details the procedures that must be
followed when instituting a disciplinary action against
a physician. The procedures are largely similar to those
under the Education Law, but there are significant dif-
ferences. 

Where the Commissioner of Health, after an inves-
tigation and a recommendation by a committee on pro-
fessional medical conduct, finds a physician’s conduct
to constitute an imminent danger to the public health,
the Commissioner may summarily suspend the physi-
cian’s license. In such circumstances, the physician is
entitled to a hearing commencing within ten days and
ending within 90 days of the suspension.80 Otherwise,
the DOH may not act against a physician without the
concurrence of a physician member of the Board of Pro-
fessional Medical Conduct. In addition, a physician is
entitled to be interviewed by a physician member of the
BPMC before the DOH acts.81 This is a meaningful pro-
tection, not shared by other professions. In addition, if
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especially of penalties, have a certain Star Chamber
quality to them. The DOH can continue to pursue its
desired result despite the fact that the Committee
charged with weighing live testimony has reached a
different conclusion. One must question the fitness of
the ARB to consider penalties when it is engaged in a
mere record review.

As with the SED process, the physician discipline
process is controlled by DOH. Especially at the ARB
level, from the defense perspective, one must wonder
how independent the process remains. It is a fair ques-
tion whether the ARB responds to the Commissioner’s
general direction and remains cognizant of the Com-
missioner’s overall goals for physician discipline as it
considers the record before it.

An appeal of penalties (expect annulment or sus-
pension without stay or revocation) to the ARB stays
the penalties until the ARB has rendered its final deter-
mination.97 The ARB is not bound by the Committee’s
determination as to penalty. Rather, the ARB may
impose whatever penalty it deems just and proper.98

The ARB needs only a majority to act.99 Orders of the
ARB, like decisions of the Board of Regents, are review-
able pursuant to the procedures under Article 78 of the
CPLR.100

3. Nursing Home Surveys

Skilled nursing facilities, intermediate care facilities
for the mentally retarded and other institutional
providers are subject to an inspection process, common-
ly referred to as a survey.101 The survey is a necessary
process to the facility’s continued receipt of Medicare
and Medicaid funding. The purpose of the survey
process is to ensure that facility residents are well cared
for. Surveyors review a facility against the Medicare
conditions of participation and standards of care.
Where deficiencies are found, the facility may either
challenge the surveyors’ conclusions, or may develop a
plan of correction for the deficiencies. Once the plan of
correction has been accepted and implemented, the
facility will be re-surveyed.102

A facility unhappy with the survey results may
invoke its right to an administrative appeal, described
in point 1, above. There are certain aspects of the survey
process that can make the administrative appeal
process particularly ineffective.

Facility deficiencies are graded on a scale. Several
years ago, HCFA, now CMS, directed its surveyors to
be harsher graders. As a result, surveyors are doing so,
and are issuing grades of real consequence to facilities.
This is quite serious. A sufficiently low grade prevents a
skilled nursing facility from accepting any new
Medicare or Medicaid admissions until a plan of correc-
tion has been accepted, and the facility has been re-sur-

the investigation is to continue after the interview, the
physician must be given written notice of the issues and
an opportunity to respond in writing.82

Where an administrative delay has significantly
and irreparably hindered a licensee in preparing his or
her defense, the court reviewing the final administra-
tive order may dismiss the proceeding.83 However,
absent a showing of actual prejudice, a simple delay
will not be enough to annul an administrative agency’s
determination.84

Once the physician has received notice of the
charges, he or she is entitled to file a written answer to
each of the charges and allegations.85 Like an answer in
a civil proceeding, any charge or allegation not
answered will be deemed admitted.86 A physician may
be represented by counsel, and produce witnesses and
evidence on his or her behalf during the hearing.87

Additionally, during the hearing, the licensee will have
the right to cross-examine witnesses and have subpoe-
nas issued requiring the production of witnesses and
evidence as prescribed by the CPLR.88 As in the SED
proceeding, there is limited disclosure.

An administrative hearing pursuant to Public
Health Law § 230 is conducted by a Committee on Pro-
fessional Conduct. The Committee consists of two
physicians and one lay member.89 There is no require-
ment that the physicians on the Committee be of the
same medical discipline as the physician under review.
Overseeing the Committee is an administrative officer,
appointed by the Commissioner of Health, who acts as
the judge during the proceeding.90 Any conclusions
made by the Committee must be based on a preponder-
ance of the evidence.91 The Committee rules on guilt
and imposes a penalty.92 As in the SED process, if one
member of the three person committee becomes inca-
pacitated, or deceased, the outcome of the hearing is
not affected as long as a new officer is appointed and
avers that he or she has considered the evidence and
transcript.93 Unlike the SED process, the Committee
renders a final decision, subject to further administra-
tive appeal by either the physician or the DOH.

Appeals do not go directly to the courts. Rather,
appeals of findings of the Committee on Professional
Conduct go to the Administrative Review Board for
Professional Misconduct (ARB), another Health Depart-
ment entity.94 The ARB consists of five members of the
BPMC appointed by the Governor with the Senate’s
consent.95 Of the five members on the ARB, three must
be physicians, the remaining two are lay members of
the BPMC.96 Appeals to the ARB are not limited to
questions of law, or even of determinations of guilt.
Appeals can be limited to merely the penalty imposed.
Although the concept of double jeopardy does not
apply to administrative proceedings, DOH appeals,
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veyed. In addition, a facility subject to a ban on new
Medicare and Medicaid admissions is barred from
training new nurse aides for 24 months. These are quite
serious penalties and go to the fiscal stability of the
facility. Skilled nursing facilities depend upon high
occupancy levels to meet their expenses. Interference
with new admissions can cost a facility tens of thou-
sands of dollars per month, depending on the facility’s
size. Because of what has become chronic labor short-
ages in the health care industry, many providers con-
duct their own nurse aide training programs. The
inability to operate such a training program interferes
with a provider’s ability to meet its staffing needs,
thereby making the delivery of care more difficult.

We are not at all suggesting that poor care should
be tolerated, but neither should the survey process
interfere with the delivery of quality care. The survey
process should not be punitive; its focus should be on
improving the quality of care.103

In many ways, the survey process is subjective. The
subjective nature of the process is underlined by the
HCFA directive to increase the level of deficiencies. But
even without that directive, the survey process includes
numerous opportunities for subjective judgment. Is an
open door a failure to maintain a resident’s privacy? If
so, what level of deficiency should be ascribed? Survey-
ors also interview residents. Those interviews are
entirely appropriate and add to the value of the survey.
Nevertheless, surveyors must be sensitive to the fact
that not all resident’s provide reliable statements. Some
residents’ physical or mental health may impair the
quality of the information they provide the surveyor.
Surveyors also must be sensitive to the statements of
employees. Does the employee have an ax to grind?

The credibility of the surveyors’ sources are critical.
The administrative hearing process does not provide a
good vehicle to challenge those sources. The survey
report has a presumption of validity. It provides the
basis for the agency’s action.

Conclusion
The public deserves quality health care, delivered

in an honest manner. When the quality of care is below
acceptable standards, or when dishonest or erroneous
claims for reimbursement have been made, the govern-
ment has a duty to act. When acting to protect the gov-
ernmental interest, however, there needs to be greater
recognition of the important interests held by providers,
be they individuals or institutions. A better balance
needs to be struck, one that recognizes the importance
of the provider interests at stake.
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Substandard Quality of Care Used as a Basis for False
Claims Act and Criminal Liability in Nursing Homes
By Lourdes Martinez and Nora A. Colangelo

Residents of nursing homes across this country are
entitled to receive the necessary care and services that
will enable them to attain or maintain their highest
practicable physical, mental and psycho-social well-
being.1 However, “quality of care” issues do exist. In
recent years, both federal and state governments have
begun to use substandard quality of care as a basis for
False Claims Act cases and criminal liability in the nurs-
ing home industry. This practice is likely to continue
given both the financial recovery that can be achieved
and the government’s commitment to seeing that the
quality of resident care in nursing homes is enhanced. 

The Federal False Claims Act
Enacted in 1863 to fight rampant over-billing of the

federal government by opportunistic contractors during
the Civil War, the False Claims Act2 has become the fed-
eral government’s “weapon of choice” in pursuing
alleged fraud and abuse in the health care industry.
According to a recent study, between 1986 and June
2001, the federal government recovered $8 for every $1
spent in fighting health care fraud and abuse using the
False Claims Act.3

In 1986, the False Claims Act was strengthened.
Amendments were added which strengthened the qui
tam or “whistle-bower” provisions, by creating a cause
of action against employers who retaliate against a
whistle-blower who pursues a company engaged in
fraudulent billing. Since then, qui tam cases have
accounted for approximately 57 percent of the total civil
fraud monies recovered. Altogether, as of fiscal year
2000, the government has recovered almost $7 billion in
improperly paid funds from those accused of fraud
since the 1986 amendment to the False Claims Act. In
fiscal year 2000 alone, $840 million of total civil fraud
recoveries was from health-related cases.4

The False Claims Act provides for a minimum
$5,000 penalty—and as much as a $10,000 penalty—for
each false claim submitted for payment to the federal
government. In addition, the government can also col-
lect double or triple damages. Health care entities that
have violated False Claims Act provisions may also face
exclusion from further participation in federally funded
health care programs.5

In order to sustain a charge under the False Claims
Act, the government need only prove that the defen-
dant acted “knowingly” in submitting the claims. This

means that the government must prove that the defen-
dant either (1) submitted the claims with actual knowl-
edge that they were false; or (2) submitted them with a
deliberate ignorance as to their truth or falsity; or (3)
submitted them with a reckless disregard for their truth
or falsity. 

Importantly, no specific intent to defraud is
required. Although innocent mistakes are not actionable
under the False Claims Act, the government will often
presume recklessness if there is a pattern of billing
errors or if the health care provider had notice through a
prior Medicare audit or Medicare bulletin. For nursing
homes, repeat deficiencies on state surveys that remain
uncorrected could also develop into a pattern of reck-
less disregard that the government could use to develop
an action under the False Claims Act.

To understand the scope and power of this statute,
consider the following example: 

Assume that a nursing home has incorrectly assessed the
acuity of 300 residents and, that as to each claim, the nursing
home received an overpayment of one single dollar. If the gov-
ernment was able to establish that these 300 claims were sub-
mitted knowingly or even recklessly, the nursing home could
face potential liability not only for the $1 overcharge for each
claim ($300), but would be potentially liable for treble dam-
ages ($900), and—most important—for $10,000 per false
claim, leading to a potential $3 million False Claims Act lia-
bility. 

The size of the false claim may become less impor-
tant as the number of such claims increases. The number
of claims routinely submitted by health care providers
can create massive False Claims Act exposure!

Traditionally, in the health care context, the govern-
ment has utilized the False Claims Act in pursuing
monetary recovery from providers who have (1) billed
for unnecessary medical services, (2) double-billed for
services provided, (3) billed for a more expensive serv-
ice when a lesser service was provided, or (4) falsified a
diagnosis or other information to secure payment.
Today, however, the government has expanded its
application to include false claims action against those
who provide substandard care, under the theory that
when providers submit a claim to the federal govern-
ment through Medicare or other federally funded pro-
grams, they certify that the services performed meet
community standards. If the standard is not met (says
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expense to visit the home at least monthly to monitor
its compliance with the terms of the agreement.

In July 2000, the U.S. Attorney’s office announced
the latest False Claims Act settlement in Pennsylvania;
this time with Mercy Douglass Human Services Corp.,
a manager of two Philadelphia nursing homes. In the
settlement agreement, the defendant denied any liabili-
ty, but consented to two orders that provided for
$160,000 in restitution to the government, the appoint-
ment of a temporary manager, federal monitoring of the
facilities at the defendant’s expense, and development
of protocols for wound care treatment and pain man-
agement.

Criminal Liability
Along with its success in bringing False Claims Act

suits against nursing homes for substandard or nonex-
istent care, the government has also generated a large
number of criminal prosecutions against nursing home
employees. Although difficult to measure exactly how
many criminal actions have been brought, in one three-
year period—between 1995 and 1998—the OIG exclud-
ed 668 nursing home workers from participating in
Medicare and Medicaid programs as a result of a con-
viction related to patient abuse or neglect.6

In New York, where over 100,000 people live in 676
nursing homes throughout the state,7 there has been an
aggressive move to apply criminal sanctions to
providers who neglect or abuse nursing home residents.
In the past, reports received by the New York State
Department of Health (DOH) were investigated and
resolved by the DOH, often resulting in nursing homes
receiving citations of deficiency on state surveys. More
of these reports, however, are now turned over for
investigation by the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit
(MFCU), part of the Criminal Division of the Depart-
ment of Law under the New York State Attorney Gener-
al, and frequently result in criminal prosecutions. 

But prosecuting criminal actions against those who
abuse the frail elderly, who are often isolated and
unable to voice their complaints, is difficult. Public
Health Law § 2803-d provides an alternative means to
impose criminal sanctions. The statute imposes strict
reporting requirements on those involved in delivering
health care services—from owners and administrators
of residences to nursing staff, physicians, social work-
ers, and others—and criminal sanctions for those found
guilty of physical abuse, neglect, or mistreatment of a
nursing home resident or for those who fail to report
such abuse.8

Public Health Law § 12-b(2) authorizes the imposi-
tion of criminal penalties equivalent to a misdemeanor
conviction (a crime punishable by imprisonment of up

the government), the claim may be false! To date, the
use of the False Claims Act in cases of substandard
quality has been applied primarily to the nursing home
industry. 

False Claims Act Cases in Nursing Homes
The first instance occurred in Philadelphia in 1996,

when the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Penn-
sylvania filed a False Claims Act suit against the Geri-
atric & Medical Co., Inc. and its Tucker House Nursing
Home (Tucker). The suit accused Tucker of submitting
false claims for services that were alleged to be substan-
dard. The government specifically charged that Tucker
provided substandard nutritional and wound care to
three residents. Tucker eventually settled this case with
the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the Department
of Health and Human Services (DHHS) for $600,000
and agreed to a comprehensive compliance program.

Pennsylvania again fell under the national spotlight
in 1998, when a chain of Philadelphia area nursing
homes settled False Claims Act cases with the OIG for
$500,000 each in satisfaction of charges levied for
allegedly presenting false claims to the government.
One resident of the Chester Care Center (“Chester”)
died of injuries allegedly received when she was placed
in a scalding tub of water by a nurse’s aide (despite the
nursing home’s alleged knowledge that it had a mal-
functioning boiler and despite a previous citation from
the state for improper water temperatures). Three other
Chester residents died, allegedly as a result of receiving
inadequate diabetes care. Another resident of Bishop
Nursing Home—another chain member—died because
of the home’s alleged failure to respond in an appropri-
ate and timely manner to the resident’s progressive
weight loss and the failure to treat the resultant pres-
sure sores properly. Again, in addition to the monetary
penalties assessed, the nursing homes had to agree to
the imposition of corporate compliance programs.
Chester also agreed to pay for a temporary manager
and monitor to oversee the provision of care.

Also in 1998, the Philadelphia Nursing Home
agreed to a False Claims Act settlement. The home
agreed to upgrade conditions to ensure that elderly and
disabled residents are free from abuse and neglect and
receive adequate psychiatric, medical and nursing treat-
ment (including daily activities) that enable the resi-
dents to reach their highest practicable level of physical
and mental well-being. The settlement further provided
for the limited use of restraints, a federal monitor to
implement the agreed-upon procedures, payment to the
federal government of $50,000 and the creation of a spe-
cial project fund to improve the quality of life for resi-
dents. Finally, a geriatric nurse practitioner was
appointed by the government at the nursing home’s
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to one year or a fine up to $2,000, or both) for anyone
found guilty of “willfully” violating Public Health Law
provisions. The Court of Appeals has equated “willful”
with the term “knowingly,” thus the prosecutor need
not prove an evil motive or intent to injure, but must
only show that a defendant was aware that the conduct
complained of was illegal.9 For example, in Coe, the
Court held that the People amply established a know-
ing violation of the statute where the defendant admit-
ted she received a copy of the resident bill of rights and
attended lectures regarding its contents, which included
mandates that residents must be free from having their
personal privacy invaded, being physically or mentally
abused, and being forced to do anything against their
will. Moreover, the defendant admitted that she knew it
was inappropriate to search a resident who physically
resisted.10

In People v. Spence,11 the appellate court upheld a
conviction of willful violation of Public Health Law by
a nurse who failed to administer medication to her
nursing home patients. The court found that the People
had introduced sufficient evidence to show that the
nurse had participated in an orientation program at the
nursing home that discussed appropriate medical care,
the nursing home utilized a particular policy with
regard to providing residents with their medication,
and that the nurse failed to administer proper medica-
tion to her residents on three occasions.

Recent Criminal Cases
The following is a sample of recent announcements

from the Attorney General’s Office regarding prosecu-
tions brought by the MFCU; most of these cases origi-
nated from complaints received by the DOH.

• August 2001: A nurse’s aide pleaded guilty to
endangering the welfare of a physically disabled
person in satisfaction of charges arising from an
incident at a skilled nursing facility in Mont-
gomery County. The aide had been assigned to
bathe a 94-year-old resident who suffered from
kidney problems, osteoporosis, chronic heart fail-
ure and a history of strokes. Following the bath,
the aide raised the woman, who was in a motor-
ized chair, out of the tub and stopped the chair at
approximately chest height. He then unbelted her
and lowered the chair to waist height, where he
left her without the safety belt and walked out of
the room. The resident fell out and suffered a
fractured right hip. She could not withstand sur-
gery because of her advanced age and died with-
in three weeks. 

• July 2001: A licensed practical nurse pleaded
guilty to Grand Larceny in the Fourth Degree fol-

lowing an undercover surveillance investigation
at a nursing home in Orange County involving
complaints that powerful narcotic pain patches
had been removed from two residents. After his
arrest, it was discovered that the aide had previ-
ous criminal convictions for first-degree robbery
and second-degree rape.

• June 2001: A licensed practical nurse pleaded
guilty to Willful Violation of Public Health Laws
to settle charges that she withheld two prescribed
blood pressure medications and one anti-seizure
medication from a 69-year-old resident of a Long
Island nursing home. The resident was suffering
from congestive heart failure, hypertension and
other ailments.

• June 2001: A licensed practical nurse pleaded
guilty to Falsifying Business Records in the Sec-
ond Degree. She had been charged with failing to
change the wound dressing on the foot of an 84-
year-old diabetic woman at a nursing home in
Rochester and covering up her neglect. This was
the nurse’s second arrest by the MFCU. Accord-
ing to Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, “Shortly
after being fired from an Ontario County nursing
home for neglecting patients there, [the nurse]
simply crossed the county line and took a similar
position at a Rochester facility, where she did the
same thing.” The nurse had also been previously
charged with failing to administer medication
and treatment to three separate patients and falsi-
fying medical records. 

• March 2001: A nursing home resident in Queens
suffered traumatic skin tears when he was rough-
ly grabbed by a nurse’s aide who eventually
pleaded guilty to Willful Violation of Public
Health Laws. 

• January 2001: A licensed practical nurse pleaded
guilty to Willful Violation of Public Health Laws,
after giving an elderly male resident of a West-
chester nursing home twice the amount of Xanax,
a controlled substance, as prescribed by his
physician.

Why Are Quality of Care Issues So
Prevalent?

The OIG reports that despite efforts to monitor and
promote quality of care in nursing homes, serious quali-
ty of care problems continue to “persist.” Indeed, a
recent study indicates that 13 of 25 “quality of care”
deficiencies have actually increased in recent years,
including lack of supervision to prevent accidents,
improper care of pressure sores and lack of proper care
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What Steps Should Nursing Homes Take to
Protect Their Residents (and Themselves)?

What steps should the nursing home industry take
to raise the level of care? There are many tools available
for nursing homes seeking to avoid criminal and civil
penalties and improve the quality of services delivered
to their residents.

Every nursing facility should establish a corporate
compliance program and mandate employee adherence
to its code of conduct. The program must establish stan-
dards through written policies and procedures, include
staff training and education, provide for internal audit-
ing, and provide methods for responding to and cor-
recting problems. A compliance program will provide
mechanisms for nursing home staff to report their con-
cerns and questions—anonymously or not—and mecha-
nisms for disciplining employees who do not abide by
the code of conduct.

In March 2000, the OIG issued compliance program
guidance for nursing facilities. It is one in a series of
guidances issued by the DHHS to various sectors of the
health care industry as part of its ongoing national ini-
tiative to engage the private health care community in
combating fraud and abuse. It is the only guidance pub-
lished thus far that identifies “quality of care” as a spe-
cific risk area and it lists the following special areas of
concern:

• absence of a comprehensive, accurate assessment
of each resident’s functional capacity and a com-
prehensive care plan that includes measurable
objectives and timetables to meet the resident’s
medical, nursing, and mental and psycho-social
needs;

• inappropriate or insufficient treatment and serv-
ices to address residents’ clinical conditions,
including pressure ulcers, dehydration, malnutri-
tion, incontinence of the bladder, and mental or
psycho-social problems; 

• failure to accommodate individual resident needs
and preferences;

• failure to properly prescribe, administer and
monitor prescription drug usage;

• inadequate staffing levels or insufficiently trained
or supervised staff to provide medical, nursing,
and related services; 

• failure to provide appropriate therapy services;

• failure to provide appropriate services to assist
residents with activities of daily living (e.g., feed-
ing, dressing, bathing, etc.);

for activities of daily living. According to a DHHS
Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OEI) Report, sev-
eral areas that contribute to substandard quality of care
in nursing homes have been identified, including, but
not limited to, inadequate background checks, staffing
shortages, and weaknesses in the state survey process. 

First, there is no federal requirement—nor is there
one in New York—that criminal background checks on
nursing home employees be conducted. Nursing homes
are only required to check with state registries of nurs-
es’ aides to see if prospective employees have previous-
ly been found guilty of patient abuse or neglect. The
OEI report noted that because not all states systemati-
cally report to their respective state agencies, there is no
assurance that individuals who pose a risk will be iden-
tified and barred from nursing home employment.12 In
New York, Attorney General Spitzer has twice submit-
ted proposals to the state Legislature—the Nursing
Home Quality Improvement Act—that would obligate
nursing homes and home health agencies to screen new
employees by obtaining criminal history checks. 

Second, the OEI report concluded that staffing
shortages and the lack of proficiency and training of
available nursing home staff leads to chronic quality of
care problems, such as failure to adequately treat and
prevent pressure sores.13 Indeed, short staffing has been
cited as a possible contributing factor to events that led
to the death of a 94-year-old woman who was exposed
to 140 degree Fahrenheit water temperatures in her
shower. The nursing home administrator had acknowl-
edged before the incident that the facility was short-
staffed and suffered from a high rate of nursing staff
turnover.14 Recognizing this pervasive problem, New
York State recently provided $530 million to help
recruit, retain and train health care workers.15

Third, the OEI report cited weaknesses in the state
survey process as another contributing factor to the
delivery of substandard care. For instance, the OEI
found a great deal of predictability in survey methods.
This allows nursing facilities to anticipate the arrival of
the survey team and thus modify their daily proce-
dures, including temporarily increasing staff, to reduce
potential deficiencies. The OEI also reported weak
enforcement through the survey process, including state
surveyor offices having their own difficulties maintain-
ing adequate staffing levels of appropriately experi-
enced and trained individuals. Additionally, the OEI
report found inaction on abuse complaints to be prob-
lematic. Of 4,707 abuses reported in ten states between
January 1997 and July 1998, one-third were substantiat-
ed. But over 90 percent of all complaints concluded
with no action, plans of correction or other remedy.16
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• failure to provide an ongoing activities program
to meet the individual needs of all residents; and

• failure to report incidents of mistreatment, neg-
lect, or abuse to the administrator of the facility
and other officials as required by law.

The Role of Quality Assurance Committees
In addition to implementing corporate compliance

programs, all nursing homes are required by law—the
Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act of 1987—to
institute quality assessment and assurance (QA) com-
mittees, composed of a physician, the director of nurs-
ing, and at least three other staff members. The QA
committee is required to meet at least quarterly to
review quality indicators and to develop and imple-
ment appropriate plans of correction when deficiencies
are identified. A strong QA committee, one which really
looks at the issues, takes corrective action and ensures
that the corrections are truly working will enhance the
nursing home’s ability to raise its quality of care.

State surveys are a good starting place. The QA
committee should review current and past deficiencies
to see what corrections need to be implemented, i.e.,
change in nursing home policy, re-education of staff,
hiring more staff, etc. The committee should implement
the necessary changes and then revisit the issues at reg-
ular intervals to make sure the corrective action has
worked. A nursing home that has repeat deficiencies
cited through the survey process has already done the
government’s job of proving the “knowing” element of
the False Claims Act: awareness of the deficiency in
care and reckless disregard in not correcting the prob-
lem.

Nursing homes can also help enhance the safety
and well-being of their residents by taking steps to
ensure that all employees are adequately screened. This
entails checking the state registry, checking the OIG’s
and the state’s online database of excluded individuals,
and checking that those employees who are licensed or
certified to perform their functions have valid creden-
tials. As a condition of employment, nursing homes
should require prospective employees to certify that
they have no record of criminal convictions that would
preclude employment in a nursing home and have not
been excluded from federal health care programs. On
an ongoing basis, there should also be a requirement
that employees immediately report any criminal convic-
tion or exclusion to the nursing home administrator. 

Nursing homes have been put under a microscope
by both federal and state regulators. Although this is
due primarily to the misconduct of a few, the entire

industry is suffering the consequences. Therefore, all
nursing home operators should implement strict stan-
dards regarding quality of care as well as procedures to
enforce these standards. There must also be a willing-
ness to react quickly to any deviations from these stan-
dards. Given the government’s recent actions, nursing
homes that fail to take these necessary measures will
undoubtedly heighten their risk of exposure to False
Claims Act and criminal liability.
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Applying Old Laws in New Times: Fraud and Abuse Risk
Areas for Medicaid Managed Care Plans
By Robert Belfort and Douglas Sansted

The reorientation process has been a slow one. New
York Medicaid managed care plans, to date, have gener-
ally not received the same level of attention from fraud
and abuse investigators as fee-for-service providers.
Indeed, the 2000 annual report of the New York State
Attorney General’s Medicaid Fraud Control Unit
(MFCU), the entity primarily responsible for combating
Medicaid fraud in New York, indicates that only 3 per-
cent of the MFCU’s prosecutions last year involved
managed care plans. However, this is likely to change
in the next few years, as the MFCU gains greater under-
standing of managed care plan operations and a larger
percentage of Medicaid recipients receive coverage
through the managed care program.

In prosecuting Medicaid managed care fraud and
abuse, the MFCU will rely upon its traditional legal
tools: the state’s anti-kickback statute as well as laws of
general applicability such as Grand Larceny, Offering a
False Instrument for Filing and Falsifying Business
Records.5 The MFCU will also look to the provisions of
the contracts prepared by the New York State Depart-
ment of Health (DOH), which are entered into by each
Medicaid managed care plan with New York City or the
county governments. These contracts include detailed
operational requirements in a wide range of areas,
including enrollment, disenrollment, marketing, griev-
ance resolution, emergency room treatment, reporting
of encounter data, access to care and record retention.
As the state’s focus on Medicaid managed care intensi-
fies, we expect the following issues to emerge as risk
areas in future DOH audits and MFCU investigations
and prosecutions.

• Failure to Pay for Primary Medical Care. The MFCU
has already signaled its intention of developing
cases in which plans fail to assign enrollees to a

The legal framework governing health care fraud
and abuse in this country was largely constructed dur-
ing an era when nearly all medical services were paid
for by government and private payors on a fee-for-serv-
ice basis. It is not surprising, therefore, that these laws
and regulations were primarily intended to discourage
and sanction the traditional improprieties of fee-for-
service medicine: providing medically unnecessary
services, billing for services not performed, upcoding
claims and participating in kickback schemes that con-
tribute to increased utilization of health care services.
The arsenal of fraud and abuse laws created by the fed-
eral government and replicated by many states, includ-
ing the False Claims Act1, the Anti-Kickback Law2 and
the Stark Law,3 were mainly designed to enable regula-
tors and prosecutors to more effectively investigate and
prosecute these types of abuses.

Over the past 15 years, however, public health
insurance programs have started to change. Although
lagging behind the private sector, the federal govern-
ment and the states have increasingly turned to man-
aged care plans to coordinate the delivery of health care
services for a fixed per-patient fee. In New York today,
about 26 percent of all Medicaid beneficiaries are
enrolled in managed care plans.4 This percentage is
expected to increase substantially over the next few
years as New York continues to expand the geographic
scope of its section 1115 waiver, under which most
Medicaid recipients are required to enroll in a managed
care plan. The newer public health insurance programs
established by New York State—Child Health Plus and
Family Health Plus—do not even offer a fee-for-service
option and mandate managed care enrollment for all
beneficiaries.

As the nature of Medicaid and the state’s other
public insurance programs changes, government offi-
cials have contemplated the extent to which traditional
fraud and abuse laws make sense in the new managed
care environment. By shifting risk for the cost of health
care services to managed care plans, the state would
have appeared to eliminate the incentive for over-uti-
lization and created, instead, an incentive to restrict
access to care. Given this reversal of incentives, state
and federal regulators have been forced to understand
and analyze the different way in which fraud and abuse
manifests itself under Medicaid managed care and
other capitated programs.

“The newer public health insurance
programs established by New York
State—Child Health Plus and Family
Health Plus—do not even offer a
fee-for-service option and mandate
managed care enrollment for all
beneficiaries.”
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primary care provider as required by their Medic-
aid contract and do not pay the standard monthly
primary care capitation fee to a provider for these
enrollees. In May 1999, the State Attorney Gener-
al announced the indictment of a managed care
plan and its owner for removing 6,700 enrollee
names from its primary care physician rosters
and failing to pay physicians for these members,
while collecting $300,000 in premiums from the
state. Although this violation appeared to be
egregious, the MFCU may question far more
ambiguous practices that arise as a result of the
discrepancy between premium payments, which
are made on a monthly basis, and Medicaid eligi-
bility, which is determined daily. For example, an
enrollee could lose Medicaid coverage just before
the first of the month, not appear on the plan
enrollment roster generated by the state, regain
Medicaid eligibility at the end of the month, and
be retroactively enrolled effective the first of the
month. At the time the plan made its capitation
payments to primary care providers—typically
within the first ten days of the month—the indi-
vidual was not listed as an enrollee and the plan
did not pay a primary care provider to coordinate
his or her care. If the individual is restored to the
roster at the end of the month, is the plan obligat-
ed to make this payment even if the provider was
never at risk for rendering services to the mem-
ber? And is this a fraud and abuse issue or really
a contractual dispute between the plan and the
provider? These concerns should prompt Medic-
aid managed care plans to carefully review their
capitation payment systems and determine
whether the plan might be subject to claims that
it failed to pay for primary care for members for
which it received premiums.

• Phantom Providers. Even if a managed care plan
properly reimburses physicians, the MFCU is
likely to look at whether the services for which
the plan was paid were truly accessible. In
February 2001, the Attorney General’s Office
announced that it had entered into a settlement
agreement with a managed care plan that had
allegedly become aware of complaints from
enrollees that two participating clinics would not
provide patients with timely appointments and
denied them access to care. The plan agreed to
repay more than $2 million in premiums it had
received for enrollees who were unable to access
services from these clinics. Given the state’s sensi-
tivity to the potential for under-utilization in
managed care, the MFCU may become even more
aggressive in this area, targeting plans that may
not have had actual knowledge of access prob-
lems but did not adequately monitor their

providers to uncover these type of abuses. The
threat of such liability should encourage plans to
be proactive in identifying provider access prob-
lems. Plans are required to conduct appointment
availability surveys under the state’s Medicaid
contract and these surveys could serve as part of
a comprehensive program to monitor access to
care.

• Cherry Picking. While the nature of fee-for-service
reimbursement often rewards providers for treat-
ing the sickest patients, because Medicaid man-
aged care premiums are not risk adjusted in a
comprehensive and sophisticated manner, in the-
ory, there is an incentive for health plans to enroll
the healthiest individuals. In our view, this prac-
tice, referred to as “cherry picking,” has been a
far more significant issue in the Medicare pro-
gram, where health plans have been accused of
using subtle marketing techniques (bowling par-
ties, marketing at health clubs, etc.) to avoid high
risk enrollees. Most Medicaid managed care mar-
keting, in contrast, takes place at government
social services offices and provider sites.
Nonetheless, we expect the MFCU to carefully
analyze the type of provider locations used for
marketing purposes and the nature of health
plans’ interactions with potential enrollees in an
effort to determine whether cherry picking occurs
in the Medicaid managed care program. Plans
would be well advised to review their marketing
plans, schedules and training regimens to evalu-
ate whether they are susceptible to these types of
claims.

• Marketing Fraud. The New York City or county
contract entered into by each Medicaid managed
care plan contains detailed requirements regard-
ing the accuracy and completeness of marketing
materials and the behavior of plan marketing rep-
resentatives. MFCU and DOH investigators are
likely to be particularly sensitive to claims that a
marketing representative advised beneficiaries
that they would lose their benefits if they did not
enroll in the plan. Other abuses that the state may
be looking to uncover include the failure to fully
explain to the beneficiary that he or she has a
choice of plans and that managed care enrollees
must generally use only participating providers.
Marketing is perhaps the most difficult aspect of
a plan’s operations to supervise because employ-
ees are dispersed outside the office in communi-
ty-based locations. Training is critical in this area.
Plans may also want to consider conducting post-
enrollment verification interviews with new
members to assess whether marketing representa-
tives complied with all applicable protocols and
procedures.
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as the basis for a False Claims Act prosecution. In
short, cost reporting still matters in a managed
care environment.

• Denial of Reimbursement for Emergency Services.
There are regular disputes between plans and
hospitals over a variety of emergency treatment
issues, including post-treatment notification man-
dates and authorization for post-stabilization
services. This is particularly true when the care is
rendered by a nonparticipating provider and
there is no contract clearly spelling out each
party’s obligations. Plans and hospitals also argue
frequently over whether an emergency room visit
met the state’s “prudent layperson” standard and
should therefore be reimbursed at the full emer-
gency room rate. The Attorney General’s Office
often intervenes in these disputes in response to
complaints from hospitals, and we anticipate the
MFCU will look carefully at the emergency treat-
ment reimbursement policies of Medicaid man-
aged care plans during routine audits. Although
virtually all health plans have institutionalized
practices to ensure that pre-authorization is never
required for an emergency room visit, implemen-
tation of post-treatment notification rules and the
prudent layperson standard are probably less
consistent. Plans should be especially careful to
avoid denying full reimbursement for emergency
room claims based solely on diagnostic codes and
without regard to presenting symptoms. Such an
approach is arguably at odds with the prudent
layperson rule and has already been cited by
DOH as an area of concern.

• Other Contract Breaches. The Medicaid contract
executed by managed care plans is extensive and
complex, replete with demanding mandates relat-
ing to network access, enrollment and disenroll-
ment, encounter data reporting and countless
other issues. If the proposed HHS regulations ref-
erenced above are adopted, it would be easier for
government officials to use breaches of these con-
tractual requirements as the basis for prosecu-
tions under the False Claims Act and similar state
statutes. The regulations provide that, regardless
of whether governmental payments are based on
data submitted by a Medicaid managed care
plan, each plan must certify that it is in substan-
tial compliance with its state contract. These certi-
fications would strengthen the legal basis for
aggressive False Claims Act prosecutions, where
the government could argue that any claim for
premiums submitted by a managed care plan
constitutes a false claim if the plan failed to com-
ply with any of the material terms of its state con-
tract. The precedent for this approach is a land-
mark 1996 prosecution by the U.S. Attorney’s

• Kickbacks for New Enrollees. In analyzing the appli-
cation of the Anti-Kickback Law to managed care
arrangements, as evidenced by the law’s man-
aged care safe harbor, the federal government
has generally focused on the extent to which
providers are improperly inducing patient refer-
rals from managed care plans. The MFCU may
begin to look, however, at inducements that run
in the opposite direction. Given the reliance Med-
icaid managed care plans place on provider site
marketing, the MFCU may scrutinize the reim-
bursement paid by plans to providers in an effort
to determine whether any portion of such pay-
ments are intended to induce the referrals of a
provider’s patients to a plan. Concern over such
inducements may cause the MFCU to carefully
compare the reimbursement levels paid by a plan
to different providers. Plans should be particular-
ly wary of arrangements in which the rates paid
to a provider are linked to the number of the
patients the provider assists in enrolling into the
plan.

• Inaccurate Cost Reporting. One might expect the
MFCU to be looking for inflated costs in the
books of cost-based providers, not Medicaid man-
aged care plans that are paid a fixed monthly per
enrollee fee, regardless of expenditures. This is
not necessarily the case. In the mid-1990s, New
York established premium rates through a com-
petitive bidding process in which costs were truly
irrelevant. Over the past few years, however, the
state has moved to a negotiated rate-setting
process, where plans submit premium proposals,
and rates are set by DOH, in part, based on his-
torical plan and industry-wide costs. Although
there is no formulaic connection between prior
costs and future rates, the MFCU is likely to
argue that the submission of inflated cost data
can influence the rate-setting process and lead to
higher premiums. In particular, the MFCU may
scrutinize the methodologies used by commercial
managed care plans when they allocate a portion
of their general administrative costs to their Med-
icaid product or enter into other arrangements
whereby the plan’s parent company provides
goods or services. The MFCU may also conduct
audits to ensure that the costs reported by plans
were actually incurred. These types of investiga-
tions will be aided if federal Medicaid managed
care rules proposed by the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) in August 2001 are
ultimately adopted.6 Among other things, these
rules provide that whenever state payments to a
managed care plan are based on data submitted
by the plan, including enrollment information
and encounter data, the plan must certify the
data. A false certification could presumably serve
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office in Philadelphia in which a nursing home
was charged under the False Claims Act for fail-
ing to satisfy federal quality of care standards.7
Although the government did not allege the nurs-
ing home billed for services that were not actual-
ly provided, it argued that the nursing home sub-
mitted false claims when it wrongly certified that
it was in compliance with federal quality stan-
dards. The nursing home settled the case for
$600,000. The same prosecutors have filed other
cases of a similar nature more recently. This legal
theory could be employed against Medicaid man-
aged care plans once the new certification
requirements go into effect, making compliance
with complex contractual requirements even
more critical for these organizations.

* * * *

Because they have been largely insulated from
fraud and abuse prosecutions, Medicaid managed care
plans in New York have generally lagged behind hospi-
tals and other institutional providers in developing and
implementing corporate compliance programs. We
expect this to change as MFCU investigatory and prose-
cutorial activity intensifies. In addition, the federal
Medicaid managed care rules referenced above, if
adopted, will require all Medicaid plans to adopt com-
pliance programs. 

A key element in any effective compliance program
is the identification of appropriate risk areas that truly
reflect the potential fraud and abuse vulnerabilities of
the particular organization. Indeed, adopting an “off-
the-shelf” compliance program that is not tailored to
meet the individual organization’s needs is often worse
than having no compliance program at all. Each Medic-
aid managed care plan, therefore, will have to con-
duct its own assessment to determine the risk areas
addressed in its compliance program. We hope the dis-

cussion above provides a good starting point for Medic-
aid managed care plans seeking to prepare themselves
for the increased fraud and abuse scrutiny that is likely
to come in the years ahead.
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“Because they have been largely
insulated from fraud and abuse
prosecutions, Medicaid managed care
plans in New York have generally
lagged behind hospitals and other
institutional providers in developing
and implementing corporate compliance
programs.”
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Your Own Petard: The Danger of Inadequate
Implementation of Compliance Programs
By Melissa M. Zambri

compliance program encourages employees to think
twice before engaging in questionable conduct.”2 An
effective program can prevent potential criminal con-
duct through employee education or through the threat
of discipline.3 Such deterrence of misconduct can ulti-
mately save a company money.4

Another advantage of an effective compliance pro-
gram is the detection of wrongdoing. In this way, an
organization can address problems as they arise and
minimize adverse consequences.5 Ideally, a corporate
compliance program will detect misconduct before it
becomes criminal or in the very least, before the gov-
ernment uncovers it.6 The company can then pursue
remedial action in a more flexible environment, and
hopefully without a burdensome investigation by gov-
ernment regulators.7 Many times, an investigative
agency is less likely to pursue enforcement action if it
“believes a company is engaged in good faith efforts to
avoid and correct problems.”8

An effective compliance program can also serve as
a mitigating factor when dealing with government
investigators and prosecutors.9 Prosecutors have
tremendous latitude when determining whether or not
to prosecute an entity based upon the actions of corpo-
rate actors.10 Corporations can be held liable for the
criminal actions of agents acting within the scope of
their corporate authority.11 Often, a prosecutor will not
prosecute a corporation because he or she determines
that it would not be in the public interest.12 A key factor
in such a prosecutor’s decision is whether the corpora-
tion acted responsibly in attempting to avoid the crimi-
nal conduct.13 Organizations with compliance programs
can “point to the program as evidence that it is a good
corporate citizen and that the wrongdoing constituted
aberrant behavior of rogue employees.”14

By far, one of the most prevalent reasons for the
adoption of a compliance program is that its presence at
the time of an offense can help to significantly diminish
an organization’s exposure if sentenced.15 The United
States Sentencing Guidelines Manual reduces a convicted

Introduction
As anyone reading this edition of the New York

State Bar Association’s Health Law Journal will be able to
surmise, these are difficult times for providers of health
care services. There is an ever-present pressure to do
more with less, that is, to provide better care while rev-
enue streams decrease. At the same time, government
regulators have made the elimination of health care
fraud a top priority. Health care providers in every sec-
tor of the industry have realized that not only ill-mean-
ing providers can become subject to an investigation,
any provider can easily be a target.

With strong encouragement from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services Office of the
Inspector General (OIG), many providers have correctly
decided it is prudent to implement a compliance pro-
gram. The benefits, many of which are discussed below,
can be great for these health care providers. However,
“effective” implementation of a compliance program
can be a challenging endeavor, as it requires the com-
mitment of management, staff and resources. In these
times when providers are seeing financial viability chal-
lenged more than ever before, attorneys and consult-
ants who assist providers embarking on the establish-
ment of, or who already have, a compliance program,
must continually emphasize the importance of effective
implementation. This article will discuss the benefits of
an effective compliance program, the meaning of the
term “effective,” and why having an ineffective compli-
ance program is worse than having none at all.

The Benefits of an Effective Compliance
Program

The easiest dangers to identify when an organiza-
tion fails to adequately implement its compliance pro-
gram are those associated with the organization failing
to receive the benefits of the program. Compliance pro-
grams cost organizations a great deal of money, time
and resources to formulate. There are numerous advan-
tages to an effective compliance program. An inade-
quate program will fail to reap the benefits discussed
below.

An effective compliance program will disseminate
to organization employees, directors and business asso-
ciates the importance to the organization of law-abiding
behavior, thereby discouraging wrongdoing.1 “A well-
structured, widely disseminated, and strongly enforced

“There is an ever-present pressure to do
more with less, that is, to provide better
care while revenue streams decrease.”
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organization’s “culpability score” by three points if the
offense occurred despite an effective compliance pro-
gram.16 A three-point reduction can decrease the fine
imposed on the convicted entity by as much as 80 per-
cent, which could save a company several million dol-
lars.17

An entity convicted of a criminal offense can be
subject to great government intrusion into its affairs.18

For example, the government may be allowed to
inspect the company’s books and records, attend man-
agement meetings, and conduct audits and investiga-
tions.19 Additionally, in many cases, a court will require
a compliance program to be implemented under the
direction and review of an applicable regulatory
agency.20 The existence of an effective company-spon-
sored compliance program can reduce the chances of
having one imposed as part of an enforcement action
by the government and can reduce the level of govern-
ment intrusion.21 In recent years, health care providers
particularly have seen bold initiatives taken by the gov-
ernment to ensure compliance with laws and regula-
tions.22 Settlements with the OIG and the Department
of Justice (DOJ) have required organizations to imple-
ment a corporate compliance program, including the
retention of outside experts.23 These plans, in many
cases, are far more onerous than a voluntary plan, and
thus, many providers have responded proactively by
forming a plan of their own.

An effective compliance program can also reduce
the risk of qui tam actions.24 Financial incentives are
only one reason for these suits.25 Another factor behind
these suits is a plaintiff’s fear of personal liability for
the corporate wrongdoing.26 A corporate compliance
program, effectively implemented, affords frustrated
employees, directors and officers with a venue to
resolve problems.27 In addition, a qui tam plaintiff, to
recover, must be first to report the action to the govern-
ment.28 An effective compliance plan reduces the
opportunity for plaintiffs to report wrongdoing to the
government before the organization has remedied the
situation itself.29

Compliance plans can also protect a company’s
directors. An effective compliance plan may be neces-
sary to comply with a director’s duty of care and to
avoid liability in shareholders’ derivative suits.30 The
court in In re Caremark International, Inc.,31 a case which
involved fraudulent Medicare billing practices, stated
that directors have a duty to assure “that information
and reporting systems exist in the organization that are
reasonably designed to provide to senior management
and to the board itself timely, accurate information suf-
ficient to allow management and the board, each within
its scope, to make informed judgments concerning both
the corporation’s compliance with the law and its busi-
ness performance.”32 Thus, there is some evidence that

an effective compliance program might be necessary to
protect directors from potential liability.33

The Emphasis on “Effective”
Not all compliance programs reap the benefits out-

lined above.34 To receive benefits, a compliance pro-
gram must be “effective.”35 An effective compliance
plan is one “that has been reasonably designed, imple-
mented and enforced so that it generally will be effec-
tive in preventing and detecting criminal conduct.”36

Measuring effectiveness can be a difficult but worthy
endeavor. The United States Sentencing Guidelines Manu-
al has established minimum requirements that must be
met to label a program “effective.”37 In summary, com-
pliance programs must

• establish compliance standards that are “reason-
ably capable of reducing the prospect of criminal
conduct”;38

• assign the responsibility of overseeing the pro-
gram to specific high level personnel;39

• assure that due care is exercised not to delegate
discretionary authority to those who were or
should have been known to have a “propensity to
engage in illegal activities”;40

• assure that standards and procedures are effec-
tively communicated to employees and agents;41

• assure that reasonable steps are taken to comply
with the standards;42

• consistently enforce standards through discipli-
nary mechanisms;43 and

• assure reasonable steps are taken after offense
detection to prevent further similar offenses.44

Providers should also look to the model compliance
guidances set forth by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services for various health care sectors to
ensure that their compliance program has the elements
outlined in those guidances.

Of utmost importance is due diligence.45 There
should be unwavering support from top management
to establish the importance of the program and to stress
that deviations may lead to discipline.46 An effective
compliance program must have teeth. It must be very
far from just a “paper” program.47 There must be con-
stant monitoring and review, plus comprehensive
audits.48 Compliance should be part of every employ-
ee’s duties and responsibilities.49

No matter how carefully a compliance plan is
drawn, gray areas undoubtedly will arise.50 Periodic
adjustments may be needed to the plan to reflect
changes in the organization’s business and regulatory
environment or to eliminate any confusion in the plan.51
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Implementing an effective compliance
program in a . . . facility may require a
significant commitment of time and
resources by all parts of the organiza-
tion. However, superficial efforts or
programs that are hastily constructed
and implemented without a long term
commitment to a culture of compliance
likely will be ineffective and may
expose the . . . facility to greater liability
than if it had no program at all.64

As discussed above, benefits come to those who are
making a “good faith effort” to correct problems. A
poorly implemented compliance program may go to
show the opposite intent, that is, a government agency
might look at an ineffective plan as a sign of bad faith.65

For example, the government might argue that corpo-
rate officials knew the standards of appropriate con-
duct, how to respond to inappropriate conduct, were on
notice that inappropriate behaviors were going on in
the organization, and just chose not to respond, either
because of indifference or because of the profit being
made from the inappropriate activity.66 Worse yet, the
government could try to prove that the existence of the
compliance program was actually a smoke screen to
make regulators and investigators believe that the
provider was making an attempt at detecting inappro-
priate conduct. 

The fact that high-level personnel “par-
ticipated in, condoned, or [were] will-
fully ignorant of the behavior resulting
in the conviction increases the culpabil-
ity score.” On the other hand, the score
of organizations with an “effective pro-
gram to prevent and detect violations
of law” is reduced. Further, if the
organization reported the violation,
cooperated in the investigation, and
accepted responsibility for its actions,
its culpability score is again reduced.67

To have a compliance program and fail to implement it
effectively could be interpreted as “willfully ignorant”
behavior by investigatory officials. Additionally, a com-
pliance program that leads to an organization failing to
report or cooperate might again show an improper
intent. As such, all parts of a compliance plan must be
properly implemented.

Additionally, an ineffective plan may uncover infor-
mation that is then inappropriately used.68 This type of
information can be damaging in litigation or in an
investigation.69 For example, internal investigations can
be used as road maps for the government or private
plaintiffs.70 Additionally, employee complaints may not
be privileged.71 As such, a compliance program that
effectively uncovers information but then fails to take

“Any successful program must be a dynamic one—an
ongoing process and not a static document.”52 An orga-
nization’s compliance program should address prior
misconduct of the organization and, as such, should be
revised as issues arise.53

A program should be tailored to an organization’s
culture, which can only be achieved by a commitment
from those at the top of the organization.54 However,
the plan itself should be written so that all employees
who need to understand parts of the plan can indeed
understand.55 The plan should be written in plain Eng-
lish rather than legalese or organizational jargon.56

Employees should feel that the compliance officer is
available to hear complaints and suggestions without
fear of retribution.57 Thorough investigations of com-
plaints should be made and documented.58

The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) looked
at indirect indictors to determine compliance program
effectiveness including: refunds of provider-identified
overpayments, self disclosure of potential misconduct,
and increased employee awareness of proper billing
rules and other compliance policies and procedures
(including awareness of reporting mechanisms and risk
areas).59 The OIG has looked at other items to deter-
mine effectiveness including: baseline, or initial, audits;
proactive audits based upon an organization’s identifi-
cation of certain risk areas; and audits to quantify the
breadth and depth of a suspected or identified
problem.60 The OIG stated that it would look beyond a
program’s written representations to see how the plan
performed during a provider’s daily operations. For
example, rather than look to see how many training
sessions were held, the OIG would look to whether
employees retained information from the training.61 The
OIG also stated that it would look for evidence of man-
agement’s commitment and good faith efforts to imple-
ment the program, including funding to the program
and the background of the compliance officer.62

Why an Ineffective Compliance Program Is
Worse Than No Compliance Program at All

In many instances, the establishment of standards
of conduct that are then ignored can be far worse than
having no standards at all.63 Says the OIG in many of
its compliance guidances: 

“[A] compliance program that effectively
uncovers information but then fails to
take appropriate steps to remedy
problems can lead to much bigger
issues for the entity.”
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appropriate steps to remedy problems can lead to much
bigger issues for the entity. 

A plaintiff’s lawyer or prosecutor may try to use the
compliance plan as the standard by which employee
conduct should be judged.72 Clearly, should the compli-
ance plan be ineffective, employees will likely fall short
of these standards leading to an increased risk of civil
and/or criminal liabilities.

Conclusion
Once an organization establishes a compliance pro-

gram, the company must abide by it.73 In some circum-
stances, this may force a company to make difficult
decisions, such as changing profitable business prac-
tices, terminating long-standing business relationships,
and/or firing employees.74 Many times, providers will
complain that it is difficult to maintain the corporate
determination, dedication and resources necessary to
sustain the compliance program under the day-to-day
pressures of providing health care.75 However, once
damaging information is discovered, it cannot be disre-
garded.76 While remedial action may prove unpleasant,
the discovery of it with an appropriate response is a test
that will help an organization to prove its dedication to
legal compliance.77

“Many unsuccessful compliance programs are
drafted with great fanfare, promise, and expense only
to be quickly relegated to the shelf to collect dust.”78 A
program collecting dust is not just a representation of
money ill spent, but should be the cause of great con-
cern for the organization as it may go a long way at
showing the exact opposite of that which a provider
seeks to show by formulating a compliance plan. The
benefits of a compliance plan in this time of increased
scrutiny for providers makes the development of one a
necessity. Providers should beware, however, of not
doing a thorough job of implementation and creating
their own petard.
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Most nursing home operators do not need a “kick in
the pants” to behave. How can regulators think that the
Little Sisters of the Poor, the Jewish Philanthropies or the
United Methodists don’t instinctively want to do the
right thing? This is a bizarre and crazy notion. Restraint
reduction, pain management, injury prevention, inconti-
nence programs, rehabilitation, expanded resident
rights—did all these happen because facilities were
dragged kicking and screaming to implement them, or
were they done because providers learned of their
importance? It was knowledge that taught us that
restraints were not generally a good thing. Twenty years
ago, restraints were the state of the art in “protecting”
residents. Indeed, providers often still have to persuade
family members that using restraints is not in the resi-
dent’s best interest. Even issues like residents’ rights take
a simple raised awareness for change to happen. Facili-
ties want to do the right thing!

An effective survey process is essential. Members of
the New York Association of Homes & Services for the
Aging (NYAHSA) agree with this given; however, it begs
the question as to what is an “effective survey process.”
Public and private sector evaluation models that seem to
work should be explored and incorporated into a new
nursing home survey paradigm. What currently exists is
a 100 percent dose of negative reinforcement: a list of
errors. Who would buy a car when the salesman says
this fine car has only one major problem and two minor
ones? Is that how anyone would define quality? 

Foreword by G. Neil Roberts, CEO/Administrator of
Wesley Health Care Center in Saratoga Springs, New
York. Mr. Roberts is Chairman of the New York Associa-
tion of Homes & Services for the Aging and a member of
the Association’s Nursing Home Survey and Quality
Task Force

I. Executive Summary
This report, Bad Medicine: How Government Oversight

of Nursing Homes Is Threatening Quality Care, attempts to
tell the real story about nursing home services in New
York state, a perspective that has not been articulated or
presented to the state’s citizens and consumers of nurs-
ing home care. Until recently, what little news New York-
ers heard about nursing homes was mostly negative and
in many cases erroneous. In more recent months, the vol-
ume of news has increased, but the negativity and inac-
curacy has become overwhelming and more damaging.
Even the state health department’s monthly press releas-
es about nursing home survey results have been inaccu-

Foreword
The nursing home survey process has become an

exercise in both circular logic and turning opinions into
truths. 

State and federal regulators and consumer groups
have been drawing attention to recent increases in sur-
vey deficiencies and alleged instances of abuse, conclud-
ing that care levels are declining. Fewer numbers of defi-
ciencies cited in New York state in recent years resulted
in a call for more stringent surveillance to stop the
decline. Yet it is widely known that deficiencies and
abuse reports have increased mainly because it was
decided that they should increase.

In fact, most abuse reports come from nursing homes
themselves because they have been told to report every-
thing to the abuse reporting hot line or risk being cited
for not doing so. On the subject of surveys, a 1998 White
House directive to federal regulators made citing more
deficiencies the measure of success for federal and state
surveyors. So it is no surprise that the survey process
cites more problems or that there are more abuse allega-
tions. In fact, issues that used to be findings are now sur-
vey deficiencies, and incidents that clearly do not involve
abuse are now abuse. Is care better or worse? Given
these scenarios, one is unable to tell.

Some consumer groups claim that more reports of
abuse and deficiencies mean worse care. They also
“know” that more surveyors are needed so that even
more citations can be found. This then will “prove” that
care is even worse and in all likelihood more surveyors
will be needed, who will find even more problems. This
is clearly circular logic. Apparently, in spite of the spirit
and intent of federal law, the main purpose of the survey
is to find deficiencies rather than measure quality of care
and quality of life. 

Some opinions are now accepted truths; in math
class, these are called “givens.” Is it a given that fear of
fines and penalties will motivate facilities to improve
care? Or the corollary: Is it a given that in the absence of
penalties, good care won’t happen as a result of its own
inherent value?

Bad Medicine
How Government Oversight of Nursing Homes Is Threatening Quality Care*
New York Association of Homes & Services for the Aging 
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not find the staff they need; they cannot adequately com-
pensate people even if they could find them because
their reimbursement is inadequate; they have great diffi-
culty innovating and improving quality when they are
straight jacketed by an incoherent and inflexible regula-
tory system; they are victimized by misleading negative
media coverage; and they cannot hope to fare well in a
subjective and process-oriented survey system. As a
result, they also cannot hope to improve their public per-
ception and develop an effective constituency to change
any of these circumstances. 

New York’s policymakers have systematically failed
to acknowledge and take meaningful steps to address
growing work force shortages and these other very real
obstacles to maintaining and improving the quality of
nursing home care. Worse yet, the proffered government
“solutions” for quality improvement proposed minimum
staffing ratios without accompanying reimbursement
and work force strategies; narrow criminal background
check proposals which will further stigmatize careers in
nursing homes; espousing “zero tolerance” for error;
focusing the survey process exclusively on punitive tac-
tics; and delegating communications about quality of
care to the media, are only making a difficult situation
worse.

*   *   *

III. The Survey Process Fails to Meet Its
Original Intent
The Nursing Home Reform Act of 1987, which was

enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act (OBRA) of 1987, dramatically changed the regulation
of nursing home care. The OBRA 87 law called for
sweeping nursing home reforms, including mandated
training and certification of nurse aides, an emphasis on
residents’ rights and major changes in the survey
process. In spite of an apparent and well-reasoned focus
on the outcomes of resident care and quality of life in
OBRA 87, the survey process in New York and other
states is:

• riddled with inconsistencies, surveyor subjectivity
and over-citation of trivia; 

• process and paperwork oriented, rather than out-
come-based;

• lacking in recognizing or improving quality of
care; and 

• an abject failure in providing adequate information
to consumers and providers. 

NYAHSA has repeatedly raised many of these con-
cerns directly with DOH and officials from the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) (formerly the
Health Care Financing Administration). Based on the
statutory and regulatory framework underlying nursing

rate, unclear and incomplete (and the department has
acknowledged these shortcomings). 

Founded in 1961, NYAHSA represents over 560 not-
for-profit and government-sponsored nursing homes,
home care agencies, adult care facilities, assisted living
programs, and housing providers. Our nursing home
members have reached a point of zero tolerance for a
flawed, ineffective, adversarial and egregious surveil-
lance process.

Ironically, as this report will demonstrate, the process
in place to ensure quality—the punitively administered
survey process—is contributing to a loss in quality,
monopolizing limited resources and slowly destroying
our service system. It has gradually become an end unto
itself rather than a means to the real goal of quality
assurance and improvement. 

This report is based on the work of the NYAHSA
Nursing Home Survey and Quality Task Force, a group
of nursing home CEOs, administrators, clinicians and
media experts convened in 2001 to study critically
important issues around nursing home surveillance and
quality. The report: 

• identifies a series of key issues surrounding the
nursing home survey process, measuring and
improving nursing home quality and media cover-
age;

• factually discredits the existing survey process and
demonstrates how the process itself is leading to
compromised care of nursing home residents;

• provides the reader with unpublicized but highly
relevant information about nursing home care,
such as resident and family member perspectives,
staff quality, viewpoints of surveyors themselves
and quality indicator data; and

• recommends over 40 constructive and achievable
strategies to change the ineffectual survey process
and focus on measuring and improving quality of
care.

New Yorkers and consumers throughout the country
deserve to hear the truth about the current flawed survey
process. They also deserve a credible process for the
future that is properly focused on outcomes, rather than
process; on reinforcing success, rather than emphasizing
failure. NYAHSA hopes this report will draw attention to
the inadequacies of the current process and focus all
stakeholders—government, consumers and providers—
on an agenda for change, with the end goal of preserving
and enhancing nursing home quality of care and quality
of life.

II. Introduction and NYAHSA Research
Many of New York’s nursing homes are beginning to

be caught in an inexorable downward spiral. They can-
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home surveillance, we believe the federal government
bears ultimate responsibility for addressing these con-
cerns through regulatory and policy changes. However,
leadership and a willingness to change are also needed at
the state level.

The OBRA philosophy is reflected in New York State
regulations found in Title 10 N.Y.C.R.R. § 415.1(a). The
following passages are excerpted from that regulation: 

A code intended to assure the highest
possible quality of care and most mean-
ingful quality of life for all residents
must not only accept, but in fact invite
variety in nursing home environments,
policies and practices, and encourage
creativity among nursing home man-
agers and staff.

In order to meet obligations to nursing
home residents, this set of requirements,
to the extent possible, expresses expecta-
tions for facility operation in terms of
performance and outcomes rather than
by dictating structure and process. It is
the intent of these requirements to grant
a high degree of latitude and flexibility
to administrators and staff while insist-
ing upon conformance to fundamental
principles of individual rights and to
accepted professional standards. 

These expectations are clearly not reflected in the
current survey process, as evidenced by many examples
discussed later in this report.

NYAHSA and its members support a properly struc-
tured and consistently administered regulatory and
enforcement system to protect vulnerable residents and
ensure high quality care. Part of ensuring quality is deal-
ing forcefully with providers that seriously or repeatedly
fail to correct problems. The state and federal govern-
ments should take strong actions against providers that
fail to correct serious deficiencies, including banning new
admissions and closing facilities when appropriate. 

The survey process, as currently designed and
administered, is a poor proxy for measuring quality of
care, and in fact compromises quality. It is replete with
subjectivity and inconsistencies in its application, largely
fails to focus on outcomes and is devoid of any positive
incentives or recognition for a job well done. The survey
process is consistently inconsistent in its application.

Furthermore, the surveillance language itself belies
what is supposed to be a focus on outcomes. For exam-
ple, one of the levels within which survey citations are
categorized is called “potential for harm.” A potential for
harm exists for us all—at all times of the day, at work, in
our homes and elsewhere—and this hardly speaks to an

outcome. To place this in context, a facility could be cited
at a level denoting potential for harm because of a wall
that needs repainting.

*   *   *

The increasingly negative climate surrounding the
long-term care survey and enforcement process has
repercussions beyond the statement of deficiencies and
any remedies that may be imposed. The damage to
employee morale emanating from such a system makes
it far more difficult for long-term care providers to
recruit and retain qualified staff at a time when they are
already experiencing a staffing crisis at all levels.

Is this destructive process what the original archi-
tects of OBRA 87 had in mind? Based on the wording
and intent of the law, the answer is “no.”

IV. Specific Survey Process Issues
This section of the report discusses a series of prob-

lems with the current nursing home survey process.
Major areas that are covered include: (a) abuse report-
ing/citations; (b) intent of regulations/trivia; (c) inconsis-
tency of the process; (d) time frames; (e) adversarial and
punitive focus; (f) lack of due process; (g) inappropriate
and ineffective punishments; and (h) misuse of quality
indicators.

A. Abuse Reporting/Citations

NYAHSA and its members recognize the paramount
importance of protecting the safety and well-being of
nursing home residents. In fact, nursing homes them-
selves are probably the most frequent reporters of poten-
tial abuse situations. However, many nursing homes
have found themselves in “no man’s land” either
because they properly reported a potential abuse situa-
tion or didn’t report such a situation, even if it was deter-
mined not to be abuse.

The federal survey and enforcement system finds the
facility out of compliance for abuse even if an employee
committed the abuse against facility policies, the facility
promptly investigated the abuse, the facility took appro-
priate action against the employee, and the facility
reported the abuse, its investigation, and its actions to
the appropriate state office. This is an area where the fed-
eral system is inadequate, unless the only goals are to
blame and punish the provider, regardless of its culpabil-
ity. 

Clearly, facilities are being inappropriately cited for
abuse, neglect or mistreatment. Some actual examples
follow.

1. Issue: A facility resident was injured when she fell
from the toilet. Staff were not in attendance but
the resident had no history of falls, had requested
to be left in private, and the care plan did not call
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Question: Why does a facility get cited for abuse
when it has self-identified issues and taken the
proper actions? (Example: A certified nurse aide
(CNA) transfers a resident by herself when the
care plan calls for assistance of two. The resident
falls and sustains an injury. The facility calls in the
incident and takes remedial action with the CNA.
The CNA had been properly screened prior to
hire and received appropriate in-servicing regard-
ing resident transfers.) 

5. Issue: New York requires that all nursing home
staff applicants (not just certified nurse aides) be
checked with the nurse aide registry.

Question: Is this requirement applied in all states?
We have reason to believe that it is not. While we
don’t oppose the requirement in concept, it never-
theless is an unfunded mandate and we question
the fairness of this process being imposed incon-
sistently among states. 

The current climate of “zero tolerance” for human
error and unfortunate, not preventable accidents is unac-
ceptable and contrary to regulatory intent. It also results
in reporting “non-issues” to DOH, since facilities fear
reprisal for “failure to report” these non-issues. This
diverts facility resources into additional paperwork and
process, and consumes DOH resources that should be
used to thoroughly and more timely investigate those
cases of actual abuse or mistreatment. 

The situation can be likened to the role of parenting.
Even the best parent’s child will inevitably sustain cuts,
scrapes—perhaps even broken bones—in the course of
growing up. If nursing home surveillance standards and
enforcement concepts were to be applied, then nearly
every parent in the country would be labeled as, and
punished for being, a “non-compliant, substandard” par-
ent.

B. Intent of Regulations/Trivia

We hear all too frequently of instances when defi-
ciencies are unreasonably cited and do not address regu-
latory intent. The time and effort that goes into writing
such citations divert surveyors’ attention from other
areas that may have more impact on resident care or
quality of life. Similarly, facilities are required to submit
plans of correction for these citations just as for other
deficiencies, and the time and effort they must devote to
developing and writing these plans of correction diverts
them away from focusing, again, on more important
areas. While certain sharing with a facility, citing these
types of issues as deficiencies only serves to compromise
resident care by diverting limited resources away from
patient care. 

*   *   *

for staff supervision while in the bathroom. The
facility was cited because the resident sustained
an injury. 

Question: Is every injury reportable as abuse and
neglect even when there is no relationship to staff
action(s), no violation of the care plan, and no rea-
sonable cause exists for abuse or neglect? We
assert that such injuries are not reportable. 

2. Issue: A facility had an incident in which a resi-
dent was found in bed with a fractured leg and
the incident hadn’t been reported within the facil-
ity. During the internal investigation, no staff
admitted to having witnessed the incident or
knowledge of how the injury occurred. The facili-
ty had notified DOH appropriately. DOH con-
ducted an on-site investigation and reportedly
found no systems problems with respect to
employee screening or abuse prevention proto-
cols, but cited the facility because, it concluded,
abuse had occurred. 

Question: Must it be assumed that an injury of
unknown origin is solely attributable to staff
abuse, neglect or mistreatment? We maintain that
it does not.

3. Issue: A facility investigated what it quickly deter-
mined to be a “non-incident,” and did not call it
in to DOH as a result. During a federal follow-up
survey, the facility was cited for not reporting.
The rationale as reported by the federal surveyor
to the administrator was, “Any time a facility doc-
uments an investigative process, the issue must be
called in.”

Question: Is this consistent with regulation? We do
not believe so. If this is the case, every incident,
whether or not there is reasonable cause to sus-
pect abuse, mistreatment or neglect, must be
called in, and the receiving end of the reporting
system (i.e., DOH) would find it impossible to
investigate each report. 

4. Issue: A number of facilities have called in some
issues that they investigated and took appropriate
actions to address. During the standard survey,
DOH conducted its follow-up on these issues and
cited the facilities for abuse. Rationale: Even
though there were no systems problems and the
facility had self-reported and acted appropriately,
abuse had allegedly occurred.

Question: Does every instance of either an acci-
dent or misjudgment on the part of a staff mem-
ber constitute abuse, neglect or mistreatment? We
maintain that it does not, and that citing as such
conflicts with the regulatory intent. 
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Sixteen percent of the statewide respondents to
NYAHSA’s member survey said their facilities had been
cited for deficiencies based on one-time occurrences (e.g.,
a CNA who did not remove a restraint as care planned,
one significant medication error, etc.). This figure ranged
as high as 29 percent in the Westchester region. 

*   *   *

Fifty-eight percent of statewide respondents’ defi-
ciencies fell into the “isolated” category, meaning that
only an isolated number of residents or situations con-
tributed to the citation. 

One actual example of a deficiency cited outside of
the intent of the regulations involves a facility that
sought to establish a more homelike, dignified dining
experience for residents. As part of this effort, they devel-
oped an alternative system for assuring accuracy of the
meal (e.g., consistency, caloric restrictions) and eliminat-
ed including meal tickets with meals. During the survey,
although there were no errors in meals, the facility
was cited solely based on the fact that meal tickets did
not accompany the meals. How does this square with
the previously cited state regulations (10 N.Y.C.R.R.
§ 415.1(a)) that, “invite variety in nursing home environ-
ments, policies and practices, and encourage creativity
among nursing home managers and staff?” 

Additional examples of egregious deficiency cita-
tions and inappropriate surveyor behaviors are provided
later in this report. 

*   *   *  

E. Adversarial and Punitive Focus

The survey process has deteriorated into an adver-
sarial and punitive exercise that pits surveyors against
nursing homes rather than allowing all parties to work
together to improve quality of care and quality of life. 

It is a process that anticipates and presumes negative
outcomes; one that distinguishes only between compli-
ance and noncompliance, never recognizing excellence.
A perfect survey merely means the absence of observed
violations or deficient practices. It says nothing of the
positive initiatives the facility is taking for its residents or
any innovative programs it may have put in place for
residents and clients or staff. A deficiency-free survey is
perceived less and less as a marker of good care, and
more as an indication that the surveyor is not applying
the appropriate level of scrutiny to the facility. The result
is an environment in which it is almost impossible for a
good surveyor and a good facility to coexist. 

The punitive nature of this process and information
conveyed to the public can be likened to a school which
only records the C’s, D’s, and F’s on students’ report
cards, and totally ignores the A’s and B’s. How would
you feel if you were a student (i.e., a nursing home) in

this school? What family and others (i.e., the general
public) think of you when they saw your grades? 

Recently, a state surveyor in one NYAHSA member
facility was heard to say to a colleague, in the presence of
(and overheard by) facility staff, the words, “Happy
hunting” as the survey inspection began. This clearly
typifies the “gotcha” mentality that has overtaken the
process, with no regard to positive outcomes. 

We have been advised that CMS considers it a con-
flict of interest for surveyors to act in a consultative man-
ner with facilities. This is an unproductive approach.
One needs only to look to communities in which police
work closely with the area residents in collaborative and
proactive ways. While CMS is a “policing” agency, it
would do well to model such programs. There is no rea-
son why state or federal survey agencies should be dis-
couraged from sharing “best practices” and conducting
similar activities if CMS agrees that the end goal of the
survey process is to improve resident quality of care and
quality of life. 

F. Lack of Due Process

The survey process does not allow for a fair and
impartial means of contesting deficiencies. Federal regu-
lations dictate that each state establish a means for an
informal dispute resolution (IDR) process. 

IDR is a process of informal administrative appeals
that allows facilities to attempt to settle disputes over
survey citations. IDR provides an opportunity for
providers and surveyors to resolve disputed citations
and save the time and costs of a formal appeal. IDR that
is fair and equitable to all parties is critical to the integri-
ty of the survey and enforcement process. However, the
current IDR process has serious flaws. 

This system allows two opportunities (Stage I and
Stage II) for facilities to attempt to contest any cited defi-
ciencies. If the IDR is rejected on Stage I, then the state is
required to meet either in person or via a phone conver-
sation with the provider. If the Stage II determination is
unsuccessful for the facility, it may then request a review
by CMS in cases where monetary penalties have been
imposed.

While this sounds reasonable on the surface, in reali-
ty it is not. New York includes the very same surveyors
who were responsible for the facility’s survey on the
team that reviews and makes determinations on the IDR
requests. This is akin to “letting the fox into the chicken
coop” and poses an obvious and significant barrier to an
impartial review. 

*   *   * 

CMS does not allow facilities to use the IDR process
to challenge the scope and severity of survey deficien-
cies, except in cases of substandard quality of care and
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process flaws and shortcomings and divert caregivers’
attention away from patient care: 

• In one facility, a deficiency was cited because resi-
dents were served only one pat of butter with the
meal.

• In another facility, a deficiency was cited because
cream of wheat was served instead of oatmeal.

• Despite the Department of Health’s requirement to
deliver the SOD within ten calendar days of the
exit survey (42 C.F.R. § 488.110(h) and CMS State
Operations Manual (SOM) § 7316), the facility did
not receive its SOD for 39 days.

• A CNA went to put a resident to bed and noticed
two red areas on the resident’s back. The CNA
called the nurse who looked at the blouse the resi-
dent had been wearing and noticed that the but-
tons on the back of the blouse lined up with the
reddened areas. An incident and accident report
was made out, and the facility reported it to DOH.
On survey, they were cited because they hadn’t
interviewed staff for the 24 hours prior to when
the reddened areas were detected. 

• A facility was imposed with Denial of Payment for
New Admissions (DOPNA) and was seeking to be
resurveyed in a timely fashion so that the DOPNA
could be lifted. The CEO spoke with a CMS official
and questioned whether he should call the DOH
local area office and request the resurvey. The CMS
official told the CEO that he “shouldn’t press too
hard” or he “may not like what happens.” 

*   *   * 

• One administrator wrote and told us the true ver-
sion of cited deficiencies: 

• “A housekeeping attendant noticed a fresh food
spill on the wheel of a resident’s chair as she
was being removed from the dining room. He
wiped it off quickly. The surveyor’s judgment
was this insulted the resident’s dignity.” 

• “A resident was admitted with very swollen
legs. She was placed on physical therapy and
medication to reduce the swelling. In two weeks
her condition improved dramatically and she
returned to her home in the community, very
happy with her rehabilitation. In reviewing the
closed record, the surveyor’s opinion was that
we should have formulated a separate care plan
for the weight loss recorded from her admission
to discharge. This issue had been addressed in
several other areas, but not with a separate doc-
ument.”

• “One tube-fed resident had a small amount of
vomitus after a feeding at 11:30 p.m. The nurse

immediate jeopardy. Similarly, facilities cannot use IDR
to challenge remedies such as fines. Since the scope and
severity determination, rather than the actual deficiency,
is what leads to the imposition of a remedy, prohibiting
challenges to scope and severity or enforcement reme-
dies denies providers due process rights under the IDR
process. 

G. Inappropriate and Ineffective Punishments

Those facilities that undergo an extended survey
and/or are cited with substandard quality of care (SQC)
or immediate jeopardy (IJ) temporarily lose their ability
to conduct their own CNA training programs. This is
true even for deficiencies unrelated to CNA competence.
This is a grossly unfair and inappropriate “remedy”
which only serves to: (1) make it more difficult to staff
the facility; (2) reduce the quality of CNA staff (most
providers assert that training within the facility enables
the organization to ingrain its value systems and stan-
dards throughout the training program); and (3) promote
higher CNA turnover rates. 

In such facilities, the administrator’s name must be
reported to the state Board of Examiners for Nursing
Home Administrators (BOENHA), which potentially
subjects the administrator to disciplinary actions. While
this may be appropriate in some circumstances, it is
inappropriate in most others. A good example is an
administrator who knowingly takes on and tries to
improve a troubled facility, only to have a bad survey
occur shortly after his or her arrival. This is not only a
duplicative process (as there is already a means for
BOENHA to take actions against administrators), but is
extremely intimidating and contributes to the declining
numbers of licensed and aspiring administrators.

While some would argue to the contrary, fines are
not always an appropriate “punishment” either. A typi-
cal sanction imposed on facilities is Denial of Payment
for New Admissions (DOPNA). This means that facilities
will not be paid for any newly admitted Medicare/Med-
icaid residents for a period of time. Under certain cir-
cumstances, this “remedy” is imposed without the facili-
ty being afforded an opportunity to correct the alleged
deficiency(ies). As a result, many individuals needing
nursing home care remain languishing in hospitals or
their homes, deprived of the care they need. One must
ask what this accomplishes other than punishing ill, frail
individuals by depriving them of necessary services and
a place to call home.

*   *   * 

VI. Egregious Survey Citations and Process
Issues
The following are examples of serious issues report-

ed by NYAHSA members, which clearly indicate survey
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recorded the event in the communication book
for the attending physician to note the next day.
The surveyor’s opinion was that the doctor
should have been called that night even though
an experienced nurse assessed the situation and
in her professional opinion, immediate notifica-
tion was not justified.” 

*   *   * 

VII. Countering Negative Publicity
The public’s perception of nursing homes is worsen-

ing by the day. These increasingly negative perceptions
are being fueled by sensationalistic journalism, political
pressures cascading down from Capitol Hill to CMS to
New York and other states, the menacing terminology
used in the survey process, fraud and abuse allegations,
and chronic labor shortages. Nursing homes and their
employees are being held to unreasonable and, in many
cases, unattainable standards. 

Over time, negative public attitudes are progressive-
ly depriving nursing homes of the work force needed to
provide high quality care and undermining financial
support for a much-needed service setting. We are
already seeing caregivers and administrators exiting the
field entirely, without adequate numbers of new appli-
cants coming in to replace them. It has literally reached
the point where some caregivers are ashamed to even
talk about the fact that they work in nursing homes. This
is an alarming trend that all of us—the provider commu-
nity, policymakers, residents, families and consumer
advocates—ought to be doing something about. 

New York’s health care providers, in particular its
long-term care providers, are faced with many chal-
lenges, including inadequate reimbursement rates, dete-
riorating finances and burdensome regulations, while
also coping with a severe staffing crisis caused in part by
negative media coverage of continuing care issues. 

While not all responsibility for the staffing crisis can
be placed at the feet of the media, their lack of familiarity
with continuing care has resulted in many instances of
information being reported inaccurately without chal-
lenge. In addition, certain segments of the media have
decided their agenda regardless of the validity of their
position. Other parties responsible for negative press
coverage of long-term care are those, such as DOH, that
provide information that is most often damaging and fail
to promote positive aspects. 

In October 2000, DOH instituted a new policy of
issuing nursing home survey inspection results via press
release. NYAHSA acknowledges that DOH has made
some improvements in the way the information is dis-
seminated. However, there have been several instances
in which either the department has issued incorrect

information or the media misreported survey results
based on correct DOH information.

• A facility that was listed in a DOH press release as
having provided “sub-standard quality of care”
had never received such a ranking in its more than
100-year history. 

• Members of the media have been repeatedly pro-
vided with incorrect information regarding defi-
ciencies. In some cases, the deficiencies at one
facility were attributed to a different facility, and in
other cases deficiencies were reported that were
not known to have occurred at any facility. 

• A Central New York newspaper carried a wire
service story on the October release, highlighted
local homes, combined the conflicting data from
the versions of the DOH press release and erro-
neously upgraded the deficiency finding for sever-
al nursing homes from “potential for harm” to
“actual harm.” 

• A Buffalo television station incorrectly upgraded
the deficiency finding for several nursing homes
from “potential for harm” to “actual harm.”

• In an apparent attempt to justify proposed Medic-
aid cuts, DOH released a five-year, retrospective
report on industry profits, which maintained that,
“over the past five years nursing homes have real-
ized $1.8 billion in profits.” New York City’s
tabloid media seized on the issue and tarred the
voluntaries with the same brush used on the pro-
prietary facilities. News reports failed to mention
that the last three of those five years have seen a
negative trend for providers, and that the average
not-for-profit facility lost money on operations in
1999, the most recent year for which data were
available.

In these and other unfortunate episodes, the
providers nearly always sustain the brunt of the bad
publicity and damage, not the policymakers, regulators
or the media. NYAHSA has and will continue to play a
visible role in insisting on accurate and unbiased cover-
age in the media. For this to happen, the media must be
educated, one reporter, one editor or one photographer
at a time, as to the value of long-term care and the
impact of negative press coverage. 

This educational responsibility is one that regulators
and advocates, and the media itself, must also take on.

*   *   * 

XIII. Bad Medicine Is Threatening Quality 
Ironically, as this report has demonstrated, the

process in place to ensure quality—the punitively admin-
istered survey process—is threatening quality, monopo-
lizing limited resources and slowly destroying our serv-
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and sanctions rather than on proactive and productive
ways of enhancing quality. 

*   *   *   

XV. Conclusion
Federal pressures have been responsible for the cata-

clysmic change over the last several months in the way
New York state is administering the survey process. This
is an apparent response to the federal government identi-
fying New York as a state that cited relatively low num-
bers of deficiencies. At any point in time, one state will
be citing the fewest deficiencies. Does this mean that this
state has the worst nursing homes? If the process were
effective in its application, it would mean that this state
had the best facilities. 

It is time to put an end to the flawed, egregious and
ineffective surveillance process now in effect. The process
compromises quality of care and quality of life for nurs-
ing home residents, picks on vulnerable, altruistic
providers whose missions are to provide compassionate
care, wastes taxpayer dollars, and is politically motivated
and expedient. 

Lawmakers, regulators, consumers and providers
need to work collaboratively to advance the shared goal
of protecting residents. Indeed, the National Nursing
Home Reform Act of 1987, which was adopted as part of
OBRA 87, specifically called for creating a survey that
genuinely measures outcomes, but here we are, 14 years
later, still evaluating the process of delivering care and
the documentation of care delivery. 

To this end, the major strategy should be to press the
federal government to replace the flawed survey process
with one that truly measures quality of care, quality of
life and resident outcomes. It is time, in fact it is long
overdue, for a total reexamination of the survey process
at both the state and federal levels. Surveillance process
reform must be a government imperative, one that
involves a nationally focused effort representing all
stakeholder constituencies. These stakeholders—con-
sumers, government and providers—should be con-
vened under CMS’s leadership to systematically and
objectively re-think and revise the current survey
process, as well as to consider true measures of quality
care.

It is also time for the media to report about nursing
home care in a balanced and informed way in order to
stem the misguided and overly negative messages to
consumers who fear for their loved ones’ lives. And,
most importantly, it is time for nursing home residents
and their families to be afforded an accurate assessment
of quality of care and quality of life. NYAHSA and its
members remain willing and ready to be part of these
efforts.

ice system. It has gradually become an end unto itself
rather than a means to the real goal of quality assurance
and improvement. 

A potent mixture of government action and inaction
is directly threatening nursing home quality of care and
quality of life. Examples that have, for the most part,
already been discussed include the following: 

• establishing deliberate policies aimed at increasing
the number of deficiency citations, which consume
provider and regulator resources;

• promoting over-reporting of incidents that do not
constitute abuse or neglect;

• citing trivia as deficiencies, rather than as findings;

• espousing zero tolerance, suspending nurse aide
training programs and highlighting survey find-
ings to the media, which compromise providers’
ability to recruit and retain sufficient staff in the
wake of a labor shortage; 

• failing to adhere to reasonable time frames for
issuing statements of deficiencies, acting on plans
of correction and investigating complaints;

• inappropriately imposing large fines and even
more costly sanctions, such as denial of payment
for new admissions;

• making it difficult for providers to innovate and be
creative by imposing an incoherent and inflexible
regulatory system;

• promoting public use of survey results to make
placement decisions based on a mistaken premise
that these results can be used to objectively meas-
ure and compare quality across facilities, exclusive
of other factors; and 

• creating misleading messages about provider prof-
itability, which undermine public support for ade-
quate financing, when government reimbursement
is already inadequate. 

To further illustrate this point, a number of so-called
“quality initiatives” for nursing homes were proposed
earlier this year, which included: (1) mandating criminal
background checks for nursing home and home care
employees; (2) hiring additional nursing home survey-
ors; (3) increased fines for nursing home deficiencies and
higher fines for repeat violations; (4) directing survey
fines into a quality improvement account; (5) hiring new
auditors for a Medicaid Fraud Strike Force Unit; and
(6) establishing expedited procedures to secure involun-
tary receiverships (i.e., to replace facility operators who
allegedly have not ensured safe resident environments). 

As with many government initiated “solutions,”
these initiatives focus almost exclusively on punishments
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In addition, Ross focuses on reimbursement issues
affecting health care providers. He analyzes provider
reimbursement rates, prepares and prosecutes rate
appeals and hearings, and defends providers on rate
audits. He provides the economic, methodological and
technical analysis of reimbursement issues in support of
provider rate litigation.

Prior to attending law school and earning his law
degree, Ross managed the neonatal intensive care unit
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injuries, coordinates review of the cases by retained
medical experts and serves as a resource to the firm.

He writes and lectures extensively in the United
States and internationally on health issues in relation to
law, policy and ethics. He is a tenured full Professor at
Iona College, a Fellow of the New York Academy of
Medicine, and also serves as Chair of the New York
State Bar Association’s Health Law Committee on Ethi-
cal Issues in the Provision of Health Care.

His other memberships include American College
of Health Care Executives, American Health Lawyers
Association, American Medical Writers Association and
the Regis Bar Association.
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degree of expertise in state
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of the NYSBA’s Special
Committee on Medical Infor-
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spoke at a NYSBA CLE-
accredited full-day program on the federal electronic
transmission, security and privacy regulations and was
chair of a comparable program held in June 2001. She
has lectured on privacy and confidentiality of medical
records at New York Medical College Graduate School
of Health Sciences, and on privacy and confidentiality
in the context of the Internet for the NYSBA. She recent-
ly spoke on HIPAA at the National Labor & Manage-

ment Conference in Miami, and to attorneys and staff of
the New Jersey Department of Health and to attorneys
of the New York Department of Health.

Previously, Anne served as general counsel for a
major managed care organization in New York where
she was in charge of overseeing and participating in
provider contracting, licensing initiatives, corporate
compliance, grievance and appeals matters, and provid-
ed legal support to human resources, provider relations,
quality assurance, utilization management and other
operational units.

Ms. Maltz holds a J.D. from Brooklyn Law School
and a B.S.N. and M.A. in nursing administration from
New York University. She is the author of numerous
legal articles on health care issues which have appeared
in the New York Law Journal, Managed Care Interface and
Managed Care Negotiator. Her article on HIPAA
appeared in the Summer/Fall 2000 issue of the NYSBA
Health Law Journal.
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care. In 1998-1999, Ms. Miller served as the Project
Director of the Quality Forum Planning Committee, a
national bi-partisan panel of health care, consumer and
government leaders convened by Vice President Gore to
build the National Forum for Quality Measurement and
Reporting.

From 1995-1996, Ms. Miller served as the founding
Executive Director of the New York State Task Force on
Life and the Law established by Governor Cuomo.
Under her leadership, the Task Force crafted policy and
law for New York State on numerous issues, including
the health care proxy, the determination of death, and
the procurement and distribution of organs and tissues
for transplantation. 

Ms. Miller is Immediate Past Chair of the Health
Law Section and former Chair of the Committee on Eth-
ical Issues in the Provision of Health Care. She is a
graduate of Brown University and Harvard Law
School.
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and provided advice to state policy-makers on all
health-related matters.

Mr. Millock is a frequent speaker on health care
issues before health and legal groups throughout the
state. In 1993, he served on the President’s Task Force
on Health Care Reform as a member of the Legal Audit
Team. Mr. Millock is an associate professor at the State
University of New York at Albany, School of Public
Health.

Mr. Millock received his B.A. in Economics from
Harvard College, magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; and
his J.D. from the Harvard Law School, cum laude. He is
admitted to practice in the state of New York and is a
member of The Association of the Bar of the City of
New York and the New York State Bar Association.

Peter J. Millock is a part-
ner at Nixon Peabody LLP
and a member of its Health
Services Practice Group. Mr.
Millock’s work is focused on
affiliations and mergers of
hospitals, physician practice
issues, and regulatory and
enforcement matters before
state agencies. As part of his
transactional work, he has
counseled clients on federal
antitrust laws, federal and
state fraud laws and federal tax law.

Mr. Millock served as General Counsel, New York
State Department of Health, between 1980 and 1995. He
was chief legal advisor to the Commissioner of Health
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Lynn Stansel has been Associate General Counsel
for Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx, New York,
for six years. Prior to coming to Montefiore, she was an
attorney with Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
in New York City for four years. She spent the first
seven years of her legal career as a commercial litigator
with two Manhattan law firms. 

Lynn earned a Master’s in Hospital Administration
and a J.D. from Duke University in Durham, North Car-

olina, in 1985. She holds a bachelor’s degree in biology
from Wittenberg University in Springfield, Ohio. In
addition to the New York State Bar Association, Lynn is
a member of the In-house Counsel Section of the Ameri-
can Health Lawyers Association.

She lives in Montclair, New Jersey, and has a 3-year-
old daughter.
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Robert N. Swidler is
General Counsel and Vice
President for Legal Affairs of
Northeast Health, a health
care system in New York’s
Capital Region that includes
Albany Memorial Hospital,
Samaritan Hospital in Troy,
several primary care centers,
and “The Eddy”—a network
of long-term care and resi-
dential facilities and services
for seniors. 

Previously, Mr. Swidler was director of the Health
Law Practice Group of Hiscock & Barclay, (1995-1998)
and Deputy Commissioner and Counsel to the New
York State Office of Mental Health (1992-1995). 

From 1990 to 1992, Mr. Swidler was Assistant Coun-
sel to Governor Mario M. Cuomo, with responsibility
for the areas of health, mental health and social servic-
es. He helped draft and negotiate numerous laws,

including the Health Care Proxy Law (1990), the Medic-
aid Managed Care Act (1991), the Standby Guardian
Law (1992), Early Intervention Services for Infants and
Toddlers with Disabilities (1992) and the Mental Health
Community Reinvestment Law (1992). 

Before that, Mr. Swidler was Staff Counsel to the
New York State Task Force on Life and the Law (1985-
90), where he helped develop the Task Force’s reports
and recommendations on brain death, do-not-resusci-
tate orders, health care proxies, organ transplantation
and surrogate parenting arrangements.

Mr. Swidler has written numerous articles on health
law topics. From 1999-2000, he was Chair of the New
York State Bar Association Health Law Section. He cur-
rently serves on the Section’s Executive Committee and
as Co-Editor of the NYSBA Health Law Journal.

Mr. Swidler is a graduate of Columbia Law School
(‘82), SUNY Binghamton (B.A. ‘77, M.A. ‘78) and
Stuyvesant High School (‘72). He lives in East Green-
bush, New York, with his wife Mary and son Eric.
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